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High entropy alloys (HEAs) are barely 12 years old. The ﬁeld has stimulated new ideas and has
inspired the exploration of the vast composition space offered by multi-principal element alloys
(MPEAs). Here we present a critical review of this ﬁeld, with the intent of summarizing key ﬁndings,
uncovering major trends and providing guidance for future efforts. Major themes in this assessment
include deﬁnition of terms; thermodynamic analysis of complex, concentrated alloys (CCAs); taxon-
omy of current alloy families; microstructures; mechanical properties; potential applications; and
future efforts. Based on detailed analyses, the following major results emerge. Although classical
thermodynamic concepts are unchanged, trends in MPEAs can be different than in simpler alloys.
Common thermodynamic perceptions can be misleading and new trends are described. From a strong
focus on 3d transition metal alloys, there are now seven distinct CCA families. A new theme of
designing alloy families by selecting elements to achieve a speciﬁc, intended purpose is starting to
emerge. A comprehensive microstructural assessment is performed using three datasets: experi-
mental data drawn from 408 different alloys and two computational datasets generated using the
CALculated PHAse Diagram (CALPHAD) method. Each dataset emphasizes different elements and
shows different microstructural trends. Trends in these three datasets are all predicted by a ‘structure
in e structure out’ (SISO) analysis developed here that uses the weighted fractions of the constituent
element crystal structures in each dataset. A total of 13 distinct multi-principal element single-phase
ﬁelds are found in this microstructural assessment. Relationships between composition, microstruc-
ture and properties are established for 3d transition metal MPEAs, including the roles of Al, Cr and Cu.
Critical evaluation shows that commercial austenitic stainless steels and nickel alloys with 3 or more
principal elements are MPEAs, as well as some established functional materials. Mechanical properties
of 3d transition metal CCAs are equivalent to commercial austenitic stainless steels and nickel alloys,
while some refractory metal CCAs show potential to extend the service strength and/or temperature
of nickel superalloys. Detailed analyses of microstructures and properties allow two major HEA hy-
potheses to be resolved. Although the ‘entropy effect’ is not supported by the present data, it has
nevertheless made an enduring contribution by inspiring a clearer understanding of the importance of
conﬁgurational entropy on phase stability. The ‘sluggish diffusion’ hypothesis is also not supported by
available data, but it motivates re-evaluation of a classical concept of metallic diffusion. Building on
recent published work, the CCA ﬁeld has expanded to include materials with metallic, ionic or co-
valent bonding. It also includes microstructures with any number of phases and any type of phases.
Finally, the MPEA ﬁeld is shown to include both structural and functional materials applications. A
signiﬁcant number of future efforts are recommended, with an emphasis on developing high-
throughput experiments and computations for structural materials. The review concludes with a
brief description of major accomplishments of the ﬁeld and insights gained from the ﬁrst 12 years of
research. The ﬁeld has lost none of its potency and continues to pose new questions and offer new
possibilities. The vast range of complex compositions and microstructures remains the most
compelling motivation for future studies.
Published by Elsevier Ltd on behalf of Acta Materialia Inc. This is an open access article under the CC BY-
NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).acle).
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The ﬁrst results onmulti-component [1] and high entropy [2e6]
crystalline alloys were published in 2004, about 12 years ago. The
two major, new concepts of this approach include opening a vast,
unexplored realm of alloy compositions and the potential to in-
ﬂuence solid solution phase stability through control of conﬁgu-
rational entropy. These two distinct ideas have captured theimagination and efforts of growing numbers in the materials sci-
ence community. This ﬁeld is characterized by many new ﬁndings,
unexplained results, vigorous controversies and new fundamental
questions. A large body of work has been published, including
several compilations and viewpoint sets [7e15] and two books
[16,17]. This extensive literature gives data against which the initial
concepts can be evaluated and trends can be established, but a
critical assessment of this rapidly evolving ﬁeld is not yet available.
D.B. Miracle, O.N. Senkov / Acta Materialia 122 (2017) 448e511 451The purpose of this paper is to critically assess the major ideas and
proposed characteristics of high entropy and multi-principal
element alloys against published data and established materials
science knowledge.
As much as possible, each section of this assessment is intended
to be independent e each can be read separately and ends with a
summary of main points. The hurried reader is referred to the
summaries at the end of each major section for topical results and
to Section 8 for a quick synopsis of major accomplishments and
insights. Section 1 introduces the ﬁeld of multi-principal element
and high entropy alloys. A brief historical sketch (Section 1.1) is
followed by deﬁnitions (Section 1.2). In many studies, deﬁnitions
are woven together with motivations and expected outcomes, and
so these are also discussed. The major ideas behind multi-principal
element and high entropy alloys are described in Section 1.3. At-
tempts to visualize and describe hyper-dimensional composition
space (Section 1.4) are followed by a brief summary (Section 1.5).
The remaining manuscript is organized into the following major
topics. Section 2 discusses the application of classical thermody-
namic concepts to complex, concentrated alloys. The taxonomy of
high entropy and multicomponent alloys in Section 3 organizes
reported alloys into common element groupings, illustrating biases
and emerging trends. Microstructures (Section 4) and properties
(Section 5) are analyzed to explore hypotheses regarding phase
stability, strengthening and other major concepts in complex,
concentrated alloys. This review closes with consideration of po-
tential applications (Section 6), suggested future directions (Section
7) and concluding remarks of insights and major accomplishments
(Section 8).1.1. Historical sketch
The ﬁrst results on crystalline multi-principal element alloys
(MPEAs) [1] and high entropy alloys (HEAs) [2e6] were published
in the same year, but backgroundwork beganmuch earlier [17]. For
MPEAs, initial studies began as an undergraduate thesis in the late
1970's and were followed by another undergraduate project in
1998. These studies were reﬁned and expanded, presented at a
conference in 2002 and subsequently published [1]. HEA work
began as a series of theses in 1996, leading to ﬁve publications in
2004 [2e6]. The terms, ‘high entropy alloys’ and ‘multi-principal
element alloys’ (MPEAs) were both introduced in this last group of
publications.
In addition to these modern publications, three other early
works are worth mentioning. A very early work reported the basic
properties (hardness, density, etc) of mixtures of up to 7 metallic
elements in equal mass fractions (see Section 1.4.1 in Ref. [17]).
Drawn from 11 different elements, over 900 alloys were charac-
terized.Well ahead of it's time, it seems to have been forgotten until
re-introduced in 1963 [18]. In spite of this more modern exposure,
this early work remained relatively obscure, and was re-introduced
once again to put the modern HEA and MPEA concepts into his-
torical perspective [17]. A second paper of historical note applied
the MPEA concept to metallic glasses [19]. This paper used equi-
molar substitution of chemically similar elements in a known
metallic glass alloy. This is the ﬁrst modern publication to introduce
the idea of the expansive range of composition space offered by
MPEAs. This is also the ﬁrst modern published paper to give
experimental results on this topic. A paper published in 2003 is also
important in the HEA ﬁeld [20]. This paper gives no results, but
provides an eloquent and evocative introduction to major HEA
concepts, which were in press at the time and were published early
the following year.1.2. Deﬁnitions and motivations
The motivation in one of the founding papers is “to investigate
the unexplored central region of multicomponent alloy phase
space” [1]. Entropy is not mentioned and there is no stated intent to
search for single-phase, disordered solid solution (SS) phases. On
the other hand, HEA studies often appear to be motivated by the
concept that high conﬁgurational entropy may favor single-phase
SS phases over alloys with intermetallic (IM) phases [5,6]. Both
motivations explore the interior regions of hyper-dimensional
composition space, away from the vertices, edges and faces, but
HEA studies additionally emphasize the search for single-phase
solid solutions. No deﬁnition is given for ‘multicomponent alloys’
[1], while several HEA deﬁnitions exist. The number of HEA deﬁ-
nitions gives some confusion, fueling controversies whether some
alloys may be called HEAs. Commonly used deﬁnitions and con-
troversies will be introduced and discussed.
1.2.1. Composition-based deﬁnition
One of the earliest papers deﬁnes HEAs as, “those composed of
ﬁve or more principal elements in equimolar ratios” [6]. The
requirement for equimolar concentrations is restrictive, and the
following sentence in the same paper expands this deﬁnition to
include, “principal elements with the concentration of each
element being between 35 and 5 at.-%.” Thus, HEAs need not be
equimolar, increasing the number of HEAs signiﬁcantly. HEAs may
also contain minor elements to modify the properties of the base
HEA, further expanding the number of HEAs [21]. This
composition-based deﬁnition prescribes elemental concentrations
only and places no bounds on the magnitude of entropy. This
deﬁnition further places no requirement on the presence of a
single-phase SS.
1.2.2. Entropy-based deﬁnition
The phrase, “high entropy” motivates a deﬁnition based on the
magnitude of entropy. Thus, an alternate deﬁnition separates low
(SSS,ideal < 0.69R, where SSS,ideal is the total conﬁgurational molar
entropy in an ideal SS and R is the gas constant), medium
(0.69R < SSS,ideal < 1.61R) and high (SSS,ideal > 1.61R) entropy alloys
[21]. The Boltzmann equation gives a simple approach to estimate
SSS,ideal from alloy composition, but it requires that atoms occupy
random lattice positions. This rarely occurs in metallic solutions
(Section 2.1.1). This deﬁnition also implies that an alloy has a single
value of conﬁgurational entropy. However, an alloy's entropy can
change with temperature. The temperature effect can be mild, by
giving small changes in short-range atomic ordering, or it can be
dramatic, by chemical partitioning between parent and product
phases at a ﬁrst-order phase transformation. To address these is-
sues, the entropy-based deﬁnition assumes the alloy can be rep-
resented by the “liquid solution and high-temperature solid
solution states where the thermal energy is sufﬁciently high to
cause different elements to have random positions within the
structure” [21]. This characterizes an alloy by the maximum en-
tropy possible, and implies that such a state is achieved at high
temperature or in the liquid state. However, even binary metallic
liquids typically do not have random atomic positions at the
melting temperature (Section 2.1.1). This underscores earlier ﬁnd-
ings thatmetallic solutions are generally not ideal [22]. These issues
represent challenges in the use of this deﬁnition.
1.2.3. Other deﬁnitions and interpretations
Beyond these primary HEA deﬁnitions, several other in-
terpretations appear in the literature. Some papers introduce HEAs
as equimolar alloys only and some use different values of SSS,ideal to
specify HEAs. This is supported by ambiguity that comes from
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Speciﬁcally, the maximum conﬁgurational entropy of a 5-element
HEA is 1.61R (for the equimolar alloy), but the minimum value is
1.36R (for an alloy with 5% A, 5% B, 20% C, 35% D and 35% E). This
latter alloy is considered to be an HEA by the composition-based
deﬁnition but not by the entropy-based deﬁnition. Some have
considered quaternary equimolar alloys with SSS,ideal ¼ 1.39R as
HEAs [23,24], since this is higher than the minimum value offered
by the composition-based deﬁnition, even though these are
excluded by the composition-based deﬁnition. As a compromise,
some have suggested that any alloy with SSS,ideal  1.5R may be
considered HEAs [25]. This excludes a small number of alloys
allowed by the composition-based deﬁnition and any alloy with
fewer than 5 elements.
Perhaps the most common interpretation that differs from pri-
mary deﬁnitions is that an HEA must be a single-phase, SS (see for
example comments in Ref. [9]). This emphasizes the widely-stated
motivation of producing single-phase, SS microstructures, even
though this is not required by either of the primary deﬁnitions.
Rather than characterizing an alloy based on the maximum
possible (i.e., ideal) value of conﬁgurational entropy, this interpre-
tation emphasizes the actual conﬁgurational molar entropy of an
alloy (SSS), which can be much lower. This has a logical appeal, but
nevertheless has conceptual challenges. This approach reasons that
a SS phase that remains after nucleating a product phase may no
longer meet composition-based or entropy-based HEA deﬁnitions,
even though the parent SS phase satisﬁed the deﬁnitions. This
confuses the conﬁgurational entropy of the alloy with entropy of
individual phases within the alloy. Further, rejecting alloys that are
multi-phase at some observation temperature implies that the alloy
must be single-phase at all temperatures. Since the entropic energy
is given by the product, TSSS, at T ¼ 0 this interpretation reduces
the number of alloys that could be considered as HEAs to a trivial
few regardless of the magnitude of SSS [26].
We acknowledge the right of the discoverer to name and deﬁne
the discovery, and so here we emphasize deﬁnitions in the earliest
works as long as there are no conceptual difﬁculties. There is no
fundamental issue with the composition-based deﬁnition. The
entropy-based deﬁnition has conceptual challenges, and further
confusion results when composition- and entropy-based deﬁni-
tions are taken together. These challenges are deepened by mixing
deﬁnitions with the intended outcome of producing single-phase
SS alloys. Some studies tighten the deﬁnition (an HEA must be
single-phase or must be equimolar) and in others the deﬁnition is
broadened (to include 4 component systems and alloys with
SSS,ideal > 1.36R or SSS,ideal > 1.5R). Early deﬁnitions emphasize the
maximum conﬁgurational entropy that may be possible in a sys-
tem, whereas later interpretations favor actual (lower) values of
conﬁgurational entropy. Initial deﬁnitions favor atom conﬁgura-
tions at the highest temperatures including the liquid state, while
later interpretations emphasize lower temperatures. There is no
right or wrong answer, and the appropriate approach will depend
on the intent of the work being performed.
1.2.4. Use of terms, HEA, MPEA and CCA in the present work
Whether initially intended or not, HEAs have become tightly
associated with ﬁnding single-phase solid solutions by controlling
conﬁgurational entropy. This causes controversy and distracts from
the major objective of exploring the immense number of alloys in
the central regions of hyper-dimensional composition space. There
are several terms that evoke the vastness of composition space
without any implications concerning the magnitude of entropy or
the types of phases present. These terms include multi-principal
element alloys (MPEAs), complex concentrated alloys (CCAs) and
baseless alloys. In the present work we use these termsinterchangeably to describe the ﬁeld broadly and to retain the
motivation, “to investigate the unexplored central region of
multicomponent alloy phase space” [1]. We use the term, HEA,
when conﬁgurational entropy or the intent to produce single-phase
SS microstructures are important. This careful use of terms is a
practical approach to clarify discussion and to side-step an un-
productive controversy, and is in no way intended to detract from
the contributions of the pioneers in this ﬁeld.
This review covers the ﬁeld broadly. Thus, we include alloys that
ﬁt any of the deﬁnitions above, including concentrated ternary and
quaternary alloys and other alloys that may not ﬁt HEA deﬁnitions
but nevertheless have features that contribute to the study or
development of MPEAs. Multi-phase microstructures are specif-
ically included here in the CCA concept.
1.3. Major concepts and proposed features
The HEA ﬁeld introduces the major new ideas of intentionally
exploring the vast realm of hyper-dimensional complex composi-
tion space and manipulating conﬁgurational entropy via alloy
composition to favor SS alloys. The HEA ﬁeld also proposes four
characteristic HEA features. Each of these topics is brieﬂy discussed
below.
1.3.1. The vastness of new compositions and microstructures
The expansive range of new alloys and alloy systems offered by
the interior regions of multi-principal element phase diagrams is a
central idea in early MPEA publications [1,6,20]. This offers rich
opportunities for the discovery of new alloys of scientiﬁc signiﬁ-
cance and practical beneﬁt. Supporting this expectation, attractive
structural and functional properties have already been reported,
including one MPEA with a fracture toughness exceeding that of
“virtually all pure metals and metallic alloys” [27]. A range of mi-
crostructures has also been produced that includes single-phase
solid solutions, multi-phase alloys, nanocrystalline microstruc-
tures and amorphous structures (Section 4). Early HEAwork shows
attractive properties in multi-phase microstructures with boride
[3] or nitride [2] phases, and many HEAs include compound-
forming elements such as Al or Ti, producing unusual and attrac-
tive microstructures. In spite of the breadth of microstructures
offered, the HEA ﬁeld has come to strongly emphasize the search
for single-phase solid solutions (Section 1.3.2). More recently, a call
has been issued to embrace the development of multi-phase CCAs
with microstructures that may give good high temperature struc-
tural properties [25,26]. Conventional alloy development strategies
typically rely on microstructures with at least one SS phase, but
recent work suggests that even microstructures consisting of two
IM phases may give an attractive balance of structural properties if
sufﬁcient attention is paid to controlling the microstructure [28].
Broadening efforts to include the exploration of multi-phase mi-
crostructures in CCAs is an area of future emphasis (Section 4.1.5,
Section 7.1.1).
1.3.2. Rationalizations for single-phase solid solutions
The search for single-phase SS alloys is sometimes rationalized
by claiming that IM phases embrittle alloys and make processing
difﬁcult, while SS alloys are claimed to be strong and to retain
ductility and damage tolerance (see for example, [6,21,29]). These
generalizations are somewhat overstated. While IM formation
often does embrittle alloys, this is not always the case. In fact, IM or
ceramic phases are intentional, essential and major microstructural
components in many of the most advanced structural alloys,
including superalloys (for which the IM phase is often the largest
constituent by volume), pearlitic steels and age-hardened
aluminum alloys. Proper control of the size, shape, volume
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an exceptional balance of strength and damage tolerance in such
alloys.
Solid solution hardening is an important strengthening mech-
anism, but it is generally not as potent as precipitation-
strengthening. Consider commercial solid solution and precipita-
tion strengthened alloy families based on the same element: 3xxx
or 5xxx series solid solution aluminum alloys vs 2xxx or 7xxx series
age-hardened aluminum alloys; solid solution nickel alloys such as
Alloy 400 (UNS No. N04400), Alloy 600 (UNS No. N06600) and
Alloy 800 (UNS No. N08800) vs precipitation strengthened super-
alloys; and solid solution austenitic steels vs pearlitic steels. In each
of these examples, precipitate-strengthened alloys have superior
strength relative to SS alloys while retaining useful ductility and
damage tolerance [30]. Solid solution hardening may be more
potent in MPEAs relative to conventional solution-strengthened
alloys, but this hypothesis requires validation (Section 7.1.3).
Finally, it is not always true that SS alloys are ductile. Well-known
examples include b-titanium alloys, a-titanium alloys with small
amounts of oxygen, and nickel alloys with small amounts of
hydrogen. Many BCC metals also display a brittle-to-ductile tran-
sition temperature above which the alloy is ductile but below
which it is intrinsically brittle.
The purpose of this discussion is not to contradict the general-
izations used to support the search for single-phase SS alloys, but
rather to give amore balanced view of the roles played by SS and IM
phases in alloy properties. The general approach in alloy develop-
ment is to establish properties required by an application, and then
to develop compositions andmicrostructures that can provide all of
the necessary properties [31]. The full range of applications and
properties are open for consideration, and so the full range of mi-
crostructures should also be considered. Such an approach takes
full advantage of the principal beneﬁt of CCAs e the broad range of
unexplored compositions and microstructures.
1.3.3. Four HEA ‘core effects’
Four ‘core effects’ are often used to describe HEAs: the high
entropy effect; the lattice distortion effect; sluggish diffusion; and
the ‘cocktail’ effect [21]. Three of these are hypotheses and the
‘cocktail’ effect is a separate characterization of HEAs. These hy-
potheses were ﬁrst proposed based on information available in the
very earliest publications. A major objective of this assessment is to
evaluate these hypotheses against the broader range of published
data collected in the past 12 years. These hypotheses are brieﬂy
introduced below and are evaluated later in the manuscript.
1.3.3.1. The high entropy effect. The high entropy effect is the
signature concept of HEAs, and proposes that increased conﬁgu-
rational entropy in near-equimolar alloys with 5 or more elements
may favor SS phases over competing IM compounds. Idealized
conﬁgurational entropy is compared with the entropy of fusion for
pure metals [6,17] or with formation enthalpies of selected IM
compounds [6,25] to support this concept. Comparisons are
generally qualitative (characterizing enthalpies and entropies as
“high” or “low”), and are applied broadly by comparing all SS
phases to all IM compounds, without considering speciﬁc systems
andwithout acknowledging that a wide range of stabilities exists in
SS and IM phases. These discussions only consider conﬁgurational
entropy. While vibrational, electronic and magnetic terms are
acknowledged [6,17], the conﬁgurational term is claimed to domi-
nate [17]. We show that the vibrational entropy is much larger than
SSS,ideal (Section 2.3.4), but the thermodynamic competition be-
tween SS and IM phases is rather complicated (Section 2.3.5) and
much of the vibrational entropy cancels in parent and product
phases. Finally, early observations supporting this effect emphasizephases in as-cast product, complicating interpretation. The degree
to which conﬁgurational entropy actually favors SS phases will be
assessed against classical thermodynamic concepts (Section 2) and
published microstructures (Section 4).1.3.3.2. The lattice distortion effect. Severe lattice distortion comes
from the different atom sizes that make up crystal lattices of
complex, concentrated phases. The displacement at each lattice site
depends on the atom occupying that site and the types of atoms in
the local environment. These distortions are claimed to be more
severe than in conventional alloys. Uncertainty in atom positions
from these distortions contributes to the excess conﬁgurational
entropy (Section 2.3.3), and is claimed to decrease the intensity of
X-ray diffraction peaks [5,17,21], to increase hardness [17,21], to
reduce electrical and thermal conductivity [17,21] and to reduce the
temperature dependence of these properties [17,21]. These claims
seem physically sensible, but systematic attempts to quantify most
of these effects and to separate them from other contributions are
still missing. For example, shear modulus mismatch between
constituent atoms may also contribute to hardening, and electrical
and thermal conductivities can be inﬂuenced by the electronic
structures associated with variations in local bond states. Addi-
tional discussion is given in Section 4.4.4 and Section 7.1.8.1.3.3.3. The sluggish diffusion effect. Diffusion is proposed to be
sluggish in HEAs [6,21]. This claim is based on secondary obser-
vations that include formation of nanocrystals and amorphous
phases upon solidiﬁcation and on qualitative interpretations of
microstructural stability upon cooling (Section 5.2). To further
support this position, general comments relating to difﬁculty in
substitutional diffusion and high activation energies are invoked
[6]. One study hasmeasured diffusion coefﬁcients in complex alloys
[32]. Analysis of this hypothesis is given in Section 5.2.1.3.3.4. The ‘cocktail’ effect. The ‘cocktail’ effect is a colorful and
evocative phrase ﬁrst used by Prof. S. Ranganathan [20]. His initial
intent was simply, “a pleasant, enjoyable mixture,” but it later came
tomean a synergistic mixturewhere the end result is unpredictable
and greater than the sum of the parts [33]. This phrase was intro-
duced to describe three distinct alloy classes: bulk metallic glasses;
super-elastic and super-plastic metals (also called ‘gum’ metals
[34]); and HEAs. Each of these alloy classes includes complex,
concentrated alloy compositions. The ‘cocktail’ effect addresses the
rather remarkable properties of fully amorphous bulk metallic
glasses and the extreme structural and functional properties of
‘gum’ metals.
Unlike the other ‘core effects’, the ‘cocktail’ effect is not a hy-
pothesis and requires no proof. The 'cocktail effect' reminds us that
exceptional materials properties often result from unexpected
synergies. Other materials responses could also be described as
resulting from an unpredictable, synergistic response, including
physical properties such as a near-zero coefﬁcient of thermal
expansion or catalytic responses; functional properties such as the
thermo-electric response or photo-voltaic conversion; and an
exceptional combination of structural properties such as ultra-high
strength with good fracture toughness, fatigue resistance or
ductility. In each of these cases, properties depend on material
composition, microstructure, electronic structure and other fea-
tures in complicated and sensitive ways. The ‘cocktail’ effect re-
minds us to remain open to non-linear, unexpected results that can
come from unusual combinations of elements and microstructures
in the vast composition space of MPEAs.
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Some concepts in this review require an ability to visualize
hyper-dimensional composition space. Herewe attempt to describe
the main features, starting with ternary and quaternary phase di-
agrams and then moving to more complex phase diagrams. A
ternary phase diagram has three constituents, N, and is shown in
two spatial dimensions (2D) by an equilateral triangle at constant
temperature, T, and pressure, P. Each vertex represents a pure,
elemental constituent and each edge gives a binary phase diagram
at the speciﬁed T, P. The three lines drawn from each vertex to the
middle of the opposite edge intersect in the center of the diagram at
the equimolar atom fraction, 1/N. A quaternary phase diagram is
shown at constant T, P in three dimensions (3D) by a regular tet-
rahedron. The 4 vertices represent the elemental constituents, the 4
faces are the bounding ternary diagrams, and the 6 edges are the
bounding binary diagrams. Lines drawn from each vertex to the
middle of the opposite face intersect at the equimolar atom fraction
in the center of the tetrahedron. The bounding edges and faces of
ternary and quaternary phase diagrams are straight lines and ﬂat
surfaces in 3D.
The same basic features hold for ﬁve component phase dia-
grams. (N-1) spatial dimensions are needed to map quinary
composition space at constant T,P, requiring 4 spatial dimensions
(4D). This 4D phase diagram has 5 vertices, each with an opposite
boundary that is a 3D tetrahedron of the remaining 4 elements. The
4D quinary phase diagram has ten 2D boundaries that are the
constituent ternary diagrams and has ten 1D edges representing
the bounding binary phase diagrams at the speciﬁed T,P. The
boundaries of the quinary diagram are straight and ﬂat in 4D but
are curved in 3D in the sameway that a line is straight in 2D but can
be curved in 3D (consider a great circle on the surface of a sphere).
The curvature is opposite that of the great circle example, so that
the 3D ‘shadow’ of the 4D quinary phase diagram may beFig. 1. Visual devices to illustrate 4D phaseconsidered to be stellated e ‘spiky’ at the vertices and ‘puckered’ at
the faces and edges.
Three illustrations aid this visualization. Fig. 1a represents a 4D
quinary phase diagram. This shows all 5 vertices, all 10 binary di-
agrams, all 10 ternaries and all 5 quaternary diagrams. All edges are
straight and all faces are ﬂat in this visualization. The geometric
compromise that allows this to be drawn as an isometric projection
is that some of the features (the D-E binary; the A-B-C, A-D-E, B-D-E
and C-D-E ternaries; and all of the quaternaries) are in the interior
of the volume bounded by the 5 vertices. This unusual ﬁgure rep-
resents some key features but distorts others e it can be thought of
as a 3D compromise representation of a 4D polytope. Graph theory
provides a related visualization (Fig. 1b, redrawn from Ref. [35]).
Phases are indicated by labeled points, and phases that co-exist
with each other are connected by lines. Solid black lines show
continuous solid solutions between the constituent elements, all
other phase connections are shown by solid gray lines. Like Fig. 1a,
positions are distorted and have no meaning. A sample is shown in
Fig. 1b for the Co-Cr-Fe-Mn-Ni phase diagram. The calculations
used to produce this diagram [36] are at low temperature and show
IM phases in the Co-Fe, Co-Mn, Fe-Ni and Mn-Ni binary diagrams,
so that a single-phase SS phase with Co, Cr, Fe, Mn and Ni is not
shown.
Just as a 3D quaternary diagram can be constructed by a
sequential stack of 2D pseudo-ternary diagrams, Fig. 1c illustrates a
portion of the 4D, A-B-C-D-E quinary diagram by a series of 3D
pseudo-quaternary diagrams. A line is drawn from the center
(equimolar composition) of the quaternary ABCD ‘hyper-face’ to the
element E vertex that is opposite. At one end of this line, 4D phase
space is simply pure element E, and at the opposite end of this line
the quinary phase diagram is the 3D quaternary A-B-C-D diagram.
Between these end points, quinary phase space is shown by a series
of pseudo-quaternary phase diagrams of compositions (ABCD)1-xEx,
where 0  x  1 is the fractional distance from the ABCD ‘hyper-space in 2D. See text for descriptions.
1 A more complete deﬁnition of solid solution and intermetallic phases is given in
Section 4.1.5.
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in the A-B-C-D system (that is, from any point in the quaternary
diagram and not only from the equimolar composition) to vertex E,
giving a new set of pseudo-quaternary phase diagrams along the
new line. Five such quaternary e vertex lines exist in each quinary
diagram, and they all intersect at the equimolar composition,
ABCDE.
Isopleth diagrams at a ﬁxed P are a more practical approach to
map multi-dimensional phase diagrams in 2D. The effects of
composition and T on the phases present can be mapped, but only
one element can be varied independently at a time. For example,
the effect of Al in AlxCoCrFeNi is shown in Ref. [37]. These isopleth
diagrams do not show phase compositions or volume fractions.
Another practical approach is to plot the volume fractions of the
phases present as a function of T at a ﬁxed composition and P (see
Fig. 11 in Ref. [38]). This approach does not show phase composi-
tions. Other approaches to visualize 4D space, such as Schlegel di-
agrams and orthogonal projections, are well-known in the
mathematics community and may also be used [39].
How close is the equimolar composition to phase diagram
boundaries? The compositional distance from an N-component






The n* ¼ 1 boundaries (elemental vertices) are always farthest
from the equimolar point, the n* ¼ 2 boundaries (binary edges) are
always the next farthest, and the n* ¼ ðN  1Þ boundaries are al-
ways closest. As N increases, the vertices become progressively
farther from the equimolar point. Thus, vertices are 67%, 75% and
80% distant from equimolar ternary, quaternary and quinary alloys,
respectively. The closest boundaries become progressively closer as
N increases: binary edges are 33% distant from the ternary equi-
molar point; ternary faces are 25% away from the quaternary
equimolar composition and quaternary boundaries are 20% away
from the quinary equimolar alloy. For N  8, binary edges are al-
ways within 33 ± 2% of equimolar alloys; ternary faces are within
23 ± 2%; and quaternary boundaries are at 19 ± 1% distance. This
emphasizes the ‘spiky’ nature of complex phase diagrams e the
midpoint of a ternary boundary is ~25% away from a 5-component
equimolar alloy, the midpoint of a binary boundary is ~35% away,
but the vertices are 80% away. This also illustrates the difﬁculty in
visualizing the extension of binary and ternary terminal solid so-
lution phase ﬁelds into hyper-dimensional composition space. Solid
solutions that do not extend much beyond the elemental vertex are
not likely to connect with the center of a 5-component phase dia-
gram, but a binary or ternary system that is a solid solution at its
midpoint is much closer to the equimolar composition.
1.5. Summary
The MPEA ﬁeld is barely 12 years old. Many deﬁnitions are used
to describe HEAs. A composition-based deﬁnition is clear, but
entropy-based deﬁnitions have conceptual problems and a range of
derivative deﬁnitions are also used. These deﬁnitions fuel an un-
productive controversy and distract attention from the potential
scientiﬁc and practical beneﬁts offered by the vastness of hyper-
dimensional composition space. As a practical approach, the term,
high entropy alloy (HEA) is used when either the conﬁgurational
entropy or the objective of producing a single-phase solid solution
is important. Otherwise, the terms multi-principal element alloys
(MPEAs) or complex, concentrated alloys (CCAs) are used to evoke
the essential features of this ﬁeld without any implications
regarding the magnitude of conﬁgurational entropy or the types ofphases formed. This section also gives a brief historical sketch;
introduces the major, new concepts and four ‘core effects’ provided
byMPEAs; and discusses visualization of phase diagrams for multi-
component alloys.2. Thermodynamics of complex, concentrated alloys
Basic thermodynamic concepts are brieﬂy reviewed to give a
backdrop against which high entropy alloy (HEA) hypotheses can
be discussed and evaluated. This review includes discussion of
enthalpy, entropy and Gibbs energy of disordered solid solution
(SS1) phases (Section 2.1) and ordered intermetallic (IM1) com-
pounds (Section 2.2). The inﬂuence of multi-principal elements on
the magnitudes of these terms is emphasized. Discussion of Gibbs
phase rule, equilibrium, variation in atom sizes, total entropy, and
the relative magnitudes of entropy and enthalpy appears in Section
2.3, followed by a brief summary (Section 2.4).
Minimizing Gibbs energy, G, is the standard method to predict
the thermodynamically stable phases in an alloy. There are many
competing phases in an alloy, and the phase or combination of
phases with the lowest Gibbs energy is the equilibrium state. The









þ MGidealm þ EG∅m (2.1a)
The summation term is the Gibbs energy of the i elemental
constituents, MG
ideal
m is the ideal molar Gibbs energy of mixing, and
EG
∅
m is the excess molar Gibbs energy. This uses CALculated PHAse
Diagram (CALPHAD) nomenclature with pre-superscripts  (for
pure components), M (for mixing) and E (for excess quantities);
with superscripts indicating the phase of interest (∅ and ideal in Eq.
(2.1a)); and the subscript, m, for molar quantities [40,41].
To emphasize differences between enthalpy and entropy of SS
and IM phases, we expand this equation and rearrange terms. In all
cases, we use pure elements as the standard states, so the sum-
mation term is removed for expedience and we only discuss mixing
and excess terms. Since MH
ideal
m ¼ 0, MG
ideal
m is given by the ideal






where R is the gas constant and xi is the atom fraction of element i.
EG
∅
m includes the excessmolar enthalpy,
EH
∅
m, and an excess entropy
term, ES
∅
m. We drop the enthalpy pre-superscript for simplicity and
combine ideal and excess entropies into the total molar entropy of




m. Finally, we consider only molar quantities
and so the subscripts, m, are omitted. The ﬁnal equation is the
familiar result
G∅ ¼ H∅  TS∅ (2.1b)
where T is absolute temperature. H∅ includes only non-ideal in-
teractions but S∅ includes ideal and excess terms. The phase, ∅,
may be any solid or liquid phase, herewe emphasize the distinction
between SS and IM phases. SS and IM phases have distinct en-
thalpies and entropies that are described separately in the
following sub-sections. Binary systems are used to illustrate key
features, and these ideas can be extended tomore complex systems
with appropriate derivations. The classical concepts described here
are developed more fully elsewhere [40e44]. The thermodynamic
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is needed to ensure the appropriate quantities are being used.
2.1. Entropy and enthalpy of solid solution phases
2.1.1. General features of solid solutions
The Gibbs energy of a SS phase is





In ideal solutions, the excess enthalpy of mixing, HSS¼ 0 and the
ideal conﬁgurational entropy of mixing is SSS;ideal ¼ RP
i
xilnðxiÞ.
In regular solutions, HSS s 0 but the deviation is small and SSS is
assumed to be the same as for ideal solutions. A negative deviation
from ideal behavior occurs when HSS < 0, and a positive deviation
when HSS > 0. Atoms are distributed randomly in ideal solutions
and are assumed to be random in regular solutions (although any
deviation from HSS ¼ 0 is generally associated with non-random
atom arrangements), so that SSS and HSS are symmetric with
respect the equimolar composition. Atoms are not randomly
distributed in sub-regular solutions, so that SSS or HSS or both are
asymmetric about the equimolar composition. This non-random
distribution gives a tendency toward phase separation when HSS
> 0 or chemical short-range ordering (SRO) when HSS < 0. The
degree of phase separation or SRO can be small or it can be sub-
stantial. Both phase separation and SRO decrease the conﬁgura-
tional entropy from ideal estimates.
Ideal and regular solutions are uncommon. Analysis of HSS for
1176 binary metallic systems from Ref. [45] (atom pairs with H, B, C,
N, O, P and S are excluded in the present analysis) shows that only
4% and 11% of the systems are ideal and regular solutions, respec-
tively. The data in Ref. [45] are for mixing in the liquid state, and the
percentages of ideal and regular solutions are expected to be even
lower in the solid state. The basic features of solid solutions are
summarized in Table 1.
From Eq. (2.2), disordered solid solutions become more stable
(that is, have more negative values of GSS) as SSS becomes more
positive and as HSS becomes more negative. This does not seem to
be widely appreciated in the HEA literature, and large, negative HSS
values have been suggested to destabilize disordered solid solu-
tions by competing with SSS [46e49]. In fact, large, negative HSS
values increase the stability of SS phases. A more likely interpre-
tation of the trends observed in these studies is that systems with
large, negative HSS values are also likely to have HIM values for IM
phases that are slightly more negative than HSS (Section 2.2.3). HSS
and HIM are not independent, and HSS may be a proxy for HIM in
these cases.
A common premise in the HEA literature is that the most stable
solutions occur at the equimolar composition, but this is not
necessarily true for sub-regular solutions [50]. Consider represen-
tative thermodynamic functions for regular (Fig. 2a) and sub-
regular (Fig. 2b) solid solutions. The most stable composition in
Fig. 2a is at the equimolar composition, but in Fig. 2b it is at
xB ¼ 0.55. The degree of asymmetry in GSS curves can be relatively
mild or it can be more distinct. Analysis of data in Ref. [45] showTable 1
Features of solid solutions.







Sub-regular s0 No simple model Nothat the minimum in HSS can occur anywhere within the range of
xB ¼ 0.50 ± 0.10. Since sub-regular solutions are by far the most
common, the most stable solid solutions may generally be dis-
placed from the equimolar composition.
Asymmetry in GSS curves has an important inﬂuence on the
stability of competing IM phases. The GSS tangent is horizontal for
the most stable solution at GSS,min, so that an IM must have
GIM < GSS,min to co-exist with the SS at the composition of the most
stable SS. For the sub-regular solution in Fig. 2b, the most stable SS
is at xB ¼ 0.55 and the change in GSS between the most stable so-
lution and the equimolar alloy is small. However, the tangent is no
longer horizontal for the equimolar alloy, signiﬁcantly changing the
stability of competing IM phases [50]. Thus, an IM with GIM shown
by the closed circle in Fig. 2b will be unstable against GSS,min for the
SS at xB¼ 0.55, but is stable compared toGSS for the equimolar alloy.
On the other hand, the IM with GIM shown by the closed square in
Fig. 2bwill be stable relative toGSS,min for a SS with a composition at
xB ¼ 0.55, but is unstable compared to GSS at the equimolar
composition.
Fig. 2 is intended to illustrate differences between the equimolar
and most stable compositions in sub-regular solutions, and gives
only part of the story regarding phase stability e curves for other
phases must also be considered for the full picture, including other
solid solutions, intermetallic compounds and the liquid phase.2.1.2. Entropy of solid solutions
The HEA literature focuses almost exclusively on conﬁgurational
entropy of ideal solutions, where atoms are distributed randomly.
Early statements that atoms are randomly distributed [5] have not
been veriﬁede the large number of elementsmakes this a daunting
experimental challenge [51]. The previous section shows that most
binary solutions are sub-regular, so that atom arrangements are
expected to be non-random. It is not clear to what extent this will
inﬂuence the magnitude of conﬁgurational entropy or the shape of
entropy curves. Other contributions to entropy include an excess
conﬁgurational term resulting from different-sized atoms (Section
2.3.3), and non-conﬁgurational terms from vibrations, electronic
and magnetic effects. The total inﬂuence of these terms can be
signiﬁcant (Section 2.3.4).2.1.3. Enthalpy of solid solutions
Experimental HSS data (see for example [52,53]) are difﬁcult to
obtain, so data are limited. HSS can be estimated for binary solu-
tions. A common approximation is the macroscopic atom model,
often called the Miedema method [54]. This phenomenological
model uses as input the electron density at the Wigner-Seitz cell
boundary (estimated from the ratio of bulk modulus to molar
volume) and the chemical potential of electronic charge (taken
from thework function) of puremetals. This method can be applied
to any system, but the accuracy is only fair. Comparison of several
dozen predicted [45] and published [55] HSS values in the liquid
state give typical differences of the order of ±7 kJ-mol1. The me-
dian estimated HSS is 5.1 kJ mol1 so the percentage error is large,
around ±50%. Even removing comparisons where jHSSj is small
(<10 kJ-mol1) and the percentage error is very large (>100%), them distribution Curve shape Frequency
ndom Symmetric Uncommon (z4%)
andom Symmetric Uncommon (z11%)
n-random Asymmetric Common (z85%)
Fig. 2. The integral molar entropy, enthalpy and Gibbs energy (SSS, HSS, GSS) at 700 K for negative deviations from ideal behavior (HSS < 0) in (a) a regular solution, where atoms are
distributed nearly randomly and HSS, SSS and GSS are all symmetric about xB ¼ 0.5, and (b) a sub-regular solution, where atoms are not randomly distributed so that HSS and GSS are
not symmetric. The areas between the dashed and dotted tangent lines in (b) show regions where phase stability is altered by asymmetry of the GSS curve. Ideal SSS is assumed and
HSS is taken from Ref. [45] for (a) Co-Ni and (b) Ce-Ni.
Fig. 3. Ordered crystals with (a) SIM,ideal ¼ 0 resulting from perfect order on A and C sub-lattices, and (b) a signiﬁcant SIM,ideal due to disordered arrangements of A, B atoms on the A
sub-lattice and of C, D, E atoms on the C sub-lattice.
D.B. Miracle, O.N. Senkov / Acta Materialia 122 (2017) 448e511 457typical error for remaining comparisons is still ±35%. This is larger
than experimental errors, which can be as high as ±20% but are
typically about ±5%. Variability in measured values for the same
phase from different research groups is in the same range, roughly
±5% to ±15%. Nevertheless, the Miedema method gives quick and
easy access to the general magnitudes of mixing enthalpies for all
binary metallic systems.
HSS values from binary solutions can be used to estimate the


















where Nij is the number of i-j atom pairs, ci and cj are the i, j atom
concentrations, Uk are parameters to ﬁt HSS in i-j solutions [45] and
uij ¼
P3
k¼0Uk½ðci  cjÞ=ðci þ cjÞk is an interaction parameter be-
tween elements i and j in a sub-regular solid solution [45]. Eq. (2.3)
can accentuate the enthalpy of mixing in complex alloys when all
binary HSS values have the same sign (all positive or all negative).
Like a parachute suspended from the corners of a room, the highest
points will be in the corners, lower points occur along the walls,
and the lowest point is near themiddle of the room. Thus, whenHSS< 0 for all atom pairs in an N-component solution, HSS,N can be
more negative than any of the binary pairs. If HSS < 0 for some atom
pairs and HSS > 0 for others, then the magnitude of HSS,N relative to
the constituent HSS values depends sensitively on composition.2.2. Entropy and enthalpy of intermetallic phases
2.2.1. General features
Intermetallic compounds display long-range ordering (LRO) of
atoms on two or more sub-lattices and so are structurally distinct
from SS phases, see for example [57,58]. Atoms are randomly
distributed in ideal and regular SS phases, so that the probability of
ﬁnding an i atom on a given lattice site is equal to the atom fraction
of that element, xi. Atoms are not random in sub-regular solutions,
but the probability of an i atom occupying a given site will not vary
dramatically from xi. Due to LRO, the probability of ﬁnding a
particular atom on a given sub-lattice in a binary IM is not equal to
xi, and is typically very near 0 or 1. The probabilities may vary a
small amount from 0 or 1, even in compounds that form only at a
single composition (usually the stoichiometric composition). Vari-
ations from probabilities of 0 or 1 can also occur at non-
stoichiometric compositions in the relatively small number of IM
phases that are stable over a range of compositions. Probabilities
may change more substantially as an IM approaches its dissolution
or melting temperature, and some IMs display an order-disorder
transformation temperature below which the structure has LRO
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IMs are characterized by LRO on distinct sub-lattices with site oc-
cupancies that differ substantially from xi, and so are fundamentally
different from solid solutions. Some HEA papers include IM phases
that vary from the stoichiometric composition as SS phases. Here
we keep these separate and consider any phase with two or more
sub-lattices to be an IM regardless of the range of compositions.
Additional support for this distinction is given in Section 4.1.3.
The Gibbs energy for IM phases is
GIM ¼ HIM  TSIM (2.4)
where HIM and SIM are the integral, molar formation enthalpy and
entropy of IM phases.2.2.2. Entropy of intermetallic phases
Given the important structural differences, SS and IM entropies
are different, even in the same system and at the same composition.
A classical binary IM is shown in Fig. 3a, where each sub-lattice is
occupied by a single element. SIM of such phases are typically very
small and are reasonably approximated as zero [44]. However, IM
phases in complex, concentrated alloys (CCAs) usually have more
constituents than sub-lattices, so that two or more elements will
usually occupy each sub-lattice. For example, an IM in alloy ABCDE
may have a random distribution of elements A and B on one sub-
lattice and a random distribution of elements C, D and E on the
second sub-lattice (Fig. 3b). This is just one example, atoms may
distribute on the sub-lattices in many different ways. This in-
troduces disorder that increases the conﬁgurational entropy of IM
compounds in CCAs. The ideal conﬁgurational entropy of such













where ax is the number of sites on the x sub-lattice and f xi is the
fraction of element species i randomly distributed on the x sub-
lattice. The total number of element species, i, is N.
For the (A,B)1(C,D,E)3 structure in Fig. 3b, there are two sub-
lattices x,y; the number of sub-lattice sites are ax ¼ 1 and ay ¼ 3;
and the fractions of element species i on each sub-lattice is the
inverse of the number of atom species on each sub-lattice, nx. There
are two atom species (A,B) on sub-lattice x so that nx ¼ 2 and
f xA ¼ f xB ¼ 1/2 and three atom species (C,D,E) on sub-lattice y so that
ny ¼ 3 and f yC ¼ f
y
D ¼ f yE ¼ 1/3. For the structure in Fig. 3b, Eq. (2.5a)
becomes
SIM;ideal ¼ R½axlnð1=nxÞ þ aylnð1=nyÞ=ðax þ ayÞ (2.5b)
This gives SIM;ideal ¼ 0:997R, which is over 60% of the conﬁgu-
rational entropy of an ideal equimolar disordered SS with 5 con-
stituents. Care is needed in applying this model, as the composition
of the IM phase will generally be different from the alloy compo-
sition, and the composition on each sub-lattice may differ from
stoichiometric ratios [56].
Unlike binary IM compounds, SIM,ideal may thus make an
important contribution to GIM in CCAs. Some commercial alloys
with up to a dozen alloying elements are based on compounds,
most notably Ni3Al (L12, cP4, AuCu3)2 and NiAl (B2, cP2, ClCs)2, but
the concentrations of many elements are small and so this effect2 Structures are described by Strukturbericht notation, Pearson symbols and the
prototype phase.may not be as important as in CCAs. It is difﬁcult to determine
experimentally when a particular sub-lattice is occupied by more
than one element, and it is even more difﬁcult to determine if those
elements are randomly distributed on the sub-lattice [51,59]. As a
result, the inﬂuence of sub-lattice disorder on SIM,ideal and the
stability of IM compounds in CCAs may be important but is not yet
established. The principles guiding elemental partitioning to
different sub-lattices and the frequency with which this occurs
remain unknown. It may therefore be inappropriate to assume that
SIM,ideal contributions to GIM can be ignored in CCAs.2.2.3. Enthalpy of intermetallic phases
LRO leads to differences between HSS and HIM. To understand
these differences, it is helpful to consider the bond enthalpies be-
tween i and j ﬁrst-neighbor atoms, εij, and the numbers and types of
ﬁrst-neighbor bonds per atom, nij3. Classical solution theory
[42e44] gives the enthalpy of a condensed substance by summing








Intermetallic compounds and solid solutions of the same
composition have essentially the same bond enthalpies εij, but
differences in ordering give different values of nij. For example,
nAA ¼ 0 in the AC3, L12 structure (cP4, AuCu3 prototype, see Fig. 3a)
since each A atom is surrounded only by C atoms, but nAA > 0 for
random solid solutions. Table 2 compares nij values in L12 and B2
(cP2, ClCs prototype) compounds against disordered FCC, HCP and
BCC solutions of the same compositions. nij values for Al-Ni com-
pounds are taken from Ref. [60] and the numbers of bonds in ideal
and regular solutions are nii ¼ ntotx2i and nij ¼ 2ðntotxixjÞwhere ntot
is the number of bonds per atom. Table 2 shows that the numbers of
unlike bonds, nAB, are higher in IM compounds than in SS phases of
the same composition and base crystal structure. nAA and nBB are
both smaller than (in the L12 structure) or equal to (in the B2
compound) nii values in the solution.
Table 2 gives εij for L12 and B2 compounds in the AlNi system
and for solid solutions of the same compositions [60]. Since com-
pounds generally have more of the most stable bonds (bonds be-
tween unlike atoms) relative to disordered solutions of the same
composition, it is expected that HIM < HSS. Estimating HIM and HSS
from the data in Table 2 and Eq. (2.6) conﬁrms this result (see the
seventh column in Table 2). The bond enthalpies are the same in
these SS and IM phases and the differences in bond numbers are
small, reinforcing the expectation that HIM and HSS are related
(Section 2.1.1). The L12 and FCC/HCP structures have a total of 6
bonds per atom (ntot ¼ 6) and the BCC structure has ntot ¼ 7. The B2
structure also has 7 bonds per atom even though the elements that
make up the B2 structure almost always have FCC or HCP crystal
structures with ntot ¼ 6. This ‘extra’ bond may contribute to the
stability of B2 compounds. The pairwise bonding framework
described above is a substantial simpliﬁcation aiming to show the
origin of differences between HSS and HIM. More precise calcula-
tions of these quantities generally use multibody potentials.
Histograms of HIM and HSS are shown in Fig. 4 for binary sys-
tems. Data are taken from Refs. [52,54,55,61e65]. HIM is essentially
always negative, in agreement with the classical concept that IM
phases only form in systems with a negative deviation from ideal3 First neighbors in this analysis are determined by Voronoi tessellation, and so
may have different bond lengths. Voronoi tessellation is an accepted approach that
overcomes the arbitrary assignment of cut-off distance between ﬁrst and second
neighbor atoms.
Table 2
Numbers of bonds per atom and estimated formation enthalpies in different structures.
xA Structure nAA nAB nBB ntot
P
i;j
ðnijεijÞb εAlAl (eV)b,c εAlNi (eV)b,c εNiNi (eV)b,c
0.25 L12, cP4, AuCu3a 0 3 3 6 4.62 0.57 ± 0.01 0.80 ± 0.02 0.74 ± 0.02
FCC, HCP 0.375 2.250 3.375 6 4.51
0.50 B2, cP2, ClCsa 1.5 4 1.5 7 4.62 0.49 ± 0.01 0.73 ± 0.02 0.64 ± 0.02
BCC 1.75 3.5 1.75 7 4.53
FCC, HCP 1.5 3 1.5 6 3.89
a Strukturbericht notation, Pearson symbol, prototype.
b Values given as eV/atom.
c Condensed bond enthalpies are taken from Ref. [60].
Fig. 4. Histograms of 1176 HSS values estimated by the Miedema method from Ref. [45]
(solutions with H, B, C, N, O, P and S are excluded in this analysis), and 1055 HIM values
for metal-metal and metal-semimetal compounds from Refs. [52,54,55,61e65] and
assessed for accuracy in Ref. [25]. HSS values are both positive and negative, while HIM
values are essentially always negative. HIM values are generally slightly more negative
than the dataset of negative HSS values.
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values are best compared with negative HSS values. The median of
negative HSS values is 29 kJ/mol and the average is 30 kJ/mol.
These are less negative than HIM, where the median is 36 kJ/mol
and the average is 42 kJ/mol. It is tempting to generalize that
HIM < HSS, but there are issues with this approach. Comparison
must be made between HIM and HSS for the same binary system at
the same temperature. HSS and HIM values in Fig. 4 represent
minimum values that occur at ﬁxed compositions (usually near
xB ¼ 0.5 for HSS and at the stoichiometric composition for HIM).
However, rather than predicting one phase or the other to be stable
at a given composition, the common tangent construct shows that
both phases can co-exist over a range of compositions where
neither GSS nor GIM are at the minimum value (Section 2.3.5).
Occupancy of multiple atom species on sub-lattices as illus-
trated in Fig. 3b is likely to give formation enthalpies of IM phases
in N-component, complex alloys, HIM,N, that differ from HIM for the
related binary compounds. There is no simple approach for esti-
mating HIM,N from HIM.2.3. Discussion
2.3.1. Gibbs phase rule
Gibbs phase rule relates the number of phases in thermody-
namic equilibrium, P, to the degrees of freedom, F, (the number ofintensive variables that can be changed arbitrarily and indepen-
dently without changing equilibrium) and the number of compo-
nents, N. At constant pressure, Gibbs phase rule is P ¼ N e F þ 1.
There are (N1) compositional degrees of freedom and 1 degree of
freedom for temperature, so that the maximum value of F is N. The
minimum value of F is 0, which indicates a discrete point in a phase
diagram with the maximum number of phases (Nþ1). Any devia-
tion in composition and/or temperature from this point decreases
the number of equilibrium phases. Theminimumnumber of phases
is 1 when F ¼ N. Gibbs phase rule bounds the number of phases
possible and speciﬁes the number of degrees of freedom that must
exist for a given number of phases and components, but it gives no
comment on the expectation of how many phases are actually
present in any given alloy or system at a given temperature and
pressure. Any number of phases can exist in an N-component
system, from the minimum (1) to the maximum (Nþ1), without
violating Gibbs phase rule. There is no requirement that the
maximum number of phases must be produced.
Some express surprise when the number of phases is less than
the maximum value [11,66], and others claim that HEAs violate
Gibbs phase rule [67]. The fact that HEAs have fewer than the
maximum number of phases has also been used to support the
entropy effect [17,68e71]. Analysis of binary phase diagrams gives a
simple, visual approach to put this observation in perspective. The
maximum number of phases in binary systems occurs when F ¼ 0,
at a discrete composition and temperature of a three-phase,
invariant reaction. One of the three phases is often a liquid, mak-
ing experimental observation by standard techniques very difﬁcult.
Even when all three phases are solid (eutectoid or peritectoid re-
actions), one or two of the phases are consumed by the reaction so
that fewer phases are left below the reaction temperature. To
experimentally observe three phases, a binary alloy must be
equilibrated and observed at the discrete composition and tem-
perature of the reaction. All of the studies cited above make ob-
servations at room temperature.
Some binary diagrams have several three-phase reactions, but
some have no three-phase reactions at all. Given their infrequent
occurrence and the requirement of observing the microstructure at
a discrete composition and elevated temperature, the likelihood of
seeing three phases in binary alloys is very small. Finding the
minimum number of phases is more likely, as every binary phase
diagram has at least one (and far more often, two or more) single-
phase region. Single-phase ﬁelds exist over a range of temperatures
and often extend over a composition range, so that the area of bi-
nary phase diagrams occupied by single-phase ﬁelds is far larger
than the ‘area’ associated with discrete points of 3-phase invariant
reactions. Many IM phases occur as line compounds at a discrete
composition, while most SS phases occur over a range of compo-
sitions. This supports an expectation that single-phase SS alloys
may be more common than single-phase IM alloys. This is shown
by both experiment (Section 4.2.1) and calculations (Section
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many binary phase diagrams. This simple area fraction analysis
shows that observing 1 or 2 phases is far more likely in binary
phase diagrams than the maximum number allowed by Gibbs
phase rule. Extending this simple analysis to more complex alloys
supports the expectation that chancing upon exactly the right
composition and temperature to produce the maximum number of
phases in hyper-dimensional composition space may be a rare
event. We conclude that the most likely result is that the number of
observed phases will range from the minimum value to a number
less than the maximum number.
2.3.2. Equilibrium
The concepts described in Section 2 apply to systems at ther-
modynamic equilibrium, but most CCA studies to date have been
conducted on as-cast material (Section 4.4.1.1). Equilibrium phases
may be found in as-cast material, but metastable or non-
equilibrium phases are also commonly produced. The presence of
microscopic (i.e., inter-dendritic) or macroscopic composition gra-
dients give clear signs that equilibrium has not been reached, but it
is not easy to verify that equilibrium has been achieved, since there
is no guaranteed approach to produce thermodynamic equilibrium.
Homogenization or annealing at temperatures above half the ab-
solute melting temperatures is usually used, but there is no stan-
dard temperature or annealing time. Coarse phases formed at grain
boundaries during annealing approach equilibrium more rapidly
than the bulk of the microstructure due to accelerated diffusion
along grain boundaries. Deformation processing can accelerate
equilibration, since large deformation strains redistribute material
much faster than diffusion. The use of such techniques is becoming
more common in CCA studies, but it is prudent to consider claims
regarding the number and types of phases in as-cast alloys with
caution. This is discussed in more detail in Section 4.4.1.1.
2.3.3. Thermodynamics of systems with different-sized atoms
Classical thermodynamic solution theories assume that mix-
tures consist of equal-sized atoms, but real solutions usually have
atoms of different sizes. This has important thermodynamic im-
plications. Ideal conﬁgurational entropy is based on populating
identical lattice sites with chemically different but equal-sized
atoms. Atoms with different sizes can bring some uncertainty in
atom location, thus giving an excess conﬁgurational entropy term.
This effect may be small in dilute solutions, where the location of
the minority atom is constrained by the surrounding majority
atoms (Fig. 5a). The uncertainty in atom location increases with
increasing size differences and concentrations. In multi-principalFig. 5. The effect of atom size difference on atom positions in (a) a dilute solution, where sol
complex, concentrated solution, where there is no dominant atom species and atom positio
contributes to an excess conﬁgurational entropy.element alloys (MPEAs) the lattice is expected to be highly
strained, so that atoms are usually displaced from the average lat-
tice sites (Fig. 5b), and this effect can become important. Equations
describing the inﬂuence of atom size difference and concentration
on excess entropy [72] have been applied to metallic glasses [73],
but have not yet been applied to MPEAs. It has been suggested that
atomic-level strains in may be a separate contribution to thermo-
dynamic stability [25]. This is incorrect, since these contributions
are already included measured values (see for example,
[52e54,63e65]) and semi-empirical databases available with
commercial CALPHAD packages.
With respect to enthalpy, the coordination numbers of
elemental metals are typically 12 (for FCC or HCP crystals) or 14 (for
BCC crystals). Coordination numbers in systems of different-sized
atoms can differ from these values signiﬁcantly. For example, co-
ordination polyhedra in IM compounds often have 8 to 17 ﬁrst
neighbors [74], and measured total coordination numbers in
metallic glasses range from 8.3 to 17.4 [75]. Since the enthalpy of a
system depends on the number and the energy of atomic bonds,
this change in coordination number may be important. Coordina-
tion numbers <12 are common around smaller atoms and coordi-
nation numbers >12 are common around larger atoms. Both
smaller and larger atoms co-exist in systems of unequal atom sizes,
so the average coordination number will fall somewhere between
the extremes. Analysis of 238 binary IM structures containingmetal
or semi-metal atoms shows that most (162) have an average co-
ordination number between 12 and 14. None of these structures
have an average coordination number >14, and those with average
coordination numbers <12 are dominated by compounds that
contain a semi-metal element. Finally, it has been suggested that
the condensed bond enthalpy for a given atom species adjusts in
response to the number of bonds formed, so that the bond enthalpy
decreases when the number of bonds increases and vice versa [60].
These considerations suggest that the enthalpy of unequal-sized
systems may not differ dramatically from classical thermody-
namic models.2.3.4. Magnitudes of excess entropy terms relative to S∅;ideal
Several terms contribute to the total molar entropy of phase ∅,
S∅. Atomic conﬁgurations give an ideal component for SS phases via
the Boltzmann equation (SSS;ideal, Section 2.1.1) and for IM phases
with the sub-lattice model (SIM;ideal, Section 2.2.2). An excess
conﬁgurational term, conf S
∅
, can result from SRO (Section 2.1.1) or
differences in atom sizes (Section 2.3.3). Other excess entropy
terms come from atomic vibrations (vibS
∅
), magnetic momentsute atoms are constrained to occupy lattice sites by surrounding solvent atoms and (b) a
ns usually deviate from mean lattice positions. The variability in atom positions in (b)
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∅
). Excess terms occur in both SS
and IM phases. Much has beenwritten on the magnitude of S∅;ideal,
but it is difﬁcult to ﬁnd a discussion of the magnitudes of excess
entropy terms relative to S∅;ideal and their importance in phase
selection for MPEAs. We attempt a simple comparison of these
terms here.
Adding the ideal and excess terms above gives the total molar
entropy of phase ∅, S∅, as
S∅ ¼ S∅;ideal þ conf S∅ þ vibS∅ þ elecS∅ þ magS∅ (2.7a)
We are interested in the relative contributions of ideal and
excess entropies to the total entropy change in a reaction, such as
the competition between SS and IM phases. The difference in total
molar entropies of SS and IM phases is DSSSIM ¼ SSS  SIM.

























Total entropy curves of binary liquid alloys are given in compi-
lations that use pure elements as the standard state [55]. To
transform from this standard state to actual total entropies, we add
the total entropies of the pure elements,

S∅. Both S∅;ideal and conf S
∅
in Eq. (2.7a) are zero for pure elements, and of the three remaining





S∅ will be slightly larger due to contributions
from elecS
∅
and magS∅, but this approximation is adequate for the
broad comparisons intended here.Fig. 6. (a) The total molar entropies of binary liquid alloys, Sliquid, including all of the terms in
straight, dashed lines are linear averages of the elemental vibrational entropies. (b, c) Sliquid, a
curves (b) are symmetric or modestly asymmetric, and (c) are highly asymmetric. (b, c) bet
which is shown for reference. Although some terms appear to be negative, this is an artifact







dT , where C∅v is the molar heat capacity of element
∅ at constant volume. Standard equations give C∅v as a function of





, since C∅p should be used instead of C
∅
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is calculated for Ni, Cu, Pd, Y
and La from the equation above at 1800 K. These elements have
different values of TQ, so the total entropies are different. Kopp's
rule is used to approximate the alloy entropies as a linear average of
the elemental entropies [43]. These total alloy entropies are added
to data for four liquid binary systems from Ref. [55]. The results are
shown in Fig. 6a.
The total molar liquid entropies, Sliquid, are over an order of
magnitude larger than S∅;ideal. By far the largest contribution in
Fig. 6a is the vibrational entropies of the pure elements. However,
even though vibrational entropies of the elements are much larger
than S∅;ideal, they do not necessarily dominate the entropy change
of a reaction. The vibrational entropies of parent and product
phases are roughly equivalent and generally cancel each other in
the difference ðvibSSS  vibSIMÞ in Eq. (2.7b). For example, the
vibrational entropy difference was measured between a SS and IM
phase with the same composition and was found to be about 0.1R






roughly the same magnitude as the difference in conﬁgurational
entropy, ðSSS;ideal  SIM;idealÞ [77].
How signiﬁcant are the remaining excess entropy terms relative
to S∅;ideal? A closer look at the remaining terms is plotted in Fig. 6b,c
for several binary systems, including those in Fig. 6a. The vibra-
tional contributions from pure elements are removed to betterEq. (2.7a). The vibrational entropies of constituent elements are the largest terms. The
fter subtracting the vibrational entropy of the pure elements, in systems where entropy
ter illustrate the magnitude of the remaining excess entropy terms relative to S∅;ideal ,
of subtracting the much larger vibrational entropy of the pure elements, and the total
otted from Ref. [55].
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
S∅  vibS∅ ¼ S∅;ideal þ conf S∅ þ vibS∅;remnt þ elecS∅ þ magS∅
(2.8)
A remnant vibrational entropy, vibS
∅;remnt
, is included in Eq.
(2.8), since Kopp's rule is not precise, and phonons in an alloy may
be excited or damped that are not captured by averaging elemental
vibrations. For example, bonds between unlike atoms with a co-
valent component are often stiffer and shorter than bonds between
like atoms, reducing vibrational entropy relative to pure elements
[78]. For Ni-Pd, the excess terms on the right-hand side of Eq. (2.8)
increase the entropy relative to S∅;ideal (Fig. 6b). At the equimolar
composition, the excess entropy terms are 67% of S∅;ideal. The excess
entropy terms for Ni-Cu are nearly zero, so that the right-hand side
of Eq. (2.8) is essentially identical to S∅;ideal. In the other systems in
Fig. 6b, the excess terms on right-hand side of Eq. (2.8) decrease the
entropy relative to S∅;ideal. The reduction is small for Mg-Zn (about
S∅;ideal=2) and is as large as 2S∅;ideal for Ga-Ti. The excess entropies
of alloys in Fig. 6c are positive over a narrow composition range and
decrease the entropy over most of the alloy compositions. Again,
the additions are relatively small (less than S∅;ideal), while the re-
ductions are often greater than S∅;ideal. Some of the entropies in
Fig. 6b,c appear to be negative, but this is only because vibS
∅
has
been subtracted from these ﬁgures. The total entropies are always
positive when this term is included, as illustrated in Fig. 6a.
This analysis suggests that excess entropy terms can make
important contributions to the total entropy in the competition
between phases. The shapes and values of the curves in Fig. 6 can
alter entropy proﬁles from estimates based on conﬁguration alone.
Caution is therefore urged against using ideal estimates to repre-
sent total entropy, especially for sub-regular solutions. Unfortu-
nately, there is no simple, analytic estimate of SSS for the majority of
solutions where atoms are not distributed randomly. The CALPHAD
method gives an approach to estimate HSS and SSS from measured
thermodynamic properties and phase equilibria (Section 4.3.2.4).
We have tried to show a representative range of behaviors in
these comparisons, and the curves in Fig. 6 are by no means un-
common. Nevertheless, only a few systems are shown here, and no
claims are made regarding typical entropy proﬁles. The estimates
are rather simple, and more detailed comparisons may provide
further insights.
2.3.5. Relative magnitudes of enthalpies and entropies
Of the four terms that contribute to Gibbs energy, no single term
or pair of terms consistently dominates. It's tempting to compare the
magnitude of SSS,ideal withHIM. For example, SSS;ideal for an equimolar
11 component alloy is 20 J/(mol-K), and at 2000 K this gives an
upper bound to the entropic energy, -T(SSS,ideal), of 40 kJ/mol.
Comparing this with Fig. 4, it might seem that compounds with HIM
more negative than 40 kJ/mol will not form solid solutions. How-
ever, the actual conﬁgurational entropy is likely to be less than the
upper bound, since most solutions are not ideal. The excess entropy
from atom size mismatch may increase SSS while excess entropy
terms may decrease SSS (Section 2.3.4) Finally, HSS,N must be added
to -T(SSS,ideal) in this comparison, including contributions from all of
the 55 different pairs of atoms that contribute to HSS,N in an 11
component alloy. Since HSS,N can be negative or positive, this can
either stabilize or destabilize the solid solution. All of these adjust-
ments can make signiﬁcant contributions to the Gibbs energy of the
solid solution, drastically complicating this ‘simple’ comparison.
Further, this approach only considers HIM from binary com-
pounds, and HIM for phases in the 11 component alloy can bedifferent than for the binaries. The conﬁgurational entropy of or-
dered compounds in an 11 component alloy can be a signiﬁcant
fraction of SSS,ideal, stabilizing the compound relative to the solid
solution. Finally, the simple comparison outlined here can only
suggest the likelihood that a solid solutionmay ormay not be stable
by indicating what fraction of intermetallic compounds have HIM
that exceed the ideal entropic energy of solid solutions, -T(SSS,ideal).
A more rigorous assessment needs to compare against HIM values
for the speciﬁc alloy being considered. This discussion thus brings
us back to the Gibbs energy equations that include all four ther-
modynamic terms for the speciﬁc CCA of interest.
As an added complexity, composition is often considered to
adjust SSS;ideal independently without changing the other three
terms. However, all four terms depend on composition and so
changing composition will change all four terms. The composition
dependences of SSS, SIM, HSS and HIM are sometimes complicated, so
that one or more of these four curves can have more than one
minima or maxima. The resulting GSS and GIM curves can also have
more than one minima or maxima at compositions that may not
line up. GSS and GIM are often compared at the same composition e
usually the composition of the alloy or the ordered phase (where
GIM is usually a minimum). However, the common tangent
construct [40,42,43] shows that co-existing stable phases have
compositions that are different from each other and also different
from the alloy composition, so that Gibbs energies must be
considered over a range of compositions. This is especially impor-
tant when the alloy composition is different from the most stable
composition of the IM. GIM often depends very strongly on
composition, so that even small composition shifts from the stoi-
chiometric composition can signiﬁcantly increase GIM (i.e., reduce
the IM stability). Nevertheless, the IM phase may remain stable
over a wide range of alloy compositions as part of a SS þ IM
microstructure, even when GIM > GSS, due to the common tangent
construct.
This discussion is not intended to discourage comparison be-
tween different combinations of enthalpies and entropies of CCAs.
Rather, the purpose is to emphasize the complexity of the problem
and to inspire new approaches. For example, the four separate
terms may not be totally independent, and some connection may
exist, such as a possible link between HSS and HIM (Section 2.1.1,
Section 2.2.3). This relationship has recently been used to predict
the boundary between SS and IM phases in MPEAs [79]. Further,
systems with large jHSSj values are likely to have SSS values below
ideal estimates due to short-range ordering when HSS < 0 or due to
phase separation when HSS > 0. Correlations between these four
basic thermodynamic terms, if found, may give new approaches for
estimating the types of phases produced in complex alloys.
Here we give a different way to consider the competition be-
tween thermodynamic terms. Current discussions seem to
emphasize comparisons between different thermodynamic quan-
tities such as entropy (for example, SSS,ideal) and enthalpy (for
example, HIM). The challenges with such an approach are discussed
above. In this section, we discuss the relative magnitudes of four
primary terms, HSS, SSS, HIM and SIM, and in Section 2.3.4 we discuss
the relative magnitudes of the various entropy terms. This gives a
framework to compare the magnitudes of similar terms in different
phases, as illustrated in Eq. (2.7b) for the competition, or reaction,
between an IM and a SS phase. This comparison shows that the
dominant entropy term, vibS
∅
, becomes relatively unimportant
since it has nearly the same magnitude in both SS and IM phases
and the difference between these two values,
vibSSS  vibSIM,
matters more than the magnitude of the individual terms. In the




can be less than half
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(Section 2.2.2). Discussion in Section 2.1.1 and Section 2.2.3 lead
to a similar conclusion for the difference,

HSS  HIM. Thus, we
observe that phase selection in MPEAs is often ultimately deter-
mined by comparing relatively small differences between larger pairs
of values.2.4. Summary
Ideal conﬁgurational entropy of disordered solid solutions
(SSS,ideal) is often a poor estimate of total entropy (SSS) (Section
2.3.4) Sub-regular solutions are by far the most common type of
solution, leading to chemical short-range ordering or phase sepa-
ration that reduces SSS (Section 2.1.1). An excess conﬁgurational
term due to atom size differences is available but has not been used
in MPEAs (Section 2.3.3). Data for total entropies of binary liquid
alloys suggest that excess entropy terms can be up to twice the
value of SSS,ideal, reducing the total entropy by important amounts.
Total entropy curves can be highly asymmetric with respect to
composition.
The enthalpy of mixing for disordered solid solutions (HSS) in
complex alloys depends sensitively on the enthalpies of mixing of
all the constituent binary systems (Section 2.1.3). The enthalpy of
mixing works together with, rather than against, entropy to sta-
bilize solid solutions (Section 2.1.1). Together, these two terms
compete with formation enthalpies and entropies of ordered
compounds.
The conﬁgurational entropy of ordered phases (SIM) may be
signiﬁcant when the number of elements is larger than the number
of sub-lattices in an ordered compound (Section 2.2.2). As with
solutions, excess conﬁgurational terms and non-conﬁgurational
contributions to entropy may also be important.
The formation enthalpy of ordered, intermetallic compounds
(HIM) may be different than binary alloys, but it is difﬁcult to assess
the magnitude of this effect (Section 2.2.3). Neither experimental
data nor calculated results are yet available.
The vibrational entropy, vibS
∅
, is much larger than the ideal,
conﬁgurational entropy, S∅;ideal, often by an order of magnitude or
more (Section 2.3.4). However, vibS
∅
in the parent and product
phases of a reaction have roughly equivalent magnitudes, so that
this contribution is largely cancelled out.
Of the four major terms (HSS, SSS, HIM, SIM), no single term or pair
of terms consistently dominates phase selection (Section 2.3.5).
Phase selection is ultimately decided by relatively small differences
between these four larger numbers, challenging the development
of simplifying models that focus on individual terms. Relationships
between pairs of terms, for example between HSS and HIM or be-
tween SSS and SIM, may give new approaches for estimating phase
selection in CCAs.
Gibbs phase rule gives the maximum number of phases that can
exist in an alloy as a function of the number of components and
independent variables such as pressure and temperature (Section
2.3.1). It does not give probabilities or expectations of the number
of phases that actually exist in any given alloy, and cannot be used
to support the ‘high entropy’ hypothesis. Observing the maximum
number of equilibrium phases is expected to be uncommon in all
simple and complex alloys, including CCAs.
The thermodynamic arguments in the HEA literature are
generally based on equilibrium. Therefore, when comparing
experimental observations with these concepts it is important that
some effort is made to observe systems that have the opportunity
to approach equilibrium (Section 2.3.2). Results on as-cast material
should be viewed with caution.3. Taxonomy of complex, concentrated alloys
Here we describe the extent of composition space that has thus
far been explored and the degree to which it has been studied. We
characterize multi-principal element alloys (MPEAs) based on the
frequency of the elements used and on common groupings of ele-
ments (Section 3.1). We identify seven distinct MPEA families in
Section 3.2 and discuss the concept of alloy families more broadly
in Section 3.3. We close this section with a brief summary (Section
3.4) Throughout this review, elements within an alloy are listed in
alphabetic order. Thus, we report CoCrMnFeNi rather than
NiFeCrCoMn or NiCoFeMnCr. This gives a simple, consistent
approach for reporting data that otherwise can be confusing. Sub-
scripts for each element indicate composition in molar ratios, if
none is given then a subscript of 1 is implied.
3.1. Principal elemental constituents
Four hundred and eight distinct alloys are considered in this
review. The list of the alloys used in this assessment is given in
Supplementary data (see Appendix A.). This is not a comprehensive
list, and emphasizes alloys published bymid-2015. These 408 alloys
use 37 elements (Table 3, Fig. 7), including 1 alkali metal (Li); 2
alkaline earth metals (Be, Mg); 22 transition metals (Ag, Au, Co, Cr,
Cu, Fe, Hf, Mn, Mo, Nb, Ni, Pd, Rh, Ru, Sc, Ta, Ti, V, W, Y, Zn, Zr); 2
basic metals (Al, Sn); 6 lanthanides (Dy, Gd, Lu, Nd, Tb, Tm); 3
metalloids (B, Ge, Si) and 1 non-metal (C). Some elements are
exceptionally common in MPEAs. Al, Co, Cr, Cu, Fe, Mn, Ni, and Ti
each appear in more than 100 alloys, and four of these elements
(Co, Cr, Fe, Ni) are each in over 70% of the complex, concentrated
alloys (CCAs) made to date. Refractory elements (Mo, Nb, V, Zr) are
also often used. The average alloy in this review has 5.6 constituent
elements.
Barely half of the 72 elements that are not radioactive, noble
gases or halogens have been used in MPEAs, and a signiﬁcant
majority of the elements that have been used are used infrequently
(Table 3). Over one third of the elements used appear in only 1 or 2
alloys, more than half of the elements used are found in fewer than
10 different alloys, and over 2/3 of the elements used occur in fewer
than 5% of the alloys made to date. Fig. 7 emphasizes visually that
the elements used in CCAs are highly skewed toward a favored few,
and that the majority of elements are unused or only rarely used.
Candidate and used elements are shown in Table 3, along with
selected elemental properties [74,80,81].
3.2. Major alloy families
The 408 MPEAs described in this review can be classiﬁed into
seven alloy families. These families include 3d transition metal
CCAs, refractory metal CCAs, light metal CCAs, lanthanide (4f)
transition metal CCAs, CCA brasses and bronzes, precious metal
CCAs and interstitial compound (boride, carbide and nitride) CCAs.
The alloy families are illustrated in Fig. 8 and are brieﬂy introduced
below.
3.2.1. 3d transition metal CCAs
By far the most widely studied alloy family contains at least 4 of
the 9 following elements: Al, Co, Cr, Cu, Fe, Mn, Ni, Ti and V
[1,5,6,11,17,21,68,82e84]. About 85% of the MPEAs in this review
(345 out of 408) fall in this family. Five of these 9 elements are in
the ‘Cantor alloy’ (CoCrFeMnNi) ﬁrst reported in 2004 [1]. In
addition to being one of the ﬁrst MPEAs reported, this is also a
prototypical single-phase disordered solid solution (SS) alloy,
contributing to its popularity. About 96% of the 3d transition metal
MPEAs use Fe (331 out of 345). About 29% of the MPEAs in this
Table 3
Element properties and the number of alloys that use the indicated elements.
Element Atomic number Used in # of alloys Structure at RTa Structure at Tma Atom radius (pm)d Tm (K)e Density (g cm3)e Young's Modulus (GPa)e Pauling ENe VECe,f
H 1 25
Li 3 7 A2 (BCC) b 151.94 454 0.53 4.9 0.98 1
Be 4 1 A3 (HCP) A2 (BCC) 112.8 1560 1.86 287 1.57 2
B 5 3 A10 (hR105) b 82 2348 2.46 2.04 3
C 6 7 A3 (HCP) b 77.3 4742 2.27 2.55 4
N 7 75 63 1.03 3.04 5
O 8 73 54 0.92 3.44 6
Na 11 A2 (BCC) b 185.7 371 0.97 10 0.93 1
Mg 12 7 A3 (HCP) b 160.13 923 1.74 45 1.31 2
Al 13 274 A1 (FCC) b 143.17 933 2.70 70 1.61 3
Si 14 19 A4 (cubic)c b 115.3 1687 2.33 47 1.90 4
P 15 A17 (oC8) b 106 317 1.82 2.19 5
S 16 A16 (oF128) b 102 388 2.06 2.58 6
K 19 A2 (BCC) b 231 337 0.85 0.82 1
Ca 20 A1 (FCC) A2 (BCC) 197.6 1115 1.53 20 1.00 2
Sc 21 1 A3 (HCP) A2 (BCC) 164.1 1814 3.00 74 1.36 3
Ti 22 121 A3 (HCP) A2 (BCC) 146.15 1941 4.50 116 1.54 4
V 23 70 A2 (BCC) b 131.6 2183 6.12 128 1.63 5
Cr 24 301 A2 (BCC) b 124.91 2180 7.19 279 1.66 6
Mn 25 101 A12 (cI58) A2 (BCC) 135 1519 7.47 198 1.55 7
Fe 26 348 A2 (BCC) A2 (BCC) 124.12 1811 7.88 211 1.83 8
Co 27 301 A3 (HCP) A1 (FCC) 125.10 1768 8.84 209 1.88 9
Ni 28 341 A1 (FCC) b 124.59 1728 8.91 200 1.91 10
Cu 29 186 A1 (FCC) b 127.8 1358 8.94 130 1.90 11
Zn 30 6 A3 (HCP) b 139.45 693 7.14 108 1.65 12
Ga 31 A11 (oC8) b 139.2 303 5.91 1.81 3
Ge 32 1 A4 (cubic)c b 124 1211 5.33 2.01 4
As 33 A7 (hR2) b 115 1090 5.79 8 2.18 5
Se 34 A8 (hP3) b 140 494 4.81 10 2.55 6
Rb 37 A2 (BCC) b 244 312 1.53 2.4 0.82 1
Sr 38 A1 (FCC) A2 (BCC) 215.2 1050 2.58 0.95 2
Y 39 5 A3 (HCP) A2 (BCC) 180.15 1795 4.47 64 1.22 3
Zr 40 48 A3 (HCP) A2 (BCC) 160.25 2128 6.51 68 1.33 4
Nb 41 37 A2 (BCC) b 142.9 2750 8.58 105 1.60 5
Mo 42 47 A2 (BCC) b 136.26 2896 10.23 329 2.16 6
Ru 44 2 A3 (HCP) b 133.84 2607 12.37 447 2.20 8
Rh 45 2 A1 (FCC) b 134.5 2237 12.43 275 2.28 9
Pd 46 3 A1 (FCC) b 137.54 1828 12.43 121 2.20 10
Ag 47 1 A1 (FCC) b 144.47 1235 10.50 83 1.93 11
Cd 48 A3 (HCP) b 156.83 594 8.65 50 1.69 12
In 49 A6 (tI2) b 165.9 430 7.29 11 1.78 3
Sn 50 11 A5 (tI4) b 162 505 7.29 50 1.96 4
Sb 51 A7 (hR2) b 145 904 6.69 55 2.05 5
Te 52 A8 (hP3) b 145.2 723 6.24 43 2.10 6
Cs 55 A2 (BCC) b 265 302 1.87 1.7 0.79 1
Ba 56 A2 (BCC) b 217.6 1000 3.60 13 0.89 2
La 57 A3 (DHCP) A1 (FCC) 187.9 1193 6.20 37 1.10 3
Ce 58 A3 (HCP) A2 (BCC) 182.47 1072 6.77 34 1.12 3
Pr 59 A3 (DHCP) A2 (BCC) 165 1204 6.77 37 1.13 3
Nd 60 1 A3 (DHCP) A2 (BCC) 164 1289 7.01 41 1.14 3
Sm 62 C19 (hR3) A2 (BCC) 181 1345 7.53 50 1.17 3
Eu 63 A2 (BCC) b 198.44 1095 5.25 18 1.20 3
Gd 64 2 A3 (HCP) A2 (BCC) 180.13 1586 7.90 55 1.20 3
Tb 65 2 A3 (HCP) A2 (BCC) 178.14 1632 8.23 56 1.10 3
Dy 66 2 A3 (HCP) A2 (BCC) 177.4 1685 8.55 61 1.22 3
Ho 67 A3 (HCP) b 176.61 1745 8.80 65 1.23 3
Er 68 A3 (HCP) b 175.58 1802 9.06 70 1.24 3
Tm 69 1 A3 (HCP) b 156 1818 8.84 74 1.25 3
Yb 70 A1 (FCC) A2 (BCC) 170 1097 6.97 24 1.10 3
Lu 71 2 A3 (HCP) b 173.49 1936 9.84 69 1.27 3
Hf 72 6 A3 (HCP) A2 (BCC) 157.75 2506 13.28 78 1.30 4
Ta 73 14 A2 (BCC) b 143 3290 16.68 186 1.50 5
W 74 2 A2 (BCC) b 136.7 3695 19.41 411 2.36 6
Re 75 A3 (HCP) b 137.5 3458 21.02 463 1.90 7
Os 76 A3 (HCP) b 135.23 3306 22.59 2.20 8
Ir 77 A1 (FCC) b 135.73 2719 22.56 528 2.20 9
Pt 78 A1 (FCC) b 138.7 2041 21.46 168 2.28 10
Au 79 1 A1 (FCC) b 144.2 1337 19.29 78 2.54 11
Hg 80 A10 (hR1) b 150 234 14.24 2.00 2
Tl 81 A3 (HCP) A2 (BCC) 171.6 577 11.87 8 1.62 3
Pb 82 A1 (FCC) b 174.97 600 11.35 16 2.33 4
Bi 83 A7 (mC4) b 160 544 9.81 32 2.02 5
a Given by Strukturbericht notation and (crystal structure or Pearson Symbol).
b The crystal structure at the melting temperature, Tm, is the same as at room temperature (RT).
c Diamond cubic.
d Values taken from Refs. [74,80,81].
e Values taken from Ref. [81].
f Valence Electron Concentration.
Fig. 7. The frequency with which elements are used in the 408 multi-principal element alloys (MPEAs) of this assessment. The vertical lines are proportional to the number of alloys
that use the indicated element, which is also shown by the associated numbers. No number is given when an element is used in fewer than 10 alloys. Al, Co, Cr, Cu, Fe, Mn, Ni and Ti
are by far the most commonly used elements. The periodic table image is provided courtesy of Sciencenotes.org at http://sciencenotes.org/printable-periodic-table/.
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elements can also be added to this group as principal elements or as
minor additions. Additions of B, C or N are considered separately
(Section 3.2.3).
The branches of an alloy family tree can be characterized by
element groupings. This family has 9 elements and so there are 126
possible 4-element branches4. Here we analyze the frequency of
the 15 4-element branches taken from the 6 most common ele-
ments in 3d transition metal CCAs (Table 4). A signiﬁcant majority
of the alloys in this family (91%) have at least one of these 15
branches. The element groupings AlCrFeNi, CoCrFeNi, AlCoFeNi,
AlCoCrNi and AlCoCrFe are the most common, and each of these
occur in over half the transition metal CCAs. Each MPEA with 5 or
more elements has multiple 4-element branches. For example,
AlCoCrFeNi has ﬁve 4-element branches, including all 5 of the most
common branches.
Alloys in the 3d transition metal family can be considered ex-
tensions of stainless steels and superalloys. Austenitic (FCC), duplex
(FCC þ BCC) and precipitation hardened stainless steels all have Fe-
Cr-Ni as principal elements [30]. Mn is a principal element in some
austenitic stainless steels, and compound forming elements such as
Al, Cu, Nb and Ti are added in small amounts to precipitation
hardened stainless steels. Austenitic nickel alloys have Ni-Cr-Fe or
Ni-Cr-Mo as principal elements, with additions of Co, Fe or Mo and
smaller additions of Al, Ni or Ti. Nickel superalloys are complex,4 This uses the ‘N-choose-r’ equation (also known as the binomial coefﬁcient) for
determining the number of unique ways r elements can be chosen from a set of N
elements when the order doesn't matter and repetition isn't allowed. The equation
is CðN; rÞ ¼ N!=½r!ðN  rÞ!.concentrated alloys based on Ni-Cr-Co-Fe-Mo with sufﬁcient Al, Nb
or Ti to form a signiﬁcant volume fraction of the Ni3(Al,Nb,Ti)
intermetallic phase. These are all concentrated alloys with 3, 4 or 5
principal elements. As examples, INCOLOY® 800 is nearly an equi-
molar ternary alloy (Cr23Fe46Ni31) and Haynes® 556® is nearly an
equimolar quaternary (Co20Cr25Fe31Ni21(Mo,Ta,W)3). The com-
monality between 3d transition metal MPEAs and commercial al-
loys is discussed in more detail elsewhere (Section 5.5.2, Section
6.2.1.1).3.2.2. Refractory metal CCAs
The refractory metal CCA family consists of alloys containing at
least 4 of the 9 refractory elements: Cr, Hf, Mo, Nb, Ta, Ti, V, W, and
Zr, plus Al [23,24,85e108]. This family is studied much less
frequently than the 3d transition metal family of alloys. Only 29
refractory CCAs were reported by mid-2015, about 7% of the alloys
covered in this assessment (see Supplementary data in Appendix
A). They are often based on MoNbTaW, HfNbTaZr, CrMoNbTa or
CrNbVZr element groupings. The alloys can also contain non-
refractory elements such as Al or Si to decrease alloy density and
improve properties [92e95,106e108]. Other refractory elements
(Ir, Os, Re, Rh, Ru) have not been used to date in refractory metal
CCAs and offer new possibilities.
Refractory metal CCAs were inspired by the objective to develop
new high temperature structural metals. This represents perhaps
the ﬁrst attempt to devise a completely new CCA family to achieve a
speciﬁc set of requirements. The refractory palette offers very wide
ranges in elemental properties such as melting temperature, Tm,
(2128e3695 K), density (4.5e19.4 g/cm3) and elastic moduli
(68e411 GPa for Young's modulus). This gives signiﬁcant ﬂexibility
Fig. 8. Six of the seven CCA families illustrated by element groupings. (a) 345 3d transition metal CCAs, 29 refractory metal CCAs and 2 lanthanide (4f) transition metal CCAs. (b) 7
light metal CCAs, as well as precious metal CCAs and CCA brasses and bronzes. The heights of boxes in (a) are proportional to the number of alloys in the two major families. Alloys
containing B, C and N are not shown. The periodic table image is provided courtesy of Sciencenotes.org at http://sciencenotes.org/printable-periodic-table/.
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refractory metal CCAs with low density may favor Cr, Nb, V and Zr,
while alloys with Mo, Nb, Ta and W may give the highest Tm. Both
the high Tm and the range of Tm between elements give unique
challenges in producing refractory metal MPEAs. Careful selection
of master alloys can aid in the melting of refractory metal MPEAs.
3.2.3. Other alloy families
The initiative to design entirely new families came with the
introduction of refractory metal CCAs in 2010. Since then, several
new alloy families have been introduced. In fact, most of these new
families were ﬁrst reported in the past 2 yearsewith the exception
of carbide and nitride ﬁlms, none of the alloy families described in
this subsection appeared in a recent book [17]. These new alloy
families represent ﬂedgling efforts and are brieﬂy mentioned here.
A third family of MPEAs is motivated by the need to develop new
structural metals with low density for aerospace and transportation
applications. This alloy family is based on elements such as Al, Be,
Li, Mg, Sc, Si, Sn, Ti and Zn. Seven alloys have been reported in the
low-density CCA family [109e111]. A broad range of elemental
melting and boiling points in this family make processing difﬁcult,
so that mechanical alloying [109,111] or careful selection of master
alloys [110] is needed in primary processing.
The fourth family of alloys contains at least 4 of the lanthanide
(4f) elements Dy, Gd, Lu, Tb and Tm, plus the element Y. Motivated
by scientiﬁc curiosity, this family seeks to discover single-phase, SS
high entropy alloys (HEAs) with the HCP crystal structure [67]. The
two alloys in this family are DyGdLuTbY and DyGdLuTbTm.
Complex, concentrated brasses and bronzes have recently been
introduced [112]. The motivation behind these alloys is to expand
the already broad range of brasses and bronzes, and to achieve
higher levels of strength via concentrated solid solutions. The ele-
ments in this family are Al, Cu, Mn, Ni, Sn and Zn. The alloys use the
equi-atomic alloy substitution method [19], so that alloys are rep-
resented by the formula, AlxSnyZnz[CuMnNi](1-x-y-z).
The most recent CCA family uses precious metals for catalysis
applications [113]. These alloys contain at least 4 elements from the
palette of Ag, Au, Co, Cr, Cu, Ni, Pd, Pt, Rh and Ru. An earlier phase
diagram study identiﬁed a single-phase HCPMoPdRhRu alloy [114],
and this is included in the precious metal CCA family. At the time of
this writing, alloys in Refs. [112,113] have not yet been published
and are not included in Supplementary data (see Appendix A). They
are mentioned here for completeness.
Special mention is made of MPEAs that contain B, C or N. Nearly
all have elements drawn from the 3d transition metal or refractory
metal CCA families. They are listed here as a separate family due to
the dramatic effect of B, C or N on the phases and microstructures
produced, on the distinct processing required, and properties. Most
of the alloys include N [2,17,115e124], with only limited reports of
alloys with C [17,124] or B [3]. Most of the alloys are produced as
thin ﬁlms, and alloys often contain several atom percent of O [2].
Due to their distinctly different nature and the non-bulk product
form, alloys in this family are mentioned brieﬂy in this review but
are not covered comprehensively.
3.3. Discussion
Alloy families are presented here as groupings of elements with
a common characteristic, or that are likely to produce a particular
set of properties. Alloy families described here have a relatively
small number of elements that are logically grouped by location in
the periodic table or by properties such as high melting tempera-
ture, Tm, or low density. However, the desired alloy property can
sometimes result from a non-intuitive interaction between two or
more elements, so that the reason for selecting each element in afamily may not be obvious. For example, Al has a low Tm but it can
form high Tm intermetallic phases that are essential in structural
metals, so Al is often included as a candidate high temperature
structural element. Identifying these non-intuitive interactions
between atoms can be aided by computational methods, by theory,
or by experimental data. The numbers of elements that may
contribute to a particular property goal can expand signiﬁcantly
through the use of these tools. For example, phase diagram calcu-
lations of nearly 135,000 equimolar alloys (Section 4.3.2.4) show
that as many as 21 elements are needed to build high temperature
structural CCAs with the HCP crystal structure (see Table 12 and
Table 13 in Ref. [56]). These include 5 elements from the 3d tran-
sition metal family of CCAs, 7 from the refractory metal family, 4
from the 4f transition metal family and 2 from the precious metal
family.
New alloy families are being devised at a rapid pace, and the
current approach for deﬁning alloy families as a small number of
elements with a common feature may continue to be useful.
However, as the ﬁeld continues to expand and mature, the deﬁni-
tion of an alloy family by the constituent elementsmay become less
useful, and alloy families based on intended properties or appli-
cations may become more useful. For example, Table S1 in
Supplementary data (see Appendix A) includes 15 alloys whose
grouping of elements do not ﬁt into any of the alloy families dis-
cussed here. Increasing the number of elements needed to pursue a
particular application will also challenge high-throughput tech-
niques to rapidly evaluate alloy space (Section 7.1.2).
3.4. Summary
Fewer than half of 72 candidate elements (noble gases, halogens
and radioactive elements are excluded) have been used to date in
MPEAs. Most of the 37 elements used are used infrequently. Early
work shows a startling focus on 9 elements (Al, Co, Cr, Cu, Fe, Mn,
Ni, Ti and V) that deﬁne the 3d transition metal family of CCAs. The
idea of developing new alloy families to achieve a speciﬁc design
objective is still relatively new. Inspirations for new alloys families
are based on intended applications or scientiﬁc curiosity. The seven
alloy families described in this review are: 3d transition metal
CCAs; refractory metal CCAs; light metal CCAs; lanthanide (4f)
transition metal CCAs; brass and bronze CCAs; precious metal
CCAs; and interstitial compound CCAs. Of these seven families, four
were introduced in the last two years.
A ‘family tree’ analogy is introduced to describe alloy families.
An alloy ‘family tree’ using N elements is characterized by branches
containing fewer than N elements. This gives a simple way to
identify element groupings that may dominate an alloy family. Five
4-element branches (AlCrFeNi, CoCrFeNi, AlCoFeNi, AlCoCrNi and
AlCoCrFe) each occur in over half the 3d transition metal CCAs, and
91% of the 3d transition metal CCAs contain at least one of the 15 4-
element branches drawn from the 6 most frequently used
elements.
4. Microstructures
Awide range of microstructures has been produced in complex,
concentrated alloys (CCAs), including amorphous, nanocrystalline,
single-phase and multi-phase conditions. This section begins with
a discussion of phase classiﬁcations and deﬁnitions in high entropy
alloys (HEAs) (Section 4.1). Observed phases and microstructures
(Section 4.2) and approaches for predicting phases (Section 4.3) are
reviewed. Discussions of important topics are given in Section 4.4,
including features biasing current observations, comparison of
observed and predicted microstructures, and a detailed consider-
ation of the high entropy effect. This section concludes with a
Table 4
Common 4-element branches in the 3d transition metal family of CCAs.
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4.1. Deﬁnitions and classiﬁcations of phases
The materials science community sometimes uses the same
term to mean different things. Several terms in the multi-principal
element alloy (MPEA) ﬁeld have such double meanings, leading to
some confusion. Here we discuss these terms and prescribe the
deﬁnitions used in the present work. We do not create any new
deﬁnitions here, but rather specify which meaning is used to avoid
confusion.
4.1.1. Overview of current classiﬁcation schemes
Conﬁgurational entropy of HEAs is suggested to favor disordered
solid solutions (SS) with simple crystal structures over ordered
intermetallic (IM) phases. HEA phase classiﬁcation must therefore
address whether a phase is (i) ordered or disordered, (ii) if it is a SS,
and (iii) whether it is simple or complex. A recent review discusses
three HEA classiﬁcation schemes [82]. The ﬁrst gives terminal solid
solutions where one element dominates, intermetallic compounds
that are restricted to a ﬁxed, stoichiometric ratio of constituent
atoms, and intermediate solutions. The second taxonomy gives
random solid solutions, ordered solid solutions and intermetallic
phases. The third scheme characterizes structures as simple or
complex and as ordered or disordered. Simple phases are deﬁned as
identical to or derived from face-centered cubic (FCC), body-
centered cubic (BCC) or hexagonal close-packed (HCP) structures.
According to this classiﬁcation, structures such as B2 (cP2, ClCs)2,
L12 (cP4, AuCu3) and B4 (hP4, ZnS) are simple structures. If atom
positions in a crystal lattice are different from simple structures, the
phase is considered to be complex. Sigma and Laves phases are
examples of complex phases. This classiﬁcation gives three types of
HEA phases: simple disordered phases (SDPs), simple ordered
phases (SOPs), and complex ordered phases (COPs) [82].
Confusion remains with these classiﬁcations. Restricting IM
phases to stoichiometric compounds is inconsistent with the vast
IM literature, which includes all structures with two or more sub-
lattices, including compounds that exist over a range of composi-
tions (see for example [57,58]). Complex, disordered phases (CDPs)
are omitted, and a detailed discussion of order and disorder is
needed to resolve an apparent inconsistency in the treatment of SS
phases. We discuss the issues by addressing each of the three
classiﬁcation characteristics above.
4.1.2. Order and disorder
At least three distinct forms of order are described in materials
science. Amorphous structures are sometimes referred to asdisordered and crystalline phases as ordered. In this context, order
and disorder refer to the presence or absence of a crystal lattice (i.e.
translational symmetry), respectively. Disorder can also refer to the
lack of chemical ordering of atom species in an amorphous struc-
ture. While amorphous phases have certainly been produced in
HEAs, to reduce confusion we do not use the term disorder to refer
to the absence of a crystalline lattice e such structures are labeled
as amorphous or non-crystalline or glassy.
The term, ‘long-range order’, can refer to translational and/or
rotational symmetry of crystalline structures. However, it is also
commonly used in the intermetallics community to describe pha-
ses with chemically distinct sub-lattices (see for example, [57,58]
and Section 2.2.1). We use this latter deﬁnition throughout this
work to distinguish between SS and IM phases. Structures with
chemical long-range order (LRO) of alloying elements are referred
to here as ordered or intermetallic or compounds, while phases
with only one lattice are commonly referred to as disordered.
Perfect order occurs when the probability of a given atom species
occupying a particular sub-lattice is 0 or 1 e these are called stoi-
chiometric compounds. Some disorder occurs when the site occu-
pancy is between 0 and 1. This disorder can become signiﬁcant in
multi-principal element alloys (MPEAs) when the number of atom
species in a phase is greater than the number of sub-lattices,
contributing signiﬁcantly to conﬁgurational entropy (Section
2.2.2). Intermetallic compounds with some degree of disorder on
one or more sub-lattice may exist over a composition range and can
be considered as ordered solid solutions. However, such phases are
not considered solid solutions in the present work (Section 4.1.3).
The terms order and disorder are also used to describe local
chemistry. Chemical short-range order (SRO) is absent in ideal so-
lutions, where atom species occupy lattice sites randomly (Section
2.1). SRO exists in structures that show a preference for a particular
pair of atoms to occur as ﬁrst neighbors. These phases are regular
(for a small preference) or sub-regular solutions. The Boltzmann
model for conﬁgurational entropy is not valid when the degree of
SRO is non-trivial. It is not simple to quantify SRO experimentally.
The ﬁrst type of order discussed here (amorphous v. crystalline)
is an all-or-nothing feature e there is no such thing as a ‘mostly
crystalline’ phase. However, phases may display LRO or SRO that is
complete, or incomplete, or completely absent. Partial states of
order add to confusion when describing HEA phases simply as
disordered or ordered.
4.1.3. Solid solutions
Disordered solid solution phases have a single crystal lattice and
do not possess LRO. They may or may not display SRO. Disordered
SS phase ﬁelds are usually contiguous with at least one pure
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a single element need not dominate as has been suggested [82].
This is demonstrated by alloys such as the single-phase CoCr-
FeMnNi MPEA. This is a terminal SS, since it is contiguous with all
ﬁve elemental solid solutions, and yet no single element dominates.
Non-stoichiometric IM phases are another type of SS phases. In a
broad sense it is certainly correct to call these SS phases, but it is
judged to be inappropriate in the present context. Conﬁgurational
entropy is proposed to favor SS phases in HEAs, and the Boltzmann
model is used to estimate conﬁgurational entropy to support this
hypothesis. But the Boltzmann model is only appropriate for
disordered solutions e a different model is needed to estimate the
conﬁgurational entropy of structures with two or more sub-lattices
(Section 2.2.2). To be consistent with the models used to explore
the high entropy hypothesis, it is recommended that phases with
two or more sub-lattices are not counted as SS phases in the HEA
ﬁeld. This approach is taken here.
4.1.4. Simple and complex phases
Previous discussions of simple or complex phases omit amor-
phous structures and complex, disordered phases (CDPs) such as A4
(cF8, C (diamond)), A5 (tI4, b-Sn), A8 (hP3, g-Se) A12 (cI58, a-Mn)
and A13 (cP20, b-Mn). These issues are easily ﬁxed, but amore basic
concern is that the HEA literature often assigns properties to simple
and complex phases. Speciﬁcally, complex phases are stereotyped
as brittle with little practical use and SS phases are characterized as
strong and ductile. These generalizations have many very impor-
tant exceptions. For example, simple structures (most HCP and
some BCC) are often brittle, and SS alloys are rarely as strong as
precipitation-strengthened alloys (Section 1.3.2 and [26]). More
important, many functional materials have complex, ordered
crystal structures but are nevertheless extremely useful. These
stereotypes over-emphasize structural materials, ignore the
dominant role of microstructure design and control, and have the
negative effect of discouraging work in important directions. In the
present paper we avoid these difﬁculties by making no assump-
tions regarding materials properties or utility based on crystal
structure. We include simple and complex structures and pursue
both structural and functional materials in CCAs.
4.1.5. Deﬁnitions for phases and microstructures in complex,
concentrated alloys
The previous discussion supports the following deﬁnitions in
the present work. A phase with no crystal structure is called non-
crystalline or amorphous (AM) or glassy. Even though atoms are
disordered in an amorphous structure, it is not called disordered in
the present work to avoid confusion with disordered crystalline
solid solution phases. A phase with two or more chemically distinct
sub-lattices, and therefore possessing chemical LRO, is deﬁned as
ordered or intermetallic (IM) or compound, even if it exists over a
range of compositions. In this work, LRO refers only to chemical
ordering on sub-lattices, and not to translational and/or rotational
symmetry. IM phases are speciﬁed by common AxBy notation, and
also by Strukturbericht notation, Pearson symbol or common name
(such as Laves or sigma), and prototype compound. A phase with
alloying elements occupying a single crystal lattice (no sub-lattices)
is described as a disordered solid solution (SS). SRO may be present
or absent in SS phases. The speciﬁc type of SS phase is described by
the atom packing scheme (FCC, BCC, HCP) or by Strukturbericht
notation for more complex structures. The distinction between
simple and complex phases is limited to crystal structure, and there
are no implications regarding properties or utility.
A recent scheme to classify microstructures is consistent with
these deﬁnitions [56,125]. Microstructures with one or more
disordered solid solutions are referred to as SS microstructures oralloys; microstructures with one or more intermetallic phase are
called IM microstructures or alloys; and microstructures with a
mixture of both disordered solid solution and intermetallic phases
are called (SS þ IM) microstructures or alloys. CCAs are not limited
to SS phases or single-phase microstructures, and can have any
number of SS or IM phases, or a mixture of both SS and IM phases.
The acronyms SS and IM can refer to a phase, a microstructure or an
alloy e the intended meaning will be made clear by context. An
additional class of HEAs e metallic glasses e has a metastable
amorphous structure that can be produced by rapid solidiﬁcation or
mechanical alloying [46,83,126,127]. Amorphous HEAs are not
emphasized in this review.
4.2. Observed phases
This review includes 408 unique alloys. Some alloys are evalu-
ated in more than one paper and/or with more than one process
condition, giving a total of 648 unique microstructure reports. A
microstructure report gives alloy composition, processing and post-
processing methods, and the number and types of phases. In the
analyses performed here, results from each report are counted with
equal weight. This is an imperfect approach, since alloys, micro-
structures and phases that are studiedmore frequently will seem to
be more common. For example, CoCrFeMnNi is studied in 15
different reports and CoCrFeNi appears in 16 reports, giving an
apparent bias to the single-phase, FCC microstructures in these
alloys. Also, this approach counts erroneous results. For example,
non-equilibrium phases in an as-cast alloy are counted with equal
merit as are equilibrium phases in the same alloy that has been
homogenized. However, different assessment approaches also have
issues. One alternative approach could assign a single microstruc-
ture to each unique alloy after assessing all data for that alloy. In
this case, the assessed microstructure may be rather subjective and
can also give erroneous results, especially when data are conﬂicting
or incomplete. This alternative approach is also vulnerable to
oversampling, since it is not always clear when two different alloys
belong to the same phase ﬁeld (Section 4.4.1.4). For example, do
CoCrFeNi and CoCrFeMnNi belong to the same FCC phase ﬁeld?
Data needed to answer such questions are generally not yet avail-
able in the HEA literature. There are many opportunities for such
evaluations to be subjective, and none of the approaches give a
clear, unambiguous counting of microstructures and phases. The
rules for counting alloys, microstructures and phases are clearest
(that is, the least subjective) in the present approach, and the most
signiﬁcant issue (oversampling) can be accounted for (Section
4.3.1.3).
Section 4.2.1 and 4.2.2 thus report the percentages of total
microstructure reports that display particular phases or micro-
structures in the alloys selected for study (see Table S1 in the
Supplementary data, Appendix A). Issues biasing the current data
and the effects of these biases are discussed extensively in Section
4.4.1. As a result of these biases, these results do not necessarily
represent the probability with which any particular phase or
microstructure may occur in a randomly selected alloy.
4.2.1. Number and types of observed phases
Twenty-three different crystalline phases are found in this
assessment (see Table S1 of the Supplementary data in Appendix
A). Crystal structures are listed in this work primarily by Struktur-
bericht notation. Exceptions are the A1 structure (Pearson symbol
cF4, Cu prototype), which is listed as FCC; the A2 structure (Pearson
symbol cI2, W prototype), which is labeled as BCC; the A3 structure
(Pearson symbol hP2, Mg prototype), given as HCP; and s is used to
indicate the D8b crystal structure (Pearson symbol tP30, s-CrFe
prototype). Other crystal structures reported for CCAs are: A5 (tI4,
Fig. 10. The number of times each phase is found in the 648 microstructure reports in
this review. If a phase occurs more than once in the same alloy then that phase is
counted for each occurrence. IM denotes phases identiﬁed as intermetallic compounds
without specifying the particular crystal structure. Phases that occur fewer than 4
times are not shown, and include A5, A9, A12, C16, D022, D024, D2b, D85, D8m, L10 and
Ni3Si. Unidentiﬁed phases and amorphous phases are also not shown.
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(the hexagonal Laves phase) (hP12, MgZn2, Fe2Ti); C15 (the cubic
Laves phase) (cF24, Cu2Mg); C16 (tI12, Al2Cu); D02 (cF16, BiF3,
Li2MgSn); DO11 (oP16, Ni3Si); D022 (tI8, Al3Ti); D024 (hP16, Ni3Ti);
D2b (tI26, Mn12Th, AlFe3Zr); D85 (hR13, Fe7W6, Co-Mo and Fe-Mo);
D8m (tI32, W5Si3, Mo5Si3); E93 (cF96, Fe3W3C, Fe-Ti); L10 (tP2,
AuCu); L12 (cP4, AuCu3); and L21 (Heusler) (cF16, AlCu2Mn).
Strukturbericht notation could not be found for NiTi2 (cF96). The
phase immediately following the Pearson symbol in the list above is
the prototype phase and italicized compounds indicate reported
phases when different from the prototype. Phases that display at
least one superlattice peak but that are otherwise undetermined
are listed as IM and phases for which no identiﬁcation is offered are
listed as Unk (unknown). This list includes 6 disordered crystal
structures (BCC FCC, HCP, A5, A9, A12).
SS microstructures are the most commonly reported (309 re-
ports, 48% of the total reported microstructures), but (SS þ IM)
alloys are nearly as common (268 reports, 42% of the total) and 66
alloys (10%) have only IM phases (Fig. 9a). SS alloys are most often
single-phase (163 reports, 25% of reported microstructures and 53%
of the SS alloys), with fewer 2-phase alloys (113 reports, 17% of
reported microstructures) and 33 3-phase SS alloys (5% of reported
microstructures). These sub-classiﬁcations are shown for SS, IM
and (SS þ IM) alloys in Fig. 9a.
The 648 reports include 213 single-phase alloys (33%), 294 2-
phase alloys (45%), 105 3-phase alloys (16%), 21 4-phase alloys, 8
5-phase alloys and 2 6-phase alloys (Fig. 9b). Of the 213 single-
phase alloys, 163 are SS and 50 are IM (see the sub-classiﬁcations
in Fig. 9b).
By far the most common phases are disordered FCC (found 465
times in 410 alloys) and BCC (found 357 times in 306 alloys), fol-
lowed by the ordered IM phases B2 (177 occurrences in 175 alloys),
s (60 occurrences in 60 alloys) and the hexagonal Laves phase C14
(found 50 times in 50 alloys) (Fig. 10). The HCP phase occurs in only
7 alloys. The total number of times an FCC phase appears in a
microstructure, normalized by the number of times BCC, FCC or
HCP phases appear, is 56%. BCC phases are slightly less common
(43%), and HCP phases make up 1% of the times a BCC, FCC or HCP
phase is reported (Table 5). Six of the 7 HCP phases come from three
different alloy families (light metal, 4f transition metal and ‘other’
CCAs). There are no common elements between these alloy fam-
ilies, suggesting that there are still many opportunities to discover
new CCAs with the HCP crystal structure.
All but one single-phase FCC SS alloy belong to the 3d transition
metal MPEA family and ternary alloys of 3d transition metals (the
exception is AlLiMg0.5ScTi1.5). Typical single-phase FCC SS alloys are
CoCrFeMnNi [1,128,129], CoCrxFeNi (0.5  x  1.15) [129,130],Fig. 9. (a) Microstructure classiﬁcation by phase type (SS, IM, SS þ IM) with sub-classiﬁca
classiﬁcation by the phase types. The vertical axis is the percentage of the 648 microstru
contains one or more SS phases, an IM microstructure has one or more IM phases, and a (AlxCoCrFeNi (x  0.3) [131e133], CoCrCuFeNi [134e136] and
CoCrCuFeMnNi [6,49,137]. A glimpse of this phase ﬁeld comes from
previous experience on austenitic stainless steels and nickel alloys,
but the present work shows that it extends much farther in hyper-
dimensional composition space. Using CoCrFeNi as a base, alloys
that additionally contain Cu, Mn, Mo, Pd and V have now been
studied. Both equimolar and non-equimolar concentrations of
these elements have been considered. The compound-forming el-
ements Al, Si, Sn and Ti have also been added. The limits of the FCC
single-phase ﬁeld have been determined for most of these ele-
ments. The extent of this phase ﬁeld is remarkable, and includes a
six-component equimolar alloy (CoCrCuFeMnNi) and non-
equimolar seven-element alloys. The frequency and extent of this
phase ﬁeld has been used to support the high entropy effect hy-
pothesis. However, the constituent elements in this alloy system
typically have unusually low mixing enthalpies, HSS, (Section
4.4.1.3). The FCC crystal structure in these alloys also appears to be
inﬂuenced by high atomic fractions of FCC-stabilizing elements
such as Co, Cu, Mn and Ni (see Section 4.3.1.3), as well as small
atomic size difference between the alloying elements. Thus othertions by the number of phases, and (b) classiﬁcation by number of phases with sub-
cture reports that give the indicated type or number of phases. A SS microstructure
SS þ IM) microstructure has at least one SS phase and at least one IM phase.
Table 5
BCC, FCC and HCP phases as percentages of the total number of times these phases occur in experimental and CALPHAD microstructures.
Structure Experiment Experiment SISOa CALPHAD (fAB ¼ 1) CALPHAD (fAB ¼ 1) SISOa CALPHAD (fAB ¼ All) CALPHAD (fAB ¼ All) SISOa
BCC 43% 50% 65% 64% 62% 63%
FCC 56% 49% 29% 32% 12% 26%
HCP 1% 1% 6% 4% 26% 11%
a ‘Structure in e structure out’ analysis (Section 4.3.1.3).
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to conﬁgurational entropy alone.
Although CoCrFeMnNi is widely considered a prototype single-
phase FCC SS alloy, three additional phases are found when
annealing at 723 K after severe plastic deformation [138]. The new
phases observed using transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
and 3D atom probe tomography (3D-APT) are FeCo, MnNi and a Cr-
rich phase. For comparison, the low-temperature Co-Cr-Fe-Mn-Ni
phase diagram in Fig. 1b shows FeCo, MnNi3 and CoCrMn2.
About 45% of reported single-phase BCC alloys belong to re-
fractory metal CCAs, even though this alloy family comprises only
7% of the alloys in this assessment. The remaining 55% of single-
phase BCC alloys are 3d transition metal MPEAs. All the BCC al-
loys from the 3d transition metal alloys contain Al, Cr and Fe and
some also contain Si, Ti and BCC refractory elements [9,17,48,108].
All these elements are BCC stabilizers in steels. Single-phase BCC
refractory CCAs consist of BCC refractory elements, excluding Cr,
and some of them also contain Al, Ti, Hf and Zr
[23,38,100,104,107,139,140].
All duplex (BCC þ FCC) MPEAs belong to the 3d transition metal
family. The duplex structure in these alloys is formed at certain
combinations of FCC and BCC stabilizing elements. Almost all the
duplex alloys contain more than 10 at.%Al. Those with smaller
amounts of Al or without it are enriched with Cr, Ti and/or V.
Common IM phases include B2 (cP2, ClCs prototype, in 175 al-
loys), s (D8b, tP30, CrFe prototype, 60 alloys) and C14 hexagonal
Laves (C14, hP12, MgZn2 prototype, 50 alloys). Laves phases also
have a cubic form (C15, cF24, Cu2Mg prototype) that is less common
in this dataset (Fig. 10). The B2 phase generally appears in micro-
structures with a BCC phase, and the L12 phase is generally seen
with an FCC phase. All B2 and L12 phases are in alloys that contain
Al. The s phase always forms in 3d transition metal alloys that
generally contain Co, Cr and/or V, Fe and Ni. The Laves phase forms
mostly in the 3d transitionmetal family with a few in the refractory
metal family. Alloys with the Laves phase always have Cr and (Nb or
Ti), and usually have Co, Fe and Ni. Its formation is supported by a
large atomic size difference. Speciﬁc structures are not given for 49
IM phases. A histogram of phases in the 648 reports is shown in
Fig. 10. Microstructures often have more than one phase, so the
histogram bars in Fig. 10 sum to more than 648.
These results suggest that SS phases (Fig. 9a), single-phase mi-
crostructures (Fig. 9b) and FCC phases (Fig. 10) are all rather com-
mon, and such observations have been used to support the high
entropy effect. However, detailed analysis shows that six major
concerns bias these results and limit the degree to which the data
give a statistically representative sampling of the broad ﬁeld of
CCAs (Section 4.4.1). An in-depth analysis of the current evidence
regarding the high entropy effect is given in Section 4.4.3.
4.2.2. Phase morphologies and distributions
Microstructure is of fundamental importance in controlling
materials properties. Most early MPEA studies characterize micro-
structures in the as-cast condition (Section 4.4.1.1), and a growing
number report homogenized microstructures. Dendrites and
compositional coring are common. Eutectic microstructures and
spinodal decompositions are also indicated. In many cases, phasesare produced with sub-micron and even nanometer dimensions,
and amorphous phases can be produced. Some rather remarkable
2-phase microstructures have been studied [141e144]. In short, a
broad range of microstructures has been observed in MPEAs.
However, very few HEA studies have undertaken to intentionally
design and manipulate microstructure. The motivation in the HEA
community to explore single-phase SS alloys may contribute to this
state. Recent papers emphasize the importance of microstructural
design [25,26], supporting the growing interest in precipitation in
MPEAs. Some recent efforts are brieﬂy described here.
Precipitation hardening is an effective strengthening mecha-
nism for CCAs [145e147], but few publications report precipitate
formation, morphology, phase and structure. Several papers focus
on precipitation in the Al-Co-Cr-Cu-Fe-Ni system [59,148e152]. Al
and Cu are the most inﬂuential elements to phase formation in this
system. For example, AlxCoCrCuFeNi with x  1.0 have BCC/B2
structures, with 0.8 x < 1.0 have BCC/B2þFCC structures and with
x < 0.8 have FCC structures [149]. Plate-like, spherical and rhom-
bohedral precipitates are found in the BCC phase of AlCoCrCuFeNi
[148]. Needle-like Widmanst€atten and small spherical precipitates,
both enriched with Cu, are found in the FCC phase of Al0.5CoCr-
CuFeNi after annealing at 900 C for 5 h [150]. Plate-like and
spherical FCC precipitates are seen in Al0.3CoCrCu0.5FeNi after ho-
mogenization at 1100 C for 24 h and furnace cooling [151]. The
plate-like precipitates are roughly rectangular, with habit planes
parallel to {100} and edges along <100> of the FCC parent phase.
Two phases are found in the plates: a Cu-rich phase with an FCC
structure and a (Ni,Cu)3Al phase with an L12 structure. Both phases
are coherent with the matrix. Spherical precipitates rich in Al, Ni,
and Cu are also coherent and have an L12 structure. During cooling,
Cu-Ni-Al-rich plates are suggested to precipitate ﬁrst. These plates
subsequently separate into Cu-rich and (Ni,Cu)3Al phases when the
temperature falls below 930-900 C during furnace cooling. At still
lower temperature, spherical precipitates form in the inter-plate
region due to further reduction in solubility.
Precipitation kinetics are studied in cast and homogenized
Al0.3CrFe1.5MnNi0.5 [153]. In the homogenized condition, the alloy
has a 2-phase, BCC þ FCC structure. Subsequent aging in the range
of 500e700 C results in IM precipitation and age hardening.
Hardening occurs much faster at the surface than in the bulk. The
time dependence of the thickness of the hardened surface layer
does not follow long-distance diffusion kinetics but occurs similar
to a self-induced or reaction-accelerated short-range decomposi-
tion with the thickness increasing with the cube of aging time. The
rapid formation and growth of surface precipitates is concluded to
come from a lower total nucleation energy and strain energy on the
surface (55 kJ/mol) relative to the nucleation energy in the bulk
(78 kJ/mol).
4.3. Calculated phases
Many attempts have been made to predict alloys that favor SS
phases, but more recent approaches explore systems that may
enable precipitation strengthening. The largest effort is on empir-
ical approaches, but growing efforts are apparent in thermody-
namic modeling and the use of atomistic models. These efforts are
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4.3.1. Empirical approaches
4.3.1.1. Hume-Rothery rules and thermodynamic parameters for
HEAs. Hume-Rothery rules are perhaps the earliest guide to the
formation of SS alloys [154e156]. These rules state that extended
solid solutions are favored in alloys whose elements have similar
atom sizes, crystal structures, electronegativities and valencies. To
apply these concepts to predict SS phase formation in complex
alloys, the HEA community has developed composition-weighted
terms for differences in atom radii (dr) and electronegativity (dc),
and for an average valence electron concentration (VEC)
[29,46e49]. Thermodynamic considerations are reﬂected through
the enthalpy of mixing (HSS)5 and through an U term that combines
HSS, entropy of mixing (SSS)5 and melting temperature, Tm [157].























Here ri, ci, VECi and Tm,i are atomic radius, electronegativity,
valence electron concentration and melting temperature of
element i; ci and cj are the atom fractions of atoms i and j; r ¼
P
ciri
and c ¼Pcici are the average atomic radius and electronegativity;
andHij is the enthalpy of mixing of elements i and j at the equimolar
concentration in regular binary solutions [158]. The terms dr and dc
are often reported as percentages e Eqs. (4.1) and (4.2) are multi-
plied by 100 accordingly.
4.3.1.2. Correlations using dr, dc, VEC, HSS and U. No correlations are
found between phases formed and dc or VEC when a large number
of alloys and a range of alloy families are considered e SS, IM and
(SS þ IM) MPEAs all have similar ranges in dc and VEC values
[46,56]. However, VEC can separate phases when a limited number
of alloys are considered within a given alloy family. Compositions
for BCC and FCC phases are separated in as-cast AlxCoCrCuFeNi and
AlxCoCrFeNi2 alloys (0  x  2) [29], and s phase formation is
predicted in annealed alloys containing Cr and Fe along with Al, Co,
Mn, Ni, Ti and/or V [159]. These correlations become unreliable as
more elements are added, for example the same VEC range predicts
BCC þ FCC in Ref. [29] but predicts s phase formation in Ref. [159].
The addition of Mn is suggested to make these predictions unreli-
able [29].
Most empirical approaches to predict SS or IM phases in HEAs
use dr and HSS or U [48,49,157,160e164]. Atom size mismatch and
HSS are well-known empirical criteria for amorphous (AM) alloys
[165]. These parameters separate SS and AM phases in HEAs, but IM
phases overlap with both of these ﬁelds [49,162] (Fig. 11a). A later
attempt to separate SS and IM domains combines HSS, SSS and Tm in
the U parameter [48]. The results are a little better than dr vs. HSS5 The terms HSS and SSS are used here to maintain consistency with notation in
the present work. These terms are equivalent to DHmix and DSmix, respectively, in
the cited papers.correlations but overlap is still seen (Fig. 11b). The ability to sepa-
rate SS and AM phases can be understood, since HSS is a property of
disordered solution phases, to which SS and AM phases belong. In
all of these analyses, negative HSS values are claimed to stabilize IM
phases or to destabilize SS phases by competing with SSS
[48,49,157,160]. These statements are incorrect, since negative HSS
values work together with SSS to stabilize solid solutions (Section
2.1.1). Large, negative values of HIM will destabilize SS phases by
competing with SSS. HSS may be a proxy for HIM e systems with
large, negativeHSS will generally have evenmore negative values of
HIM and thus be prone to IM phase formation (Section 2.2.3). This
idea has recently inspired new approaches to improve SS and IM
phase prediction by explicitly considering HIM (Section 4.3.2.2,
Section 4.3.2.3), giving an improved ability to separate IM and SS
phases.
As-cast microstructures are usually used to support these
criteria, limiting their predictive capability to near-solidus tem-
peratures [32,166]. This approach may also be acceptable for the
limited number of alloys with no phase transformations below the
solidus temperature, but caution is required for most alloys since
the microstructures produced do not represent the equilibrium
state and will depend on casting conditions. It is therefore not
surprising to ﬁnd that different phases and different levels of
decomposition and inhomogeneity are found in the same HEAs by
different authors [11,17,82]. As-cast observations overestimate the
extent of SS microstructures, and annealing 27 alloys signiﬁcantly
narrows the range of SS phases in the HSS vs. dr plot [167]. This
appears to improve separation between SS and IM domains
(Fig. 11a), but some overlap may remain due to issues regarding the
ability to correctly identify IM phases (Section 4.4.1.5) [167]. More
recent work compares 45 annealed microstructures against the
empirical models in Fig.11, andmuch poorer separation between SS
and IM phases is found [79]. Combining annealed data with ther-
modynamic models that correctly account for HIM gives improved
results (Section 4.3.2.3).
4.3.1.3. ‘Structure in e structure out’ (SISO) correlations.
Surprise is sometimes reported at the frequency with which mi-
crostructures are single-phase, or SS, or contain simple (FCC, BCC or
HCP) crystal structures (see for example [6,82]), and these com-
ments are used to support the high entropy effect. Here we suggest
that HEA solid solutions have simple crystal structures simply
because the elements used in HEAs almost always have simple
structures. Of the 37 elements in the 408 alloys analyzed here, 33
have BCC, FCC or HCP crystal structures at their melting tempera-
ture, Tm (Table 3). The 4 elements with complex crystal structures at
Tm (B, Ge, Si, Sn) are used infrequently, and no HEA contains more
than one complex element, so that HEAs are always dominated by
simple elements. If we normalize the number of times these 4 el-
ements are used (34, see the 3rd column in Table 3) by the total
number of alloy-elements (2284, sum the 3rd column in Table 3),
we estimate that < 2% of SS phases are expected to have complex
structures. None are reported. We conclude that it is not surprising
that most HEA SS phases have simple crystal structures.
Further, we estimate the fractions of observed BCC, FCC and HCP
phases by considering how often these crystal structures are used.
From Table 3, we sum the number of times elements are used with
BCC, FCC or HCP crystal structures at Tm. We normalize these three
sums by the total number of times that BCC, FCC and HCP elements
are used in alloys (2250). For the 408 alloys analyzed here, this
approach estimates that 50% of observed SS phases will be BCC, 49%
will be FCC and 1% will have the HCP structure. This gives good
agreement with experimental data (Table 5) and is shown graphi-
cally in Fig. 12.
Elements in CALculated PHAse Diagram (CALPHAD) calculations
Fig. 11. Empirical correlations to separate SS, IM, (SS þ IM) and amorphous (AM) phase regions using (a) dr vs. HSS [160] and (b) dr vs. U [48]. Both correlations separate SS and AM,
but IM and (SS þ IM) overlap these two regions in (a) and (SS þ IM) overlaps in (b). As-cast data are typically used to support these correlations. Annealing reduces the extent of the
SS region [167], as shown in (a). Figures are redrawn from Refs. [48,160] for consistency with current terms.
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dataset, but the fractions of BCC, FCC and HCP phases from CAL-
PHAD calculations can nevertheless be estimated with the same
‘structure in e structure out’ analysis demonstrated above for
experimental alloys. The estimates sum of the number of times BCC
or FCC or HCP elements are used in CALPHAD alloys divided by the
total number of times BCC and FCC and HCP elements are used. This
analysis agrees well with CALPHAD results for two different data-
sets (Table 5 and Fig. 12), one with only the most reliable results
(fAB ¼ 1) and another for the full dataset (fAB ¼ All) (see Section
4.3.2.4 for discussion of these datasets). A similar analysis also gives
good agreement by calculating the fractions of N-component alloys
where all elements in the alloy have the indicated crystal structure
[56,125]. These simple estimates apply the Hume-Rothery criterion
of crystal structure to CCAs for the ﬁrst time, and can be viewed as a
‘structure in e structure out’ (SISO) analysis. It is recommended by
its simplicity, intuitive physical foundation and ability to predict
the fractions of simple crystal structures.
We apply a similar approach to estimate the fraction of SSFig. 12. Comparison of observed (experimental measurements or CALPHAD calcula-
tions) and estimated (by a ‘structure in e structure out’ analysis) phase content.
Observed content is the number of times a phase (BCC, FCC or HCP) or microstructure
(SS) is reported, normalized by the total number of observations (BCC þ FCC þ HCP for
phase analysis and SS þ IM þ (SS þ IM) for microstructure analysis). The ‘structure in e
structure out’ analysis is based on the crystal structure of constituent elements at Tm
(for phase estimates) or on the percentage of binary systems in a collection of alloys
that are ideal or regular solutions. The data are given in Table 5.microstructures. The 3d transition metal family of alloys represents
85% of all MPEAs in this assessment, 63% of these alloys have the
CoCrFeNi 4-element branch, and 83% of the 6 binary systems in this
4-element branch are either ideal or regular SS alloys (Table 4). We
estimate the fraction of SS alloys in the full dataset as the product of
these percentages, (85%)(63%)(83%)¼ 44%. This is close to the value
from the full dataset of 408 alloys (48%). Of course the problem is
more complicated, but this zero-order estimate suggests that the
current results are not so surprising, given the experimental bias for
alloys that contain a signiﬁcant fraction of ideal or regular binary
solutions (Section 4.4.1.2).
The ‘structure in e structure out’ analysis is based on Hume-
Rothery principles and formalizes our intuition e we are not sur-
prised that BCC solid solutions dominate refractory metal CCAs
(whose constituent elements are dominated by BCC elements) and
that FCC solid solutions occur more commonly in 3d transition
metal CCAs, where FCC constituent elements are more frequently
used. This analysis correctly predicts the fractions of BCC, FCC or
HCP SS phases in three different datasets from experiments and
calculations. It does this by calculating the fractions of elements
used with BCC, FCC or HCP crystal structures at Tm in each dataset.
The only signiﬁcant disagreement is for FCC and HCP phases of the
least reliable calculations (fAB ¼ All). FCC and HCP structures can be
difﬁcult to separate energetically, since both have the same 1st
neighbor environment and differ only in the 2nd neighbor shell and
beyond. The ‘structure in e structure out’ analysis also predicts the
frequency with which SS microstructures are found relative to all
microstructure types (SS, IM and (SSþ IM)). This approach assumes
that each element has an equal inﬂuence, but a casual analysis
shows that this is not always true. The CoCrFeMnNi alloy is single-
phase FCC, even though 3 of the constituent elements are BCC at Tm
(Cr, Mn, Fe) and only 2 are FCC (Co, Ni). Thus, this approach does not
always correctly predict which alloy will have a particular crystal
structure. It may be able to estimate the probability with which an
alloy will have a particular crystal structure, and when considered
over a large number of alloys the ‘structure in e structure out’
analysis seems to give reliable results.
4.3.2. Thermodynamic models
Several thermodynamic models have been used to estimate the
phases in HEAs. These are described below, starting with the
simplest model and progressing to the most detailed thermody-
namic description.
4.3.2.1. Ideal conﬁgurational entropy only (the high entropy effect).
The high entropy effect hypothesizes that conﬁgurational entropy
alone may favor single-phase, SS microstructures [6,21]. This
Fig. 13. A plot of the critical value kcr1 vs. H
IM/HSS for annealed MPEAs. kcr1 is evaluated
at the annealing temperature, TA. Good separation of SS alloys from IM-containing
alloys is shown. All SS alloys, except two with an FCC structure and one with a BCC
structure, fall above the dashed line and all but two of the IM-containing HEAs fall
below this line. The ﬁgure is replotted from Ref. [79] to maintain consistency with
current nomenclature.
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where R is the gas constant, T is absolute temperature and xi is the
atom fraction of element i. For equimolar alloys with N compo-
nents, this reduces to
GSS;ideal ¼ RTlnðNÞ (4.6b)
In this approach, the Gibbs energy is adjusted by varying the
number and concentrations of alloy elements in Eq. (4.6a). The
Gibbs energies of competing IM phases are not considered directly.
The simplicity of this model is perhaps its most attractive feature. A
critical assessment of this hypothesis is a major objective of this
paper, and is given in Section 4.4.3.
4.3.2.2. Ideal conﬁgurational entropy and intermetallic formation
enthalpy only. The stability of competing SS and IM phases is
analyzed by comparing contributions to Gibbs energy from ideal
conﬁgurational entropies of SS alloys (SSS,ideal) and formation en-
thalpies of binary IM compounds (HIM,binary) [168]. HIM,binary values
are calculated using high throughput density functional methods 6,
and differences between HIM,binary and formation enthalpies of IM
phases in N-component, complex alloys, HIM,N, (Section 2.2.3) are
neglected. The annealing temperature, Tann, is taken to be at least
55% of the absolute melting temperature, Tm. The Gibbs energy






















As simpliﬁcations, SS enthalpies and IM entropies are assumed
to be zero, HSS ¼ SIM ¼ 0. Both HSS (Section 2.1.3, Section 2.2.3) and
SIM (Section 2.2.2) may be signiﬁcant in CCAs, but generally HSS < 0
in alloys that form IM phases and SIM > 0 in CCAs with more ele-
ments than sub-lattices in the IM structure. These two terms will
therefore generally offset each other (see the last two terms in Eq.
(4.7)), supporting the approximation that HSS ¼ SIM ¼ 0 in this
approach. Unlike phenomenological methods that incorrectly as-
sume that HSS destabilizes SS phases by competing with SSS, this
approach correctly represents the competition between HIM and
SSS,ideal. Single phase alloys are proposed to result if all HIM,binary
values in a given MPEA fall between the entropic energy TannSSS
and an enthalpy empirically determined as the limit for phase
separation (37 meV/atom or 3.6 kJ/mol).
This model does a good job of distinguishing between alloys
determined experimentally to be single-phase SS and microstruc-
tures that contain IM phases. The model reinforces the earlier
experimental result that both conﬁgurational entropy andHIMmust
be considered to understand phase formation in HEAs [169]. A list
of 30 predicted, new single phase SS HEAs is provided to stimulate
future experimental studies. In addition to Co, Cr, Fe, Mn and Ni,
these alloys contain elements such as Ir, Os, Pd, Pt, Re, Rh and Ru.
This approach predicts that the fraction of single-phase, SS alloys
decreases as the number of components increase, supporting6 The twenty-nine most negative values in Table 1 of Troparevsky et al. appear to
give enthalpies for the structural unit rather than per atom. These values may need
to be divided by the number of atoms in the structural formula to give the enthalpy
in eV/atom.earlier predictions of the same result [56,125].
All predictions are made for equimolar alloys, and some
adjustment may be needed for non-equimolar alloys. The entropy
can be easily adjusted to include non-equimolar alloys. However,
the current model uses the most negative value of HIM,binary in a
binary system, but this IM phase may not occur in non-equimolar
alloys. For example, experimental results on annealed alloys show
that the B2 phase often occurs in alloys containing Al, but SS mi-
crostructures are reported when the Al concentration falls below a
critical level.4.3.2.3. Linear relationships between enthalpies and between en-
tropies. SIM of compounds with more elements than sub-lattices
can be a signiﬁcant fraction of SSS,ideal for the same composition
(Section 2.2.2), and it's likely that HIM and HSS are related (Section
2.2.3). These ideas have inspired an approach that assumes linear




HSS ¼ k1 and SIM
.
SSS ¼ k2 (4.8a)
where k1 > 1, 0  k2 < 1, and it is assumed that SSS ¼ SSS,ideal.
Comparing HIMij (from Refs. [170,171]) and H
SS
ij (from Ref. [45]) for
456 binary i,j alloys gives HIMij ¼ 1:08HSSij  7:95ðkJ=mol atomÞ,
supporting this approach. k2 increases with a decrease in the level
of ordering of the IM phase, which can be estimated using the sub-
lattice model [40] and assigning the site occupancy. For multi-
component IM phases with L12 or B2 crystal symmetry, k2 can
vary from 0.4 to 0.8. Substituting Eq. (4.8a) in Gibbs energy equa-




ð1 k2Þ þ 1 (4.8b)
SS phases are predicted when kcr1 > ðHIM=HSSÞ and IM phases are
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45 annealedmicrostructures available shows an improved ability to
separate SS and IM phases compared to empirical models, with
only a minor degree of remaining overlap (Fig. 13).
This model assumes that k1 and k2 are independent, but some
relationship may link these terms. Speciﬁcally, the larger is HIM, the
larger is the deviation from ideal behavior and the less likely it
becomes that atoms are randomly distributed in competing solid
solutions. As a broad generalization, this condition gives
SSS < SSS,ideal, so that k2 increases as k1 increases. Further, kcr1 may
decrease as k1 increases, producing a non-linear reﬁnement. At
present there is no rationale for estimating the effect of increasing
HIM on SSS.4.3.2.4. CALculated PHAse diagram (CALPHAD) modeling.
Phase diagrams are roadmaps for materials design. They give
essential information for a given alloy composition and tempera-
ture, including the phases present, their compositions, volume
fractions and transformation temperatures. Most binary and some
ternary phase diagrams have been measured experimentally, but
multi-component systems remain mostly unexplored. Experi-
mental deﬁnition of multi-component phase diagrams is imprac-
tical due to the tremendous amount of work involved. In recent
years, integration of the CALPHAD approach with key experiments
has been demonstrated as an effective approach to determine
complicated multi-component phase diagrams
[37,50,56,125,172,173].
The essence of the CALPHAD approach is to develop thermo-
dynamic functions that are empirically ﬁt to experimental data
from binary and ternary phase diagrams. Quaternary and higher
order systems are not used because higher order interactions
become negligibly weak [174], and a reliable account of more
complex alloys is possible via combination and extrapolation of
binary and ternary data [175]. Thermodynamic functions are
grouped for a particular collection of elements into a thermody-
namic database for a speciﬁc alloy family. These databases are
intended not only to reproduce known data, but also to predict
phase equilibria for alloys where data are not available. Most da-
tabases have been developed for alloy systems that are based on
one principal element. A detailed account of the CALPHAD
approach can be found elsewhere [41,176]. Here we discuss those
features that are important for MPEAs.
The CALPHAD method is most reliable when interpolating be-
tween compositions used to build the database. Since databases
usually use binary and ternary data, extrapolation is generally
required for MPEAs, potentially reducing the accuracy of CALPHAD
predictions. Nevertheless, extrapolation can give a good predictive
capability. As an example, a thermodynamic database for the
AleCoeCreFeeNi system was developed by extrapolating binary
and ternary systems to wider composition ranges, and phase dia-
grams predicted with this database agree well with experimental
results [37]. Calculated multicomponent phase diagrams may also
have reasonable accuracy without developing new databases. For
example, a Ni-based database successfully predicted equilibrium
phases and phase fractions in Al-Co-Cr-Cu-Fe-Ni alloys [166,177].
An approach is being developed to quantify the credibility of
CALPHAD calculations [56,125]. Each database is constructed using
some number of binary and ternary phase diagrams, and each alloy
modeled by that database samples these binary and ternary dia-
grams differently. Consider a database for elements AH that in-
cludes A-B, A-C, A-D, B-C and B-D binary diagrams and A-B-C and
A-B-D ternary diagrams. Alloy ABCD has 6 binary and 4 ternary
systems, but only 5 of the binary and 2 of the ternary diagrams are
included in the A-H database. Thus, the fraction of assessed binarysystems (fAB) for alloy ABCD is 5/6 and the fraction of assessed
ternary systems (fAT) is 2/4. Alloy ACDE uses only 2 of the binary and
none of the ternary diagrams in the A-H database, so that fAB is 2/6
and fAT is 0 for this alloy. Different alloys can have different fAB and
fAT values when using the same database, and the same alloy can
have different fAB and fAT values when modeled with different da-
tabases. The basic premise of this approach is that the credibility of
CALPHAD calculations is related to the magnitude of fAB and fAT e
the larger are these values, the more credible are the calculations. It
is not yet known what fAB and fAT values are needed to produce
phase diagram predictions with acceptable reliability. Good
agreement is found when fAB ¼ 1 [56,125], and nominal agreement
for the types and numbers of phases is still achieved when fAB is as
low as 0.6, especially near the solidus temperature [56,125].
Phase diagrams of over 130,000 different equimolar alloys
containing from 3 to 6 elements, produced by high-throughput
CALDPHAD calculations, have been analyzed to assess trends in
phases present [56,125]. These analyses show that the likelihood of
forming SS alloys decreases as the number of alloy constituents, N,
increases. The same trend is found for the most credible calcula-
tions (fAB ¼ 1), for calculations with any fAB value, and at both Tm
and at 600 C. This trend is corroborated by later predictions using a
different modeling approach [168] (Section 4.3.2.2) This ﬁnding is
opposite the trend proposed by the high entropy effect, and is
discussed further in Section 4.4.3.
The fraction of single-phase, SS alloys decreases with decreasing
temperature, as expected from a less negative entropic
energy, TSSS. Single-phase alloys are usually SS and are less
frequently IM (Fig. 9b). Given that commonly studied HEAs have
extended SS phase ﬁelds (Section 4.4.1.4) and that IM phases often
have restricted composition ranges, single-phase IM alloys are ex-
pected to be relatively uncommon (Section 2.3.1). These CALPHAD
calculation results are in good agreement with the experimental
data (Fig. 9). If an alloy satisﬁes all 4 Hume-Rothery rules, then
CALPHAD calculations always show such alloys to be SS. However,
not all alloys that are calculated via CALPHAD to be SS satisfy all 4
rules. For example, SS alloys can have dc as large as 30% and d(VEC)
as large as 55%. Atomic size is the most potent Hume-Rothery
condition, and every SS alloy has dr  15%. CALPHAD calculations
show only modest separation of SS from IM or (SS þ IM) micro-
structures based on dr and d(VEC), and no separation based on dc or
HSS [56,125]. High-throughput CALPHAD calculations identify over
150 new CCAs that are single-phase SS at Tm, and somemay be age-
hardened at lower temperatures for a controlled distribution of
strengthening particles (see Tables 9e15 in Ref. [56]). These alloys
provide signiﬁcant new opportunities for future development
studies.
The most common predicted phases are BCC, M5Si3, FCC, B2 and
Laves (C15) for the most credible calculations (fAB¼ 1), and are BCC,
HCP, M5Si3, B2 and FCC for the full dataset (any fAB value). Thus, HCP
phases are less commonly predicted for the fully credible calcula-
tions. Every Si-containing alloy forms silicide phases (all CALPHAD-
calculated alloys in Refs. [56,125] are equimolar, so the Si concen-
trations are high). Along with fAB values, additional validation is
given by comparing predicted microstructures for the same alloy
using different databases, where either good or nominal agreement
are generally obtained (see Table 6 in Refs. [56,125]).
Elements are not used uniformly in reported CALPHAD calcu-
lations, since some elements are inmore thermodynamic databases
than others (see Table 1 in Ref. [56]). For example, Al and Cr are in
every database used; Fe, Mo, Si, Ti and Zr are in all but one data-
base; and Ni is in all but 2 databases. The elements Dy, Gd, Lu, Rh,
Ru, Sc, Tm and Y each appear in only 1 or 2 databases. This bias is
ampliﬁed in the fAB ¼ 1 dataset, since thermodynamic descriptions
are usually only available for more commonly used elements. The
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both CALPHAD datasets in Fig. 14. Elemental usage in experimental
alloys is shown for comparison, where the bias is much stronger
(Section 3.1, Section 4.4.1.2). The fractions of calculated BCC, FCC
and HCP phases are different for the two published CALPHAD
studies as a result of these biases. The frequency of calculated BCC,
FCC and HCP phases, as a percentage of the total number of BCC,
FCC and HCP phases in a calculated dataset, are BCC (65%), FCC
(29%) and HCP (6%) for fAB¼ 1 [56,125] and are BCC (62%), FCC (12%)
and HCP (26%) for fAB ¼ All [56,125] (Table 5). A SISO analysis gives
good agreement with these values (Fig. 12).
The present analyses emphasize predictions of the type and
number of phases. Uncertainties in predicted phase compositions,
volume fractions and reaction temperatures (including Tm) may be
larger and so are not reported in the literature. While approaches to
evaluate the credibility of CALPHAD calculations are being devel-
oped, there are at present no approaches to estimate the errors that
may be associated with CALPHAD calculations.4.3.3. Atomistic methods
Though not yet sufﬁciently developed to routinely calculate
complex, multi-phase microstructures, atomistic methods never-
theless give important insights into the phase stability of MPEAs.
High-throughput atomistic calculations give HIM values for ther-
modynamic models (Section 4.3.2.2). First principle calculations
predict an order/disorder transition inMoNbTaW, stabilizing the B2
phase at intermediate temperatures due to strong Mo-Ta bonding
[178]. This prediction however requires experimental veriﬁcation,
as only a disordered BCC phase was identiﬁed in this alloy [23].
First-principles calculations suggest that Ti interactions stabilize a
Heusler-like L21 phase (cF16, AlCu2Mn prototype) in CoCrCuFe-
NiAlTi. This phase has interesting magnetic properties and may
enhance creep resistance in multi-phase alloys [179]. Morse pair-
potentials from density-functional theory are used to model the
structure of a single-phase AlCoCrCuFeNi MPEA [180]. The results
show that the observed lattice structure is caused by the average ofFig. 14. The frequency with which elements are used in experimental alloys and in the
two CALPHAD datasets. Eight elements in the 3d transition metal alloy family are each
in more than 20% of experimental alloys, and ﬁve of these elements are in over 2/3 of
the studied alloys. The distributions are more uniform for CALPHAD calculated alloys,
but biases are still seen. Elements are organized along the horizontal axis by atomic
number. Elements that occur in fewer than 2% of alloys (Au, B, Be, C, Gd, Ge, Li, Nd, Pd,
Tb and Zn) are omitted for clarity. The total number of experimental alloys is 408, in
the CALPHAD dataset with fAB ¼ 1 is 5555, and in the CALPHAD dataset with fAB ¼ All is
100,471.the disordered composition and atomic position since there is
neither short-range nor long-range order in the local atomic
arrangement. Experimental data show this alloy to be multi-phase.
4.4. Discussion
4.4.1. Features biasing current microstructure observations
Six major considerations bias observed microstructures. Alloys
are often characterized in the as-cast, non-equilibrium condition,
and studying single-phase, SS microstructures is a motivation,
leading to pre-selection of alloys that are likely to achieve this goal.
These alloys are often characterized by low mixing enthalpies be-
tween constituents, and SS phases that are reported as separate
may actually represent the same SS phase ﬁeld in complex
composition space so that the same SS phase ﬁeld may be ‘counted’
many times. The characterization of ordered phases inMPEAs offers
unique challenges, and IM phases are sometimes counted as SS. All
six of these considerations increase the number of single-phase or
SS microstructures and decrease the number of microstructures
characterized as multi-phase or containing IM phases. The data in
the literature, represented in Figs. 9 and 10, are therefore likely to
over-represent the number of SS and single-phase microstructures.
These points are described in more detail in the following sections.
4.4.1.1. As-cast condition. Roughly 70% of MPEA microstructure
studies characterize as-cast alloys. Such data do not represent the
equilibrium state, and post-process annealing is required for reli-
able results. To study this effect, we analyze 46 alloys that are
characterized in both as-cast and annealed conditions, giving 118
microstructural evaluations of the as-cast state and 121 of the
annealed condition (see Table S1 in the Supplementary data,
Appendix A). This analysis shows that annealing reduces the per-
centage of SS alloys and increases the number of (SS þ IM) alloys
(Fig. 15a). Further, the number of single-phase alloys is clearly
reduced by annealing, while the percentage of microstructures
with three or more phases increases (Fig. 15b). Finally, annealing
reduces the extent of SS phases in phenomenological correlations
(Fig. 11a). This analysis validates the concern that as-cast material
does not represent the equilibrium state. As-cast analyses favor SS
and single-phase microstructures, while annealing increases the
number of phases and the probability of producing IM phases.
Selected citations documenting these results include
[159,166,169,181e190].
Post-process annealing is needed to establish the number and
types of phases at equilibrium, but there is no standard thermal
treatment to ensure that equilibrium is achieved. An annealing
temperature above about half the absolute melting temperature is
generally used, and the annealing time must support diffusion over
distances needed to produce phases of sizes that can give reliable
measurements. Electron-probe micro-analysis (EPMA) generally
requiresminimum phase dimensions of about 5 mm,while TEM and
3D atom probe needmuch smaller size scales. Diffusion coefﬁcients
in MPEAs are generally unknown (Section 5.2), so it is difﬁcult to
estimate appropriate annealing times. Annealing times of 100 h
may be a practical starting point to approximate equilibrium, while
experience from more conventional high temperature alloys sug-
gest that times of up to 1000e2000 h may be required [191].
Annealing times for the MPEA studies discussed here are often
1e24 h.
4.4.1.2. Non-random alloy selection. Principal elements in HEAs are
not selected randomly. The goal of many HEA studies is to discover
and characterize single-phase, SS alloys with simple crystal struc-
tures, and Hume-Rothery rules give an effective approach to favor
such microstructures by choosing elements with similar sizes,
Fig. 15. Comparison of as-cast and annealed CCAs (a) by microstructures (SS, IM, (SS þ IM)), and (b) by number of phases. The vertical axis is the percentage of the 239 micro-
structure reports from the same 46 alloys that give the indicated type or number of phases. Annealing reduces the percentage of SS and single-phase alloys and increases the
percentage of (SS þ IM) alloys and microstructures with 3 or more phases.
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transition metals in pioneering efforts [1,5] thus seems likely to
favor single-phase solid solutions. Numerous subsequent efforts
explore relatively small changes in concentrations or the addition
of previously untried elements to a known single-phase, SS base
alloy, further biasing data toward this result. The dramatic focus on
this one alloy family (Section 3.2.1) therefore biases alloys to single-
phase, SS microstructures with FCC crystal structures. This em-
phasizes one particular microstructure without equivalent
consideration of other possible microstructures. This is not ‘bad’, it
simplymeans that experimenters have been successful in achieving
the desired outcome. Nevertheless, the scientiﬁc community must
recognize the impact of this underlying intent and be cautious in
interpreting the results from the ﬁeld as a whole. The data gener-
ated to date cannot be analyzed as if it represents a random com-
bination of elements or a random sampling of MPEA phases and
microstructures. Stated simply, the current experimental dataset is
not expected to give a representative sampling of phases or mi-
crostructures for the CCA ﬁeld as a whole. The clear differences
between experimental and calculated (CALPHAD) results under-
score this expectation.
4.4.1.3. Low enthalpy alloys. Nearly all of the single-phase reports
used to support the high entropy hypothesis come from the 3d
transition metal family of alloys. This alloy family is unusual, since
an exceptionally high fraction of the element pairs in this family
have rather low mixing enthalpies, HSS. For example, using data
from Ref. [168], the 15 binary atom pairs in the CoCrCuFeMnNi alloy
have an average mixing enthalpy of only 5 kJ mol1. Alloys in this
family may thus be called ‘low enthalpy’ alloys. As a result, atom
pairs in this family are far more likely to display ideal or regular
solutions than typical (Section 4.3.1.3 and Table 4). It is difﬁcult to
determine if the prevalence of SS phases in this family result from
low enthalpy, high entropy, or both.
4.4.1.4. Contiguity of SS phase ﬁelds in hyper-dimensional composi-
tion space. The HEA literature seems to report many different SS
phases. But how can we tell when two SS phases are separate and
distinct? Phases that appear to be separate in lower-order
composition space may be connected in higher-order composi-
tion space. For example, Cu-Ni and Co-Fe are both extended binary
solid solutions, and it appears that they are different from each
other. However, CoCuFeNi is a single phase SS [192], and so it is
likely that the Cu-Ni, Co-Fe and CoCuFeNi single-phase ﬁelds are all
connected in Co-Cu-Fe-Ni phase space. As a result, the alloys CuNi,
CoFe and CoCuFeNi may all represent different points in the same
SS phase ﬁeld. In the same way, CoFeNi, CoCrFeNi, CoCuFeNi,CoCrCuFeNi, CoCrFeMnNi, CoCrFeNiTi, CoCuFeNiV, CrCuFeMoNi,
CoCrCuFeMnNi and Al0.5CoCrCuFeNi are all single-phase FCC, but
they may be part of the same contiguous SS phase in hyper-
dimensional composition space. Thus, the large number of single-
phase SS phases reported for 3d transition metal MPEAs may
actually represent a redundant oversampling of the same SS phase
in hyper-dimensional phase space rather than a large number of
different SS phases.
In fact, a quick analysis of the single-phase solid solutions with
BCC, FCC or HCP crystal structures suggest only 13 different SS
phase ﬁelds: three FCC, two BCC and an HCP phase in the 3d
transition metal family; an FCC and an HCP SS phase ﬁeld in the
light metal CCAs; three BCC phase ﬁelds in the refractory metal
CCAs; an HCP phase in 4f transition metal CCAs; and an HCP phase
in the “other” category of CCA families (see Table S1 in the
Supplementary data, Appendix A). This simple analysis infers at
least 3 different FCC phases in the 3d transition metal CCAs from
the CoCrCu0.5FeNi alloy, which shows 3 distinct FCC phases
[193,194], and counts at least 3 different BCC phases in the re-
fractory metal CCAs from NbTiV2Zr, which shows 3 distinct BCC
phases [38].
Just as a ternary IM phase can exist that is disconnected from all
bounding binary phases, it is possible that a SS phase ﬁeld might
occur in higher-order composition space that is not connected to
any SS phase ﬁeld in the bounding lower-order phase diagrams. We
suggest that it is more likely that a SS phase that occurs in higher-
order composition space is connected to one or more terminal SS
phases in bounding lower-order phase diagrams. Nevertheless, this
idea can be tested with CALPHAD calculations and is suggested for
future work. For example, a series of isopleths such as those in
Ref. [37] can be constructed to explore the contiguity of SS phases in
multi-dimensional composition space.
4.4.1.5. Characterizing ordered, intermetallic phases in CCAs.
Standard techniques are often adequate to characterize CCA SS
phases, but compositional complexity introduces new challenges in
identifying IM phases. Lattice distortions can decrease X-ray
diffraction peak intensity [5,17,21], and a mixture of elements on
different IM sub-lattices can decrease the scattering factor, further
reducing super-lattice peak intensity. Finally, CCAsoften contain both
ordered and disordered phases with the same base structure and
with nearly identical lattice constants. For example, the coexistence
of BCC and ordered B2 phases or of FCC and ordered L12 phases is
frequently reported [82,148,151]. These features work together to
complicate identiﬁcation of IM phases inMPEAs. TEM analyses often
reveal IM phases in alloys that were initially reported to contain only
SS phases [7,134,148,149,177,184,188,195e197]. For example, X-ray
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while TEM analysis reveals a modulated nanophase structure con-
sisting of coherent BCC and B2 phases [184,197], as well as two L12
phases [148,149,188]. In some cases, a combination of X-ray and
neutron diffraction is needed to characterize a phase, and the use of
atomistic simulations further enriches the information content [59].
4.4.1.6. Classiﬁcation of solid solutions. Some authors classify non-
stoichiometric, IM compounds as SS phases (see for example
[6,82]). This increases the number of reported SS phases and de-
creases the number of IM or (SS þ IM) microstructures. As dis-
cussed in Section 4.1.3, this is considered inappropriate for HEAs
since conﬁgurational entropy is proposed to favor solid solutions
and the Boltzmann model used to estimate conﬁgurational entropy
only applies to disordered solid solutions and cannot be applied
directly to phases with two or more crystal sub-lattices.
4.4.2. Comparison of observed and calculated phases
Here we compare observed and calculated microstructures.
These comparisons are tricky due to uncertainties in both observed
(Section 4.4.1) and CALPHAD-predicted (Section 4.3.2.4) micro-
structures. Experimental challenges lead to different microstruc-
tures being reported for the same MPEA (Section 4.4.1.1), and
calculations can give different results for the same alloy when
different databases are used. These difﬁculties motivate a descrip-
tion of different levels of agreement. Direct agreement results when
the types and numbers of phases match exactly. Nominal agree-
ment occurs when the underlying structure of phases match, even
if the distinction between ordered and disordered phases doesn't
match or if the number of phases doesn't match. For example,
(BCC þ FCC), (B2þFCC) and (BCC þ FCC1þFCC2) microstructures all
show nominal agreement within the uncertainties described here
[56,125]. The present comparisons focus on the types and numbers
of phases and on broad trends rather than any particular detail.
Two CALPHAD datasets are available for equimolar alloys with
3e6 elements. The most credible dataset (fAB ¼ 1) gives 4983
distinct alloys, and 111,654 unique alloys are used when all fAB
values are included [56,125]. CALPHAD calculations are available at
the alloy solidus (melting) temperature, Tm, and at 600 C. The
average number of elements for the experimental alloys studied
here is 5.6, we compare with CALPHAD calculations for N ¼ 5
elements.
Experiments show a strong preference for SS microstructures
(48%) relative to CALPHAD calculations (5e17%) (Fig. 16a). Calcu-
lated (SS þ IM) microstructures range from 73 to 82% of the total,
but only 41% of observed microstructures are reported as (SS þ IM).
In both comparisons, measured microstructures fall well outside
the range of values from calculations. The portion of observed IM
microstructures (10%) is within the calculated range (7e22%). Far
more single-phase (33%) and 2-phase (45%) microstructures are
measured relative to CALPHAD microstructures (1e7% and 4e20%,
respectively) (Fig. 16b). Far fewer 4-phase (3%) and 5-phase or 6-
phase (1.5%) microstructures are observed compared to calculated
fractions (27e32% and 38e48%, respectively). About 16% of the
reported microstructures have 3 phases, while calculated per-
centages range from 15 to 28% depending on temperature and fAB.
Experiments show many more FCC phases (37%) relative to CAL-
PHAD (9e14%) (Fig. 16c). The observed HCP fraction (1%) is close to
the most credible calculations (6%), but calculations with lower
credibility show a much higher percentage of HCP phases (26%).
Hardly any silicide phases are observed, since Si is rarely used in
experimental alloys. CALPHAD calculations identify as many as 453
different phases [56,125], only the most common are shown in
Fig. 16c. As a result, the CALPHAD percentages of s (D8b, tP30, CrFe
prototype) and L12 (cP4, Cu3Au) phases are too low to report.Different elements are used in experimental and CALPHAD-
calculated datasets, and they are used with different frequencies
(Fig.14). By accounting for the elements used and their frequency of
usage, the ‘structure in e structure out’ analysis gives a good
explanation of the differences in fractions of BCC, FCC and HCP
phases observed (Section 4.3.1.3 and Fig. 11).
FromGibbs phase rule, themaximumnumber of solid and liquid
phases for an alloy with N elements is (Nþ1) and the minimum is 1
(Section 2.3.1). The number of solid phases is shown as a function of
N for experimental data and CALPHAD calculations at Tm when
fAB ¼ 1 [125] in Fig. 16d. CALPHAD and experimental results show
the same general ranges of values up to N ¼ 5, but the average
experimental values are closer to the minimum and average CAL-
PHAD results are closer to the maximum number allowed by Gibbs
phase rule. The number of observed phases remains roughly con-
stant for N  6. About 98% of the experimental data in Fig. 16d are
3d transition metal alloys that appear to favor the single-phase FCC
SS phase ﬁeld (Section 4.4.1.2). The results in Fig. 16d are consistent
with the discussion concluding that the most common micro-
structures are expected to have a number of phases that range from
1 to a number less than the maximum (Section 2.3.1).
Taken together, these comparisons all show related trends.
Compared to calculated CALPHAD results, experimentally observed
microstructures favor SS over (SS þ IM), favor fewer phases over
more phases, and favor FCC phases over BCC or HCP. Measured
microstructures give a strong, non-random sampling of preferred
elements (Section 3.1) and grouping of elements (Section 3.2),
while the CALPHAD calculations represent a more uniform explo-
ration of elements.
4.4.3. Analysis of the high entropy hypothesis
The hypothesis that conﬁgurational entropy may noticeably
favor single-phase SS microstructures with simple (BCC, FCC or
HCP) crystal structures is a major focus of the HEA ﬁeld. Here we
critically analyze information regarding this concept. Taken in total,
the present data and analyses do not support an observable effect of
conﬁgurational entropy on preferred formation of single-phase
alloys, SS phases or simple crystal structures. Analyses supporting
this conclusion are given in the following subsections. A recent
review has come to the same conclusion by an independent eval-
uation of the published data [7].
4.4.3.1. Indirect experimental observations. The bulk of evidence
commonly cited to support the high entropy effect comes from
studies that are not designed to evaluate this hypothesis. These
data do, indeed, show a marked preference for single-phase SS
microstructures with a large fraction of FCC phases (Section 4.2.1),
but the present assessment offers alternate interpretations of the
data. Experimental data bias results toward fewer phases and
simpler crystal structures (Sections 4.4.1.1, 4.4.1.5). Alloys selected
for study are often chosen tomaximize the probability of producing
single-phase solid solutions rather than giving a random sampling
of possible microstructures (Section 4.4.1.2). This has led to a
remarkable focus on a small number of elements (Section 3.1 and
Fig. 14) and one alloy family (Section 3.2.1). The contiguity of SS
phase ﬁelds in hyper-dimensional composition space suggests that
many studies may report different parts of the same phase ﬁeld
rather than different SS phase ﬁelds, and there may be no more
than 13 different single-phase SS phase ﬁelds identiﬁed to date
(Section 4.4.1.4). Finally, an inconsistent use of deﬁnitions leads to
reporting some IM phases as SS (Section 4.4.1.6). All of these con-
siderations have the same effect of increasing the number of single-
phase SS microstructures, with an emphasis on FCC phases. A
simple ‘structure in e structure out’ analysis shows that the
observed preferences are predicted from the bias in crystal
Fig. 16. Comparisons of experimentally measured and CALPHAD-predicted microstructures by: (a) microstructure type (SS, IM, SS þ IM); (b) number of phases; (c) speciﬁc phases
present; and (d) number of phases as a function of the number of alloy elements, N. Only the most common calculated phases are shown in (c), representing 62% of all alloy
microstructures. Percentages from Refs. [56,125] are normalized by this value to allow comparison with observed percentages. Calculation temperatures (Tm or 600 C) and
credibility criteria (fAB ¼ 1 or fAB ¼ All) are indicated. Dashed lines in (d) show the minimum and maximum values allowed by Gibbs phase rule.
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entropy (Section 4.3.1.3).
4.4.3.2. Direct experimental observations. Two studies allow a
direct evaluation of the high entropy hypothesis. The ﬁrst gives
microstructures of equimolar alloys with 16 and 20 constituents
[1]. These two alloys represent practical extremes in attempts to
maximize conﬁgurational entropy, but both are multi-phase. Both
microstructures include an FCC phase that contains Co, Cr, Fe, Mn
and Ni, which is the basis for the well-known ‘Cantor alloy.’ The
second test of the high entropy effect systematically substitutes,
one element at a time, 4 of the 5 elements in the CoCrFeMnNi [169].
With only one exception, the substitute elements have equivalent
atom radii and electronegativities and the same room temperature
crystal structures as the atoms replaced. All alloys therefore have
the same SSS,ideal and satisfy Hume-Rothery rules to equivalent
extents (with one exception). All alloys are studied in the annealed
condition. Only the baseline CoCrFeMnNi alloy is single phase, the
remaining alloys contain multiple SS and/or IM phases. Thermo-
dynamic modeling of the constituent binary systems shows that
phase formation is controlled by minimization of the Gibbs energy,
so that both enthalpy and entropy must be considered and that
SSS,ideal alone is generally insufﬁcient to control phase selection.
Speciﬁcally, alloys are prone to IM formation when any of the
element pairs in that alloy form compounds with large, negative
HIM values.
4.4.3.3. Thermodynamic phase calculations. Two different thermo-
dynamic calculation approaches both predict that the probability of
forming single-phase, SS microstructures decreases with an
increasing number of constituents, N (Sections 4.3.2.2, 4.3.2.4). The
rationale supporting this ﬁnding is that SSS,ideal increases slowly
with N (as ln(N)), while the number of binary systems in an alloyincreases much faster (as (N/2)(N-1)) [125]. The probability of
introducing a binary system with IM compounds that have for-
mation enthalpies, HIM, sufﬁciently negative to overcome SSS,ideal
thus also increases rapidly with N. Stated differently, conﬁgura-
tional entropy is not an independent variable, and there are
important implications for the enthalpy of the alloy as composition
is changed. In a pioneering HEA paper, Yeh predicted that entropy
will not be able to overcome compounds with “very large heats of
formation, such as strong ceramic compounds such as oxides, car-
bides nitrides and borides” [5]. Manymetal-metal compounds have
HIM values that are much more negative than formation enthalpies
of ceramics such as B4C, SiC and WC, and are in the same range as
formation enthalpies of ceramic compounds such as HfC, TaB2, TaC,
TaN, TiB2, TiC and Ti2N. The conclusion drawn from calculated re-
sults, that many metal-metal compounds have HIM values sufﬁ-
ciently negative to overcome SSS,ideal, therefore validates the early
foresight provided by Yeh, and extends it to include many metal-
metal compounds with sufﬁciently negative HIM to overcome
conﬁgurational entropy.
4.4.3.4. Thermodynamic concepts of complex, concentrated alloys.
Several conventional thermodynamic simpliﬁcations are not likely
to apply to SS and IM phases in CCAs. The conﬁgurational entropy
of intermetallic compounds, SIM, may make signiﬁcant contribu-
tions to Gibbs energies when N exceeds the number of crystal sub-
lattices (Section 2.2.2), and in many cases excess entropies
signiﬁcantly decrease the total entropy of an alloy relative to ideal
estimates (Section 2.3.4). Mixing enthalpies for SS phases, HSS,
combine in rather complicated ways (Section 2.1.3) and there is no
accepted approach for estimating formation enthalpies of N-
component IM phases in CCAs (Section 2.2.3), making enthalpies
in N-component alloys, HSS,N and HIM,N, difﬁcult to anticipate from
binary data. These considerations support the conclusion that a
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consistently dominate the competition between IM and SS phases,
and that all four primary terms, SSS, SIM, HSS and HIM, are needed to
understand results broadly (Section 2.3.5). Rather than focusing on
large, individual thermodynamic quantities such as SSS,ideal or HIM,
equilibrium phases are generally determined by relatively small







The degree of lattice distortion is one of four proposed HEA ‘core
effects’ (Section 1.3.3.2). It inﬂuences solid solution hardening
models, it contributes to excess conﬁgurational entropy (Section
2.3.3), and it is implicated in the difﬁculty in distinguishing be-
tween ordered and disordered phases via standard X-ray diffraction
techniques (Section 4.4.1.5). Crystal lattices in MPEA phases are
almost certainly distorted, but there are no systematic studies to
explore and quantify this feature directly. The commonly used dr
parameter (Section 4.3.1.1, Section 4.3.1.2) quantiﬁes the variability
in atom sizes, but distortion in the structure can be less. For
example, distortion is reduced in structures where the 1st shell
surrounding a smaller atom is populated primarily by larger atoms,
and where larger atoms are surrounded by smaller atoms. An
approach to measure and model lattice distortions is needed. At
present, there seems to be only one attempt to measure lattice
distortions [102]. Lattice fringes are traced on inverse fast-Fourier
transform (FFT) images taken from high-resolution transmission
electron microscopy photographs. Future work is suggested to
quantify the magnitude of lattice distortion and to evaluate its
inﬂuence.
4.4.5. High-throughput calculations
Two different techniques for high-throughput calculations have
been used (Section 4.3.2.2, Section 4.3.2.4). Taken together, high-
throughput calculations are already making important contribu-
tions to the MPEA ﬁeld. Using different computational methods,
both approaches give the same result concerning the frequency of
single-phase, SS microstructures as a function of the number of
alloy constituents. These results combine to give the conclusion in
this assessment that the high entropy hypothesis is not supported
by available data. These high-throughput calculations have further
contributed to the ﬁeld by predicting nearly 200 new alloys that
may be single-phase, SS alloys [56,168]. These lists form a basis for
future studies.
4.5. Summary
4.5.1. Deﬁnition of terms
The following deﬁnitions are used (Section 4.1.5). Phases with
no crystal structure are described as glassy or amorphous but not
disordered. Phases with two or more crystal sub-lattices have
chemical long-range order (LRO) and are called ordered or inter-
metallic (IM) or compound. These may exist at a ﬁxed composition
or may occur over a range of compositions. Solid solution (SS)
phases have a single crystal lattice and are called disordered solid
solutions. Chemical short-range order (SRO) may be present or
absent in SS phases, but LRO is absent. Simple phases have BCC, FCC
or HCP structures or their ordered derivatives, and complex phases
have any other crystal structure. Although complex phases are
often stereotyped in the HEA literature as being brittle with little
usefulness, no properties or utility are implied by any of the labels
used here. Microstructures that consist only of solid solution phases
are abbreviated as SS, those with only intermetallic phases are
labeled as IM, and microstructures containing both solid solutionand intermetallic phases are (SS þ IM). The terms SS and IM can
therefore refer to a phase, a microstructure or an alloy, depending
on the context. CCAs can have any number of SS or IM phases, or a
mixture of both.
4.5.2. Experimental results
This review evaluates data from 408 distinct experimental alloys
that are described in 648 microstructural reports (Section 4.2.1). SS
microstructures are the most common (48% of reported micro-
structures), but (SS þ IM) microstructures are nearly as common
(41%) and 10% have only IM phases. SS alloys are most often single-
phase (53% of SS alloys), with fewer 2-phase and 3-phase SS alloys.
There are 213 single-phase alloy reports (33% of reported micro-
structures), 294 2-phase alloy reports (45%), 105 3-phase alloy re-
ports (16%), 21 4-phase alloys and 10 alloys with 5 or 6 phases. The
most common phases by far are FCC (A1, Cu prototype, in 410 al-
loys) and BCC (A2, W prototype, in 306 alloys). The number of HCP
SS phases (A3, Mg prototype) is small in this dataset. All but one
single-phase FCC SS alloy, about 55% of single-phase BCC alloys and
all (BCC þ FCC) alloys belong to the 3d transition metal family of
MPEAs. Nearly all (BCCþ FCC) alloys contain >10 at.%Al. Commonly
observed IM phases include B2 (cP2, ClCs prototype), s (D8b, tP30,
CrFe prototype) and Laves (C14, hP12, MgZn2 prototype or C15,
cF24, Cu2Mg prototype). B2 and BCC phases often appear together,
as do FCC and L12 phases. All B2 and all but one of the L12 phases are
in alloys that contain Al. The most common IM phases (B2, s, Laves,
L12) almost always contain Al, Cr or Si. Very few detailed studies of
precipitate formation, kinetics or morphologies are available for
MPEAs (Section 4.2.2). This is an essential foundation for precipi-
tation hardening of structural alloys and is recommended for future
work.
The HEA community has identiﬁed and explored an expansive
single-phase, SS phase ﬁeld that is contiguous in hyper-
dimensional composition space (Section 4.2.1). Based on the 3d
transition metal MPEA family, this phase ﬁeld connects and ex-
pands solid solution, austenitic stainless steels and nickel alloys.
This remarkable phase ﬁeld contains at least seven different ele-
ments and it extends much farther than previously realized.
While single-phase SS alloys with FCC, BCC or HCP structures
make up a signiﬁcant fraction of reported phases and microstruc-
tures, there may be no more than 13 different SS phase ﬁelds in the
present dataset (Section 4.4.1.4). This includes: three FCC, two BCC
and an HCP phase in the 3d transition metal family; an FCC and an
HCP SS phase ﬁeld in light metal CCAs; three BCC phase ﬁelds in
refractory metal CCAs; an HCP phase in 4f transition metal CCAs;
and an HCP phase in the precious metal CCA family.
4.5.3. Calculated results
Empirical correlations, thermodynamic models and atomistic
methods are used to predict the types of phases and to analyze
trends in CCAs (Section 4.3.1). Empirical correlations use
composition-weighted terms for differences in atom radii (dr),
electronegativity (dc) and valence electron concentration (d(VEC)),
valence electron concentration (VEC), enthalpy of mixing for SS
phases (HSS) and an U term that combines the SS entropy of mixing
(SSS), HSS and melting temperature (Tm) (Section 4.3.2.2). Empirical
correlations based on dc or HSS are unable to separate SS from IM or
(SS þ IM) microstructures, and correlations using dr and d(VEC)
only marginally separate these phases. The most successful corre-
lations (HSS vs dr or HSS vs U) separate SS and amorphous (AM)
phases, but IM phases are not well separated and overlap with
these two ﬁelds. Using as-cast data and HSS instead of IM formation
enthalpies (HIM) to compete with SSS contributes to the overlap in
these comparisons. Addressing these concerns improves separation
of IM from SS and AM phases in an approach that assumes
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entropy of IM phases (Section 4.3.2.3) A simple ‘structure in e
structure out’ (SISO) analysis accurately predicts the fraction of SS
alloys from the weighted fraction of ideal or regular solution binary
diagrams in an alloy dataset (Section 4.3.1.3, Section 4.5.6). Using
the weighted fractions of constituent element crystal structures,
the SISO analysis successfully predicts the fractions of BCC, FCC and
HCP phases in three separate datasets, demonstrating a useful
capability of a very simple concept. High-throughput atomistic
calculations ofHIM are usedwith conﬁgurational entropy of ideal SS
phases (SSS,ideal) to successfully predict single-phase SS alloys and
alloys with IM phases (Section 4.3.2.2).
The CALculated PHAse Diagram (CALPHAD) approach is making
important contributions to CCAs (Section 4.3.2.4). The credibility of
CALPHAD calculations is estimated by the fraction of assessed bi-
nary phase diagrams (fAB), deﬁned as the total number of binary
phase diagrams common to the alloy being modeled and the
thermodynamic database that models it, normalized by the total
number of binary systems in the alloy modeled. Calculations with
fAB ¼ 1 have the highest credibility, and fAB  0.6 can give a good
predictions of the number and types of phases. High-throughput
CALPHAD calculations of equimolar alloys with 3e6 elements
show that the most common phases are BCC, M5Si3 silicides, FCC,
B2 and Laves (C15) when fAB ¼ 1 (for 4983 unique alloys), and are
BCC, HCP, M5Si3, B2 and FCC when any fAB value is used (111,654
unique alloys). Alloys that satisfy all 4 Hume-Rothery rules are al-
ways calculated to be SS, but not all calculated SS alloys satisfy all 4
rules. Atom size is the most potent Hume-Rothery condition, since
every calculated SS alloy has dr  15%, but calculated SS alloys can
have dc as large as 30% and d(VEC) as large as 55%. Agreement
between calculated and observed numbers and types of phases is
good when fAB ¼ 1 and is nominal for the full dataset. Calculated
phase volume fractions, compositions and transformation tem-
peratures are less well-established.
High throughput calculations have identiﬁed nearly 200 unex-
plored CCA systems predicted to be single-phase SS at Tm for po-
tential use as high temperature structural metals (Section 4.4.5).
These new systems give many opportunities for future studies.4.5.4. Comparison of experimental and calculated results
Signiﬁcant distinctions exist between measured and calculated
microstructures (Section 4.4.2). Measurements show signiﬁcantly
higher fractions of SS microstructures and lower fractions of
(SS þ IM) microstructures relative to calculations. Experimentally
reported microstructures are far more likely to be single-phase or
2-phase and far less likely to have 4 or more phases compared to
calculations. Finally, measured microstructures are more likely to
contain FCC phases relative to CALPHAD calculations. These dif-
ferences are concluded to result from the six issues that bias
experimental results (Section 4.4.1, Section 4.5.5) and these trends
are predicted by the ‘structure in e structure out’ (SISO) analysis
(Section 4.3.1.3, Section 4.5.6). Single-phase alloys are usually SS
and are less frequently IM. This is shown by experiments and cal-
culations and is supported by a simple phase diagram analysis that
does not require consideration of conﬁgurational entropy. Both
calculations and experiments show that the number of phases is
below the maximum value allowed by Gibbs phase rule. Calcula-
tions give results closer to the maximumvalue, while experimental
results are closer to the minimum value. These results do not
support claims regarding an inﬂuence of conﬁgurational entropy,
and are correctly reﬂected by a simple phase diagram analysis.4.5.5. Features biasing results
Six concerns bias experimental results toward fewer phases andSS rather than IM phases. About 70% of reported MPEA micro-
structures are as-cast and do not represent the equilibrium state
(Section 4.4.1.1). Analysis of 46 alloys in both as-cast and annealed
conditions shows that annealing decreases the number of SS and
single-phase microstructures and increases the number of alloys
with (SS þ IM) microstructures and with 3 or more phases, vali-
dating this concern. An experimental bias comes from the moti-
vation to study single-phase, SS microstructures with simple
phases (Section 4.4.1.2). Alloy selection is guided by rules to
improve the chances of achieving this goal or by studying small
modiﬁcations to known single-phase, SS alloys. This has led to a
remarkable emphasis on a single alloy family e 3d transition metal
MPEAs (Section 3.2.1). The elements in this family generally have
unusually low mixing enthalpies, HSS, and are far more likely to
form ideal or regular solid solutions. The resulting solid solutions
may be considered to result as much from low mixing enthalpy as
from high conﬁgurational entropy (Section 4.4.1.3). As a fourth
concern, SS phases that appear separate in lower-order systems
may be parts of the same phase ﬁeld that is contiguous in multi-
dimensional composition space, leading to an over-reporting of
the number of distinct SS phase ﬁelds (Section 4.4.1.4). CCAs give
new challenges in experimentally distinguishing IM phases from SS
phases with similar lattice constants (Section 4.4.1.5). Finally, IM
phases are sometimes reported as SS due to an inconsistent use of
terms (Section 4.4.1.1). Each of these six concerns increase the
number of single-phase, SS microstructures reported and the
experimental bias also favors FCC phases, limiting the degree to
which the existing data represents a random sampling of phases
and microstructures in the full CCA ﬁeld.
4.5.6. The ‘structure in e structure out’ (SISO) analysis
A ‘structure in e structure out’ (SISO) analysis is developed here
that predicts the fraction of BCC, FCC and HCP phases in a dataset
from a weighted fraction of the elements with the same crystal
structures used to produce alloys in that dataset (Section 4.3.1.3).
This approach extends the Hume-Rothery concept of the connec-
tion between the crystal structure of an extended SS and the crystal
structures of the constituent elements. The SISO analysis shows
that experimental alloys are more likely to form FCC solid solutions
because they use FCC elements far more frequently (Table 3,
Fig. 14). Similarly, refractory metal CCAs are dominated by BCC
microstructures, since the refractory metal elements used to make
these alloys are essentially all BCC elements. CALPHAD calculations
use a more balanced fraction of BCC, FCC and HCP elements, and
SISO predictions match these fractions. The SISO analysis also
predicts the fraction of SS microstructures produced. Thus, as a
major accomplishment, the ‘structure in e structure out’ analysis
gives a basis for understanding both observed and calculated
microstructural trends by comparing the crystal structures of SS
phases formed in a dataset with the crystal structures of the ele-
ments used to produce those alloys.
4.5.7. Assessing the high entropy hypothesis
The present data and analyses do not support an observable
effect of conﬁgurational entropy on preferred formation of single-
phase alloys, SS phases or simple crystal structures (Section
4.4.3). This conclusion is supported by two experimental studies
designed to test this hypothesis (Section 4.4.3.2) and by two
different calculation approaches that show that the probability of
forming single-phase or SS microstructures decreases as the
number of constituents, N, increases (Section 4.4.3.3). This trend is
opposite the result expected from the high entropy hypothesis, and
is supported by noting that SSS,ideal increases slowly with N (as
ln(N)), while the number of binary systems in an alloy increases
much faster (as (N/2)(N-1)). The probability of introducing IM
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increases rapidly with N. The expectation that SSS,ideal can be
overcome by compounds with very negative HIM values was pre-
dicted in a pioneering HEA paper, and the present data support this
early insight. The current data show that SSS,ideal may be overcome
not only by ceramic compounds, but also by IM phases with sufﬁ-
ciently negative HIM. Basic thermodynamic concepts show that
minimizing the Gibbs energy difference between competing phases
is needed to give a robust predictive capability for the type of
phases formed in a given alloy. This minimization includes
consideration of four thermodynamic terms: HSS, SSS, HIM and SIM.
Each of these four terms has the potential to be signiﬁcant, and
equilibrium phases are ultimately determined by relatively small
differences between these four larger values (Section 4.4.3.4).
A preference for single-phase microstructures to be SS rather
than IM is shown by both experiment (Section 4.2.1) and calcula-
tions (Section 4.3.2.4). This is rationalized by observing that many
IM single-phase ﬁelds occur as line compounds at a discrete
compositionwhile most SS single-phase ﬁelds occur over a range of
compositions (Section 2.3.1).
4.5.8. The lattice distortion hypothesis
Lattice distortion is proposed to be more severe in MPEAs than
in conventional materials, and this hypothesis has been used to
rationalize several observations. An attempt to model this quantity
via the distribution in atom sizes, dr (Eq. (4.1)) gives a maximum
value, but actual lattice distortions can be less (Section 4.4.4). A
single experimental observation via high-resolution transmission
electron microscopy illustrates this feature but does not quantify it.
Lattice distortion is likely to be important, but there are insufﬁcient
data to evaluate the hypothesis and futurework is recommended to
quantify its magnitude and to isolate its effect.
5. Properties
The ﬁeld of multi-principal element alloys (MPEAs) offers new
challenges in establishing relationships between composition,
microstructure and properties. The vast range of compositions
signiﬁcantly increases the number of alloys to characterize. Even in
the same alloy family, adjusting just one element can have a major
effect on microstructure and properties since elements are usually
more concentrated in MPEAs than in conventional alloys. The
properties of MPEA phases may differ from the same phase in
compositionally simpler alloys, changing previously-established
relationships between microstructure and properties. The micro-
structure (including defects) is inﬂuenced by the production
method and the post-process thermo-mechanical processing used.
In much of the early work in the ﬁeld, properties have been
measured on materials where defects such as casting segregation,
dendritic microstructures and residual stresses may inﬂuence or
even dominate results. As a result of these issues, it is difﬁcult to
conduct a detailed assessment of properties. Nevertheless, here we
give a report of general results and major trends. We emphasize
studies that best control the microstructure or defects and strive for
chemical homogeneity and microstructural uniformity.
Microstructures and properties depend sensitively on primary
and secondary processing. Conventional processing approaches are
used for MPEAs. It is assumed that the reader is familiar with pri-
mary and secondary processes and their inﬂuence on defects,
microstructure and properties. This information is available else-
where [11,16,17] and is not given here.
5.1. Functional properties
Most MPEAs for which functional properties are reported arebased on the 3d transition metal alloy family. Functional properties
of MPEAs are documented in recent reviews [10,11,16,17,82]. In this
section, we summarize ﬁndings for thermal, electrical and mag-
netic properties and give a brief description of the breadth of
studies for other functional properties. Readers are referred to the
earlier reviews for more details.
5.1.1. Thermal properties
Thermal conductivity was studied in AlxCoCrFeNi (0  x  2)
[131] and AlxCrFe1.5MnNi0.5Moy (x ¼ 0.3, 0.5; y ¼ 0, 0.1) systems
[199]. Alloys of the ﬁrst system were annealed at 1273 K and water
quenched, while alloys of the second systemwere studied in the as-
cast condition. Thermal conductivity and thermal diffusivity values
for these alloys increase with increasing temperature from 293 to
573 K and are in the range of 10e27 Wm1K1 and
2.8e3.5 mm2s1, respectively. These values are lower than for
pure metallic elements, but are similar to highly alloyed steels and
nickel superalloys. The temperature inﬂuence is opposite that
typically observed for pure metals, but is similar to that of alloys
such as Inconel and stainless steels [10]. Single-phase FCC alloys
(low Al content) have almost half the thermal conductivity of
single-phase BCC alloys (high Al content). Within single-phase re-
gions, thermal conductivity decreases with increasing Al content
[131]. These behaviors are analyzed in terms of lattice distortions
and an increased phonon mean free path due to lattice thermal
expansion at higher temperatures [199].
Linear thermal expansion of AlxCoCrFeNi (0  x  2) is reported
from 293 to 423 K [131]. The thermal expansion coefﬁcient, aT,
decreases from 11.25 106 K1 to 8.84 106 K1 with increasing
Al. Non-linear thermal expansion was observed in homogenized
and annealed single-phase FCC CoCrFeMnNi [200]. aT for this alloy
increases with increasing temperature from 200 to 1273 K
following the relationship: aT ¼ 23.7  106[1exp(T/299)] K1,
similar to austenitic steels [201]. This relationship gives aT z
16.35  106 K1 at T¼ 293e423 K. Comparing this value with that
reported for CoCrFeNi [131] concludes that adding Mn increases aT
of the MPEA.
5.1.2. Electrical properties
Electrical resistivity typically ranges from 100 to 200 mUecm in
AlxCoCrFeNi alloys (0  x  2) [131,202]. For each of these alloys,
electrical resistivity increases linearly with temperature. Increasing
the Al content transforms the microstructures from FCC to
BCCþ FCC to BCC, giving a non-monotonic dependence of electrical
resistivity. Using experimental data [131], we show that the elec-
trical resistivities of the BCC and FCC phases ﬁt linear relations
rBCC ¼ 107þ 1:43ðcA1Þ rFCC ¼ 107þ 5:50ðcA1Þ (5.1)
where cAl is the Al concentration in the respective phase in at.%
(Fig. 17). The electrical resistivity of the FCC phase is higher than
that of the BCC phase at the same composition, and the resistivity in
the two-phase ﬁeld follows a linear average of the volume fraction
of the BCC and FCC phases. A non-monotonic dependence of elec-
trical resistivity on Al content in Ref. [202] is also likely due to the
transition from the BCC to FCC microstructures. Cold rolled alloys
have higher resistivities than homogenized material [202].
Using AlxCoCrFeNi alloys as a baseline, other composition effects
can be inferred but are difﬁcult to determine precisely since the
phases also change. Titanium additions give AlxCoCrFeNiTi alloys
(0  x  2) that consist of BCC, B2 (cP2, ClCs prototype) and other
intermetallic (IM) phases and show a non-monotonic dependence
of resistivity on Al content [203]. The as-cast resistivity ranges from
60 to 114 mUecm and increases to 132e396 mUecm after annealing
due to increasing volume fraction of IM precipitates. Removing Cr
Fig. 17. Resistivity of AlxCoCrFeNi alloys versus aluminum content at 400 K. Solid
circles are experimental data [131]; red and blue dotted lines are linear ﬁts to re-
sistivities of BCC and FCC phases, respectively; and the black dashed line is the re-
sistivity estimated by a rule of mixtures of BCC and FCC phases. The phase composition
ranges are also shown and a linear decrease in the volume fraction of the FCC phase
with increasing aluminum content is assumed in the BCC þ FCC phase range. (For
interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to
the web version of this article.)
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[204]. Increasing Al transforms CoFeNi from FCC to BCC þ B2, while
increasing Si forms silicide phases. Room temperature resistivities
range from 17 to 83 mUecm for this family of alloys. Removing Cr
and adding both Al and Si in (AlSi)xCoFeNi (0  x  0.8) gives re-
sistivities 80 mUecm except at the highest Al and Si contents,
where the resistivity is 265 mUecm [205]. X-ray diffraction iden-
tiﬁes only a BCC phase in this latter alloy, but the microstructure
clearly shows two phases. These alloys are studied in the as-cast
condition, and elemental segregation is evident in most of the
microstructures.
An MPEA of refractory elements that are all low temperature
superconductors was studied [206]. In a zero magnetic ﬁeld, the
electrical resistivity of single-phase BCC Hf8Nb33Ta34Ti11Zr14 de-
creases from 46 mUecm to ~36 mUecm with a decrease in tem-
perature from 300 K to ~8 K, and then sharply drops to zero at
Tc z 7.3 K. The lattice parameter and Debye temperature of the
alloy obey a rule of mixtures of the pure elements, so that the el-
ements are concluded to distribute randomly in the lattice.
Electronic-dependent properties such as the normal-state elec-
tronic speciﬁc heat coefﬁcient and the superconducting transition
temperature do not obey this rule of mixtures. The resistivities of
other refractory alloys, CrTiV and CrTiVYZr, range from 80 to 100
mUecm [207]. These alloys were produced by magnetron
sputtering.
Homogenized AlxCoCrFeNi (0  x  2) alloys show a Hall effect.
They have hole-type carriers with densities of 1022-1023 cm3,
similar to conventional alloys [208], but they have lower carrier
mobility, which may be due to a higher density of lattice defects
[202]. These alloys become ferromagnetic at 5 K, and so they also
show an anomalous Hall effect. A Kondo-like behavior is seen at
low temperatures in some alloys. The origins of these behaviors are
not understood.5.1.3. Magnetic properties
Nearly all complex, concentrated alloys (CCAs) studied formagnetic properties contain Co, Fe and Ni. CoFeNi is a single-phase
SS alloy with an FCC crystal structure and is ferromagnetic with a
saturation magnetization (Ms) of 151 emu/g [204]. For reference,Ms
for pure Fe is 218 emu/g and for pure Ni is 55 emu/g [209]. The FCC
structure transforms to FCC þ BCC/B2 with Al additions in AlxCo-
FeNi or to FCC þ silicides in CoFeNiSix [204]. All alloys are ferro-
magnetic, andMs decreases to 102 emu/g as Al increases from x¼ 0
to 1, or to 80.5 emu/g as Si increases from x ¼ 0 to 0.75. The
magnetostriction effect is very small, which is essential to ensure
that materials are not stressed in an external magnetic ﬁeld. Adding
Al and Si together in (AlSi)xCoFeNi (0  x  0.8), the properties at
x ¼ 0.2 give Ms, coercivity, electrical resistivity, yield strength and
strain without fracture that make the alloy an attractive soft mag-
netic material [205]. Adding Al and Cr to CoFeNi in homogenized
AlxCoCrFeNi (0  x  2) alloys gives ferromagnetic behavior at 5 K
and 50 K but paramagnetic properties at 300 K due to changing
alloy phases [202].
Combining AlCrCu and CoFeNi gives AlCoCrCuFeNi that is
ferromagnetic in the as-cast state. It contains both paramagnetic
(Cu-based FCC and Al-Ni based B2) and ferromagnetic (Co-Cr-Fe-
based FCC and Cr-Fe-based BCC) phases [210]. Aging increases Ms
and coercivity by decomposing Co-Cr-Fe-rich regions into ferro-
magnetic Co-Fe-rich and antiferromagnetic Cr-rich domains [211].
Adding AlxCrTi to CoFeNi produces as-cast AlxCoCrFeNiTi alloys
(0  x  2) that are ferromagnetic at room temperature and consist
of BCC (Cr þ Fe-rich), B2 (Al þ Ni-rich) and other intermetallic
phases [203]. Ms is low, <16 emu/g, for both as-cast and annealed
AlxCoCrFeNiTi alloys. CoFeNi has also been combined with AlCr-
CuW [212], AlCrCuWZr [212] and Bi-Mn [213]. Other studied alloys
include CuFeMnNiTiSnx (0  x  1) [214], AlBFeNiSi [215] and
AlBFeNiSiNb [215]. The magnetic properties in these alloys are
inﬂuenced by composition through the fraction of magnetic ele-
ments present [212]. Processing and thermal history also inﬂuence
magnetic properties through the phases formed. As-processed
material typically has different microstructures and magnetic
properties compared to annealed materials.
5.1.4. Other functional properties
Limited studies characterize MPEAs for other functional prop-
erties. The MPEA concept is used to develop thin ﬁlm nitride
coatings as diffusion barriers [216e219]. Other functionalities
include hydrogen storage [220e222], catalysts [223], thermoelec-
tric properties [224], response to irradiation [225,226] and shape
memory response [227]. CuxFeCoNiMn has been used as a substrate
for graphene growth [228].
5.2. Diffusion
Sluggish diffusion is one of four proposed high entropy alloy
(HEA) ‘core effects’ (Section 1.3.3). Diffusion is difﬁcult to measure,
so early considerations of this hypothesis rely on secondary ob-
servations. Appearance of nanocrystals in as-cast AlxCoCrCuFeNi
[149] and retention of nanocrystals in AlCrMoSiTi after annealing
[229] were interpreted to signify slow diffusion. Furnace cooling of
Al0.5CoCrCuFeNi avoids formation of low-temperature phases
[166], and AlMoNbSiTaTiVZr is a better diffusion barrier than TaN/
TiN or Ru/TaN [219] e both of these results have been used to
support the sluggish diffusion hypothesis. However, alternate an-
alyses give equally satisfying explanations for all of these obser-
vations. HEAs in these studies have 1 to 5 refractory metals, each of
which have Tm > 2100 K, and the thermal exposures in the studies
are at rather low temperatures and short times (ranging from
<1 min to 5 h), dramatically limiting mass transport. Using con-
ventional alloys as a baseline for comparison, nanometer-sized
precipitates persist in superalloys for tens or hundreds of hours at
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ature (Tm). While the indirect observations cited above are
consistent with slow kinetics, they do not show that diffusion is any
slower in HEAs compared to conventional alloys.
Compositional complexity makes diffusion measurements
difﬁcult. These challenges are met in the only study that gives
experimental diffusion data in MPEAs [32]. Our analysis of the
data shows that diffusion coefﬁcients in CoCrFeMn0.5Ni are
generally higher than in conventional materials when compared
at the same temperature (Fig. 18a). For example, diffusion co-
efﬁcients of Ni (DNi) in CoCrFeMn0.5Ni, Fe-15Cr-20Ni stainless steel
(this composition indicates weight percent, the atomic composi-
tion is Cr16Fe65Ni19) and pure Fe at 1173 K (the lowest measure-
ment temperature in Ref. [32]) are 14.3  1018 m2/s,
6.56  1018 m2/s and 3.12  1018 m2/s, respectively, and at
1323 K (the highest measurement temperature) are
5.74  1016 m2/s, 2.15  1016 m2/s and 1.2  1016 m2/s,
respectively. Extrapolation to 873 K, where diffusion is often
assumed to freeze, gives DNi ¼ 2.0  1022 m2/s, 1.7  1022 m2/s,
and 0.49  1022 m2/s, respectively, for these materials. This
shows that DNi is higher in CoCrFeMn0.5Ni than in austenitic steels
and pure metals when compared at the same temperature, in the
range of 873 Ke1323 K.
Diffusion coefﬁcients appear lower in CoCrFeMn0.5Ni than in
selected FCC elements and conventional alloys after normalizing
activation energies by the melting temperature (or solidus tem-
perature for alloys), Tm ([32] and Fig. 18b). This is based on the
empirical observation that diffusion coefﬁcients at Tm, DTm , are
roughly equal for metals and alloys with the same crystal structure
and the same bonding type, and on the assumption that the pre-
exponential term, D0, is constant at Tm [230]. DTm values in
Table 1 of [230] range from 4.5  1014 to 6.6  1012 m2 s1 for a
wide range of FCC elements and from 6.4  1014 to
4.9  1012 m2 s1 for a wide range of binary alloys. All of the DTm
data for CoCrFeMn0.5Ni fall in this range (see Table 2 in Ref. [32] and
Fig. 18b). This shows that diffusion in CoCrFeMn0.5Ni is not signif-
icantly different from a wide range of other FCC metals and alloys
when the data are normalized at Tm.
The accurate measurement of diffusion coefﬁcients is chal-
lenging, and viewed broadly, differences within one order of
magnitude are not considered signiﬁcant. We conclude that the
measured diffusion coefﬁcients in CoCrFeMn0.5Ni are not essen-
tially different from diffusion in elements and conventional alloys.
We base this conclusion on comparison with a wide range of
measured diffusion coefﬁcients for FCCmetals and alloys at Tm. This
is further supported by the fact that the data measured in Ref. [32]Fig. 18. Diffusion coefﬁcients of Ni (DNi) in FCC elements, stainless steel alloys (compositions
temperature, and (b) inverse absolute temperature normalized by the melting or solidus tem
Cr, Fe, Mn and Ni) are shown to fall within the range of DTm values for a broad range of FCC mall fall essentially within a single order of magnitude, both before
and after normalization by Tm. Finally, data supporting the sluggish
diffusion hypothesis are available for only a single MPEA, and a
wider dataset is needed to better explore the hypothesis that
diffusion may be unusually slow in MPEAs as a class of materials.
The present analysis and conclusion supports an earlier indepen-
dent analysis that draws the same conclusion [7].
As a ﬁnal note, additional work may be needed to test the
assumption that D0 is constant at Tm for CCAs. This assumption
requires that the lattice constant, the vibrational frequency of
atoms adjacent to a vacancy, and the entropy associated with the
diffusion process are all constant for all materials with the same
crystal structure and bond type [230]. The signiﬁcant variation in
atom sizes and masses and the high degree of chemical mixing in
CCAs may challenge these assumptions.5.3. Mechanical properties
Mechanical properties depend profoundly on composition and
microstructure. Composition sets elastic properties and atomic
interactions that dictate dislocation behaviors. Composition also
deﬁnes the phases present and their volume fractions, which in-
ﬂuence properties through the intrinsic properties of the phases.
Even at a ﬁxed composition and phase content, properties can vary
dramatically by changing the size, shape and distribution of phases.
Finally, defects are critical microstructural components that play a
major role in mechanical properties. Atomic-level defects include
vacancies, dislocations and grain boundaries, and microscopic or
macroscopic defects include pores, chemical segregation, cracks
and residual stresses. All of these must be considered for a clear
understanding of mechanical properties.
Attention to the microstructure is needed prior to mechanical
characterization. Mechanical properties of as-cast material can be
degraded by defects that may include casting segregation, pores, a
non-uniform grain size or structure, the presence of non-
equilibrium phases, and residual stresses. In general, a better bal-
ance of strength and ductility is obtained in material after thermal
treatment and/or thermo-mechanical processing. As a sign of
growing maturity of the MPEA ﬁeld, an increasing number of
studies apply thermal treatment and/or deformation processing
after casting to control the microstructure and to remove defects.
These studies are emphasized here. Hardness and compression
tests are done as an initial screening of mechanical properties,
followed by more detailed characterization via tensile testing,
fracture toughness, creep and fatigue properties. Results are
described separately below for the two most mature families e 3din the legend are shown in at.%) and CoCrFeMn0.5Ni as a function of (a) inverse absolute
perature of the host alloy, Tm. In (b), all DTm values measured in CoCrFeMn0.5Ni (for Co,
etals and alloys (taken from Table 1 of [230]). Measurements are taken from Ref. [32].
7 Tensile ductility can refer to the plastic strain at the ultimate load (uniform
plastic strain) or the plastic strain to fracture, which includes non-uniform strain
after necking. Elastic strain is usually subtracted to obtain these values. Published
data often do not distinguish between these values, and the reader is cautioned that
the term, ε, may represent any of these possibilities.
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relationships between compositions, microstructures and proper-
ties of these distinct alloy families.
5.3.1. 3d transition metal alloys
5.3.1.1. Hardness and compression. Numerous studies report hard-
ness of 3d transition metal MPEAs [231e241]. The hardness of
AlxCoCrCuFeNi increases with Al content due to the transition from
a single-phase FCC structure, to BCCþ FCC and then to single-phase
BCC [6]. Similar behavior is shown for AlxCoCrFeNi alloys in as-cast
and homogenized conditions [132]. Single-phase FCC alloys have
Vickers hardness in the range of 100e200 Hv, single-phase BCC
alloys have hardness >600 Hv and BCC þ FCC alloys have hardness
values that increase from the lower to the higher levels with
increasing BCC content. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
shows that AlxCoCrCuFeNi alloys initially found by X-ray diffraction
as single-phase BCC structures contain ﬁne mixtures of BCC and B2
phases [184,197]. These phases have similar lattice parameters and
are often coherent. The high density of interfaces between BCC and
B2 phases may contribute to the high hardness of Al-containing
alloys. Increasing hardness with increasing volume fraction of
BCC þ B2 phases is also reported for other alloys [135,198].
Increasing the volume fraction of other intermetallic phases, such
as s (D8b, tP30, CrFe prototype) or Laves (C14, hP12, MgZn2 pro-
totype or C15, cF24, prototype Cu2Mg), in FCC or BCC þ FCC mi-
crostructures considerably increases hardness [190,242,243].
Compression testing is reported for many alloys
[162,182,189,190,203,231e241,244e259]. Nearly all of the alloys
include CoCrFeNi; the elements Al, Cu and Ti are commonly used;
and Mo, Nd, Si, V, Y, Zn and Zr are added infrequently. Compression
samples are generally produced by casting or powder metallurgy,
e.g. by mechanical alloying followed by spark plasma sintering, hot
isostatic pressing or powder sintering. Cast microstructures
generally show inter-dendritic segregation, even after annealing,
and mechanically alloyed materials usually have 1e2% porosity.
BCC and FCC phases dominate most of the microstructures, but
other phases are observed, including s and Laves. The B2 phase is
rarely reported in compression studies, even though most of the
alloys have B2-forming elements. Given the results in
Refs. [184,197], it is likely that many alloys studied in compression
may also have the B2 phase present.
Compressive yield strengths can be very high in alloys with
signiﬁcant volume fractions of BCC and/or B2 phases, and range
from 1300 to 2400 MPa with values as high as 3300 MPa.
Compressive ductilities are often below 10%, which may be
considered a practical minimum value for structural materials. As a
general result, ductility decreases as strength increases, but this is
not always the case. For example, the maximum compressive
strength and ductility in AlxCrFeNiTi0.25 are found at x ¼ 0.5, and
both strength and ductility decrease as x increases or decreases
[244]. The level of ductility is sometimes associated with the vol-
ume fraction of intermetallic (IM) phases e compression ductility
drops rapidly after the volume fraction of IM phases reaches a
critical value [162,190]. Lower strength and high ductility are also
sometimes associated with increased volume fraction of the FCC
phase [189]. Annealing to eliminate inter-dendritic segregation
increases ductility but decreases strength [182]. Nano-twinning is
often observed as a deformation mechanism.
5.3.1.2. Tensile properties. A growing body of CCA tensile data is
becoming available (Table 6) [27,129,138,147,162,259e270]. All of
the studies described here (except for 2 Al-containing alloys) give
tensile properties after thermo-mechanical processing and
annealing to produce a uniform, equiaxed, recrystallized micro-
structure, improving the quality of results. Direct comparison ofdata is difﬁcult, due to differences in the type and concentration of
principal elements, the type and extent of thermo-mechanical
processing, and the temperature and duration of post-process
thermal treatment. The broad trends observed in this data are
described below.
The most commonly studied alloy is CoCrFeMnNi
[27,129,138,162,260,261,269,270]. Agreement between studies is
good after accounting for differences in grain size and strain rates
(Table 6). Microstructures are single-phase FCC solid solutions, with
the exception of minority oxide [261], Cr-rich or Mn-rich second-
phase particles [27]. Coarse annealing twins are often observed.
The yield (sy) and ultimate (suts) strengths both decrease contin-
uously with increasing temperature over the full range of temper-
atures (Table 6, Fig. 19a,b). The drop in strength is steepest from 77
to 300 K, is relatively gentle from 300 to 800 K, then is more
noticeable to the maximum test temperature. Tensile ductility, ε 7,
generally increases with decreasing temperature below 900 K
(Fig. 19c). This not unusual for solid solution (SS) austenitic alloys,
as shown by data for the commercial alloy, INCONEL® 600 (nominal
composition of the major alloy elements in at% is Cr18Fe8Ni74) in
Fig. 19c. Increasing strength and ductility below RT is also reported
for solid solution aluminum alloys [271] and titanium alloys such as
Ti-5Al-2.5Sn ELI (extra low interstitial, nominal composition in
weight percent) [272].
Deformation in CoCrFeMnNi in the early stages (ε 2.4%) occurs
by planar dislocation glide on 1/2<110>{111} systems that are
typical for FCCmetals [260]. Stacking faults are also frequently seen,
suggesting that 1/2<110> dislocations dissociate into 1/6<112>
partial dislocations. After plastic strains >20% at T  300 K, dislo-
cations lose their planar character and organize into cell structures
that are typical for FCC metals. Extensive deformation via nano-
twinning is seen at 77 K in tension when ε  20% [27,260] and af-
ter plane-strain rolling at 77 K and 293 K [269]. Proliﬁc nano-
twinning is proposed to increase the alloy work-hardening and to
postpone necking, contributing to increases in suts and ε [129,260].
Nano-twinning is not observed at low strains below RT, and so
cannot explain the increase in sy with decreasing T, which is
instead proposed to result from an intrinsic solute effect in FCC
metals [260].
Replotting yield data as ln(sy) v 1/T (Fig. 19d) emphasizes the
thermally activated nature of yield in MPEAs. Athermal deforma-
tion in 3d transition metal CCAs extends from cryogenic tempera-
tures to about 800 K, and thermally activated ﬂow occurs at higher
temperatures. While the increase in sy below RT seems rather
dramatic when plotted on a linear scale, Fig. 19d shows that this is a
natural consequence of athermal ﬂow at low temperatures and
mechanistically represents the same ﬂow regime from cryogenic
temperatures to 800 K. Additional details regarding analysis of
thermally activated ﬂow in CCAs is given in Ref. [268].
The strain rate dependence of CoCrFeMnNi is relatively weak
from 103 s1 to 101 s1 [129]. Signiﬁcant work-hardening is seen
at all temperatures below about 1000 K, and is especially strong
below RT. A detailed analysis of the strain-hardening rate and
strain-hardening exponent show important effects of composition
[261] and grain size [260,261]. The grain size effect is strongest at
the smallest grain sizes, and suts can be as high as 1200 MPa for
extensively cold-rolled material [269] or 1950 MPa for CoCrFeMnNi
processed by severe plastic deformation [138]. A Hall-Petch
Table 6
Tensile properties of 3d transition metal CCAs (alloys containing Al are listed in order of increasing Al at%).
Alloy Processinga Microstructurea _ε(s1) T (C) sy (MPa) suts (MPa) ε (%) Ref
Al0.3CoCrFeNi (7.0 at.% Al) AC FCC þ L12 4  104 23 224 ± 51 434 ± 94 48 ± 10 [264,265]
AC, 700C/72 h/WQ FCC þ L12 4  104 23 310 525 44 [265]
AC, 900C/72 h/WQ FCC þ B2þL12 4  104 23 240 570 45 [265]
Bridgman casting SX near [001] 4  104 23 185 399 ~80 [264]
Al0.5CoCrCu0.5FeNi2 (8.3 at.% Al) AC FCC þ L12 3.3  103 23 357 459 9 [262]
500 315 ± 12 334 ± 1 0.7 ± 0.3 [262]
AC, 700C/5 h/SC FCCþ L12þCr-rich IM at GB 3.3  103 23 365 0.1 [262]
500 310 ± 2 0.02 [262]
AC, 1150C/5 h/WQ FCC þ L12 3.3  103 23 215 489 39 [262]
500 215 ± 11 248 ± 10 6.0 ± 3.0 [262]
Al0.5CoCrCuFeNi (9.1 at.% Al) AC FCC þ FCC 8  104 23 360 707 19 [259]
AC, 1000C/6 h, CR 84% FCC þ L12 1  103 23 1284 1344 7.6 [266]
AC, 1000C/6 h/WQ, CR 80%, 900C/5 h FCC þ FCC, GS ¼ 1 mm 1  103 23 655 800 ± 30 29 ± 1 [147]
300 460 ± 90 600 ± 50 6 ± 2 [147]
400 500 590 ± 20 4 ± 2 [147]
500 430 ± 20 450 ± 50 2 ± 2 [147]
600 270 ± 20 310 ± 40 3 ± 1 [147]
700 170 ± 40 190 ± 30 13 ± 4 [147]
Al0.5CrCuFeNi2 (9.1 at.% Al) AC, CR 43% FCC þ FCC 1  103 23 363 ± 60 500 ± 20 16 ± 7 [263]
AC, CR 43%, 700C/24 h BCC þ FCC þ L12 630 ± 270 922 ± 240 4.2 ± 1.3 [263]
AC, CR 43%, 900C/24 h BCC þ FCC þ L12 704 ± 180 1088 ± 20 5.6 ± 3.2 [263]
AC, CR 43%, 1100C/24 h FCC þ L12 360 ± 100 639 ± 5 3.4 ± 0.4 [263]
AlCoCrCuFeNi (16.7 at.% Al) AC BCC þ FCC þ B2þL12 1  103 20 790 790 0.2 [267]
600 648 551 0.4 [267]
700 350 360 4.7 [267]
800 161 180 12.1 [267]
900 88 100 30 [267]
1000 37 44 77 [267]
AC, 960C/50 h, a-b-c forged at 950 C BCC/B2þFCC þ FCCþs 1  103 20 1040 1170 1.0 [267]
300 810 880 0.4 [267]
600 300 350 1.3 [267]
700 63 91 63 [267]
1  104 800 8 17 325 [188]
1  103 29 ± 7 39 ± 12 382 ± 222 [188,267]
1  102 105 142 60 [188]
1  104 900 4 5 490 [188]
1  103 13 ± 1 16 ± 2 495 ± 90 [188,267]
1  102 42 53 350 [188]
1  103 1000 6 ± 3 14 ± 8 857 ± 7 [188,267]
1  102 12 14 1240 [188]
1  101 42 55 600 [188]
CoCrFeMnNi AC, 1200C/48 h, CR 87%, 800C/1 h FCC, GS ¼ 4.4 mm 1  103 196 571 1099 72 [260]
23 362 651 51 [260]
200 292 524 36 [260]
400 267 493 32 [260]
600 241 423 42 [260]
800 127 145 51 [260]
AC, 1200C/48 h, CR 87%, 1000C/1 h FCC, GS ¼ 50 mm 1  103 196 390 973 84 [260]
23 197 568 60 [260]
200 146 461 44 [260]
400 117 423 46 [260]
600 98 366 40 [260]
800 92 164 26 [260]
AC, 1200C/48 h, CR 87%, 1150C/1 h FCC, GS ¼ 155 mm 1  103 196 356 909 83 [260]
23 171 530 57 [260]
200 121 423 46 [260]
400 92 379 46 [260]
600 76 328 41 [260]
800 73 189 20 [260]
AC, cold-forged þ cross-rolled 60%, 800C/1 h FCC, GS ¼ 6 mm 1  103 196 759 1280 71 [27]
77 518 925 60 [27]
23 410 763 57 [27]
AC, 1000C/24 h, HR 92% @ 1000 C, 900C/1 h FCC, GS ¼ 32 mm 1  103 196 458 1010 61 [129]
23 223 587 39 [129]
200 188 506 36 [129]
400 191 494 36 [129]
600 150 395 36 [129]
800 97 179 32 [129]
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Table 6 (continued )
Alloy Processinga Microstructurea _ε(s1) T (C) sy (MPa) suts (MPa) ε (%) Ref
1000 58 72 30 [129]
AC, 1000C/24 h/SC, CR 80%, 1100C/1 h FCC, GS ¼ 60e80 mm 7.3  104 23 135 497 53.5 [261]
CoCrFeNi AC, 1000C/24 h/SC, CR 80%, 1100C/1 h FCC, GS ¼ 60e80 mm 7.3  104 23 197 582 70.3 [261]
AC, 1000C/24 h, HR 92% @ 1000 C, 900C/1 h FCC, GS ¼ 11 mm 1  103 196 480 1109 66 [129]
23 300 671 42 [129]
200 214 559 34 [129]
400 181 460 32 [129]
600 155 396 34 [129]
800 100 320 28 [129]
1000 90 151 19 [129]
AC, 1200C/24 h, CR 92%, 900C/1 h FCC, GS ¼ 24 mm 1  103 196 473 1170 50 [268]
70 328 917 44 [268]
23 273 714 38 [268]
200 215 582 34 [268]
400 195 496 28 [268]
CoCrMnNi AC, 1100C/24 h, CR 90%, 1000C/1 h FCC, GS ¼ 36 mm 1  103 196 499 1283 62 [268]
70 357 1006 54 [268]
23 280 699 43 [268]
200 215 582 36 [268]
400 186 555 28 [268]
CoFeMnNi AC, 1100C/24 h, CR 90%, 1000C/1 h FCC, GS ¼ 48 mm 1  103 196 300 835 48 [268]
70 210 656 44 [268]
23 175 551 41 [268]
200 135 488 36 [268]
400 116 465 37 [268]
a The following acronyms are used: AC (as-cast); CR (cold-rolled); GB (grain boundary); GS (grain size); HR (hot-rolled); SC (slow cooled); SX (single crystal); WQ (water
quench).
Fig. 19. Tensile data of 3d transition metal CCAs: (a) yield strength, sy, (b) ultimate strength, suts, and (c) tensile ductility, ε, vs. temperature. (d) Data are shown as ln(sy) vs 1000/T
to illustrate the thermally activated nature of yield. All MPEA data are for thermo-mechanically processed and/or annealed material (except Al0.3CoCrFeNi and Al0.5CoCrCu0.5FeNi2,
which are annealed). Nominal strain rates, _ε, range from 103 to 104 s1. Error bars show scatter in data from different studies. Data are taken from
Refs. [27,129,138,147,162,260e263,269,270]. Data for three commercial solid solution, austenitic alloys are shown for comparison: 316 stainless steel, INCONEL® 600 and INCOLOY®
800, with the concentrations in at.% indicated in the legend.
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size)1/2. The Hall-Petch slope is relatively insensitive to tempera-
ture below 873 K, ranging from 538 MPa-mm1/2 at 77 K to
421 MPa-mm1/2 at 873 K. These values are lower than those ob-
tained by hardness indents [273]. The Hall-Petch slope drops
signiﬁcantly at 1073 K to 127 MPa-mm1/2. Single crystal elastic
constants have been measured for CoCrFeMnNi via neutron
diffraction during in-situ tension testing of polycrystalline samples
[270]. The shear anisotropy factor, C44/(C11-C12)¼ 2.84, and Young's
modulus anisotropy, E(111)/E(100) ¼ 1.98, are comparable to values
for FCC-Ni and BCC-Fe but are lower than for a typical austenitic
stainless steel.
The Young's modulus and shear modulus of CoCrFeMnNi have
been reported over a wide temperature range [200,274]. Elastic
properties of CoCrFeMnNi appear lower than for the constituent
elements over the same temperature range, but normalizing by the
moduli at 0 K and the absolute melting temperatures collapses the
data.
The properties of other Co-Cr-Fe-Mn-Ni alloys (including ter-
naries and quaternaries) are not substantially different than the
equimolar quinary alloy [129,261,268,275,276]. This includes an
alloy whose composition is tailored to reduce the stacking fault
energy to <10 mJ-m2, and hence improve nano-twinning [261].
Ternary CoCrNi and quaternary CoCrFeNi and CoCrMnNi alloys give
properties that are the same as or better than CoCrFeMnNi, but
removing Cr reduces sy below 673 K and reduces suts at T  RT
relative to CoCrFeMnNi (Fig. 19). Increasing Cr to 26 at.% gives the s
phase, increasing strength and decreasing ductility [261]. The
tensile properties of three commercial austenitic, SS alloys are
shown in Fig. 19 for comparison. These include 316 stainless steel
(Cr18Fe67Mn2Mo1Ni12), INCONEL® 600 (Cr18Fe8Ni74) and INCOLOY®
800 (Cr23Fe46Ni31). The tensile properties of 316 stainless steel are
essentially the same as equimolar CoCrFeMnNi and Cr-containing
quaternary alloys over the full range of tested temperatures.
INCOLOY® 800 has higher sy, and INCONEL® 600 has higher sy and
suts relative to the CCAs above. Commercial alloys with higher Ni
and lower Fe have higher strengths. The tensile ductility of the
strongest commercial SS alloy (INCONEL® 600) is lower than other
alloys, but is still in the range of 10e40% over the full range of use
temperatures.
Tensile properties of 3d transition metal MPEAs with Al are
commonly reported [188,259,262e267,277,278]. Alloys with the
lowest Al concentrations (Al0.3CoCrFeNi at 7.0 at.% Al and
Al0.5CoCrCu0.5FeNi2 at 8.1 at.% Al) have sy and room temperature
(RT) ε values that are essentially the same as CoCrFeMnNi, but have
lower suts and ε at 773 K (Fig. 19). Increasing Al to 9.1 at.% in
Al0.5CoCrCuFeNi and Al0.5CrCuFeNi2 increases sy below 1073 K and
suts below 873 K, decreases ε below 1073 K, and gives properties
essentially equivalent to CoCrFeMnNi otherwise. At the highest Al
content (AlCoCrCuFeNi with 16.7 at.% Al), sy and suts are higher
relative to CoCrFeMnNi below 873 K and sy and suts are lower than
CoCrFeMnNi values at T  973 K. This alloy shows a classic brittle-
to-ductile transition (BDT) above 873 K, and is superplastic at
T  973 K, with tensile elongations as large as 1240% [188,267,277].
These property changes are tied to microstructural changes
(Table 6). At low Al levels (7.0 and 8.3 at.%), the microstructure is
primarily an FCC SS with L12 (cP4, AuCu3 prototype) nano-
precipitates [262,265]. Annealing at 1173 K adds B2 precipitates
with a Kurdjumov-Sachs orientation relationship with the FCC
matrix [265]. Intermediate Al levels (9.1 at.%) also give an FCC SS
matrix with ﬁne L12 precipitates, and a BCC phase is seen at some
heat treatments [263,266]. TEM images [262,263,265] suggest that
the L12 precipitates are larger in alloys with higher Al contents. The
L12 vol fraction may increase with increasing Al, but data are not
available to support this. Al0.5CoCrCuFeNi and Al0.5CrCuFeNi2 havethe highest Cu concentration of alloys in this group (18.3 at.%), and a
Cu-rich FCC solid solution phasewith a lattice constant very close to
the primary FCC phase is seen in these alloys [147,259,279]. Four
phases are reported after annealing the most Al-rich alloy studied
in tension, AlCoCrCuFeNi e two FCC phases, a BCC or B2 phase and
the s phase [188,267]. A ﬁne grain size of 2.1 mm contributes to
superplastic behavior of this alloy. Intermediate temperature
embrittlement in one study results from phases that precipitate
between 573 and 873 K [147], similar to behavior of some com-
mercial alloys. Another study accounts for embrittlement by for-
mation of Cr23C6 particles at grain boundaries [262].
Different microstructure trends are seen in a study of as-cast
Alx(CoCrFeMnNi)100-x (0  x  20) [143]. A single-phase FCC SS is
found for x  4 at.% Al; duplex BCC þ FCC microstructures are re-
ported when 8  x  16 at.% Al; and a single-phase BCC micro-
structure is found at x ¼ 20 at.% Al. Differences from other studies
may be due to the presence of Mn, which is absent in the other Al-
containing MPEAs studied in tension. Differences may also be due
to the as-cast nature of this work. Nevertheless, the broad trend of
increasing strength and decreasing ductility with increasing Al is
shown in all alloys. The changes are small when the Al concen-
tration is  7 at.%, and become stronger in the BCC þ FCC region
when x  8 at.% Al. The as-cast alloys become brittle when
x > 11 at.% Al. The sy, suts and ε values of Alx(CoCrFeMnNi)100-x
(x 11) alloys cover the same range as shown for the Al-containing
alloys in Fig. 19.
The tensile properties of 3d transition metal MPEAs with Sn
[192,280], Nb [281] and V [162] have been studied. Each of these
elements produce intermetallic (IM) phases. Ductility increases
with small Sn additions in CoCuFeMnNiSnx, to x ¼ 0.03 [280], and
both strength and ductility increase in CoCuFeNiSnx, to x  0.07
[192]. In CoCrFeNbxNi, sy and suts both increase and ε generally
decreases with increasing x. Nevertheless, tensile ductility up to
20% is maintained when x ¼ 0.155 (9.3 at.% Nb). The s phase forms
at the lowest Nb addition (x ¼ 0.103), but the s volume fraction is
less than 10% when x ¼ 0.155. In all of these alloys, both good
strength and ductility are achieved as long as the IM phase is a
minority microstructural constituent. Larger additions of the IM-
forming element increase the size, volume fraction or contiguity
of the IM phase, further increasing strength and decreasing
ductility. All of the alloys studied here become brittle when the IM
phase dominates.
Of special note is a novel eutectic alloy, AlCoCrFeNi2.1, that is
similar to AlCoCrCuFeNi, with Ni replacing Cu [144]. As-cast ma-
terial has an FCC þ B2 eutectic microstructure with a lamellae
spacing of about 2 mm. The yield (‘proof’) stress of 75 MPa is much
lower than typically reported for alloys in this family. A region of
linear work-hardening at RT is followed by signiﬁcant work-
hardening. suts is much higher than for AlCoCrCuFeNi at all tem-
peratures except RT (where they are equal), and ε is signiﬁcantly
higher than AlCoCrCuFeNi at all temperatures below 973 K
(Table 6). suts and ε are equivalent to or higher than INCONEL® 600
(Fig. 19). Evenmore signiﬁcant, these properties are obtained in the
as-cast condition, potentially eliminating the need for wrought
processing used to improve properties of INCONEL® 600 and other
commercial austenitic solid solution alloys. The reasons behind the
low proof stress and the linear work-hardening regime are not
understood.
Tensile properties of a single-phase FCC single crystal
Al0.3CoCrFeNi are reported [264]. The sample has a crystallographic
orientation near the [001] direction, and some low angle bound-
aries occur in the material. Mechanical properties at RT are
sy ¼ 185 MPa, suts ¼ 399 MPa and εy 80%. Although not reported,
a critical resolved shear stress (tcrss) can be estimated. Using
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tcrss is estimated to be about 76 MPa. This is just an estimate, as the
tensile axis is not exactly along the [001] direction.5.3.1.3. Other mechanical properties. Very few fracture toughness
values are reported for 3d transition metal MPEAs. Crack lengths
from indentation tests give qualitative toughness estimates in as-
cast material [282], or give quantitative values (50.9 MPa-m1/2) in
rapidly solidiﬁed AlB0.5CoCrCuFeMoNiSiTi [283]. The quench rate
for this alloy is very high (104e106 K s1), giving a martensitic
microstructure. Quantitative plane strain fracture toughness values
are reported for as-cast Al23Co15Cr23Cu8Fe15Ni15 using single-edge
notched bend (SENB) and chevron-notched rectangular bars
[284]. Macroscopically, the microstructure is dendritic with a large
primary grain size. At a ﬁner scale, the microstructure consists of
200e500 nm Fe-Co rich BCC precipitates in an ordered BCC Al-Ni
rich matrix. A small volume fraction of FCC Cu-rich precipitates is
seen at grain boundaries. The KIc value from SENB tests is
5.8 ± 0.2 MPa-m1/2 and is 5.4 ± 0.2 MPa-m1/2 for chevron-notched
samples.
The most detailed fracture toughness study is conducted on
single-phase CoCrFeMnNi [27]. The material is cast, wrought and
fully recrystallized with a uniform grain size of 6 mm. Compact
tension samples are used with a non-linear fracture mechanics (J-
integral) analysis. The crack initiation fracture toughness at RT is
JIc ¼ 250 kJ-m2, giving a stress intensity of KJIc ¼ 217 MPa-m1/2.
These values are relatively unchangedwith decreasing temperature
to 77 K. Toughness increases with increasing crack length, and after
2 mm crack extension the values rise to K ¼ 300 MPa-m1/2
(J ¼ 500 kJ-m2), which is the limit of the test used. These are
comparable to values for austenitic stainless steels and the best
cryogenic steels. The high fracture toughness of CoCrFeMnNi is
associated with a 100% ductile fracture by microvoid coalescence.
The behavior is attributed to a transition from planar dislocation
activity at RT to deformation by mechanical nano-twinning with
decreasing temperature, resulting in continuous strain hardening.
This gives an outstanding combination of strength, ductility and
toughness that “exceeds that of virtually all pure metals and
metallic alloys” [27].
Only one paper reports the fatigue behavior of MPEAs [266]. An
Al0.5CoCrCuFeNi MPEA is cast, annealed, and cold rolled to 85%
reduction. The microstructure consists of FCC and L12 phases. The
rolling deformation produces both morphological and crystallo-
graphic texturing of the microstructure. Four-point bending fatigue
shows that the alloy has an endurance limit between 540 and
945 MPa, representing roughly 40e70% of the measured suts. These
values compare well with conventional steels and titanium alloys.
The presence of aluminum oxide inclusions produce signiﬁcant
variability in the results.
Other properties reported for 3d transition metal CCAs include
shear moduli and Poisson's ratios [268], stacking fault energies
[261] and single crystal elastic modulus [264].5.3.2. Refractory metal CCAs
Results in this family are not as mature as for 3d transitionmetal
MPEAs. Most data are for hardness or compression, with very little
tensile data. Material is often annealed but rarely deformation
processed before measuring mechanical properties. Both equiaxed
and dendritic microstructures are tested. Microstructures typically
have one or more BCC phases, and a Laves phase is found in alloys
with Cr and/or V. Differences in refractory metal elemental prop-
erties are greater than for 3d transition metal elements, and this is
reﬂected in a broader span of mechanical properties. Current re-
sults are described below.Hardness and compression data of refractory metal CCAs are
given in Refs. [23,24,38,86,94e96,100e102,106,107,140,285e287].
Vickers hardness values range from 3.0 GPa for NbTiV2Zr [38] to
5.8 GPa for AlMo0.5NbTa0.5TiZr [94]. Representative compression
data are shown in Table 7 and Fig. 20a. The compressive yield
stress, sy, drops with increasing temperature, and the rate of drop
increases around 1000 K for most alloys. Several alloys retain a
useful sy near 400 MPa at 1373 K. Two refractory CCAs stand out.
MoNbTaW and MoNbTaVW each contain W and retain useful
strengths up to about 2000 K, but both alloys show a brittle to
ductile transition between RT and 600 C [24] and their densities,
r, are high (Table 7). This motivated development of MPEAs with
lower r refractory elements such as Cr, Ti, V and Zr, and by adding
Al and/or Si. This produces refractory CCAs with r between
5.59 g cm3 and 8.0 g cm3 (Table 7). One of these alloys,
AlMo0.5NbTa0.5TiZr with r of 7.40 g cm3, has the highest RT sy
and sy/rmeasured to date as well as 10% compressive RT ductility.
The microstructure was initially reported as modulated nano-
lamellae of two BCC phases [94], but detailed three-dimensional
tomographic characterization via TEM dark ﬁeld imaging later
showed this to be BCC cuboids roughly 50 nm on a side sur-
rounded by B2 nano-lamellae parallel to the cuboid faces
[141,142].
The motivation for refractory CCAs is to extend the use tem-
perature of structural metals, and so sy of common superalloys are
shown in Fig. 20 to gage early progress toward this goal. Haynes®
230® (Co4Cr27Fe3Mo1Ni60W5) is a SS alloy used for static sheet
parts, INCONEL® 718 ((Al,Nb,Ti)5Co1Cr21Fe19Mo2Ni52) is a
precipitation-strengthened alloy used widely in the gas turbine
industry for rotating disks, and MAR-M 247® (Al12Co10Cr10Hf1-
Ni62Ta1Ti1W3) is used for turbine blades. Direct comparison be-
tween refractory CCAs and superalloys based on strength alone is
inappropriate, since refractory CCA data are for compression and
superalloy data are in tension. Further, superalloys satisfy a wide
range of additional requirements for high temperature structural
applications, including tensile ductility, fracture toughness, oxida-
tion resistance, creep strength, fatigue strength and processibility.
None of these other properties have yet been demonstrated in the
refractory CCAs, pointing toward directions of future research.
Density (r) is important for any component in a transportation
system, and is especially important for rotating parts since much of
the service stress comes from self-loading. Thus, the speciﬁc yield
strength sy/r is shown in Fig. 20b. Typical sy/r requirements for
thermal protection systems (TPS), turbine disks and turbine blades
are also shown for reference. The maximum use temperature for
the three conventional superalloys can be seen in Fig. 20b, where
sy/r drops below the requirement for a particular application. Thus,
Haynes® 230® can be used for thermal protective sheet (TPS) up to
about 1150 K, MAR-M 247® can be used for turbine blades up to
about 1150 K, and themaximumuse temperature for INCONEL® 718
in disks is about 950 K.
Most refractory CCAs exceed Haynes® 230® (Fig. 20) and
some show potential to extend the use temperature of blades
and disks beyond current superalloys. A few refractory CCAs
(Al0.4Hf0.6NbTaTiZr, AlMo0.5NbTa0.5TiZr, AlxNbTaTiV (x ¼ 0 to 1)
and HfNbTiVZr) have sufﬁcient RT compressive ductility
(ε  10%) to suggest that tensile ductility may also
be achieved, however, compressive fracture of these
specimens indicates cleavage failure below about 900 K. Tensile
characterization of these alloys is suggested for future work.
Other alloys (Al0.3NbTa0.8Ti1.4V0.2Zr1.3, Al0.5NbTa0.8Ti1.5V0.2Zr,
Al0.3NbTaTi1.4Zr1.3, AlNbTiV, CrMo0.5NbTa0.5TiZr, CrNbTiZr and
HfMoNbTiZr) have attractive sy with compressive ductilities
high enough to give potential for further improvements via
compositional modiﬁcations and microstructure control.
Table 7
Mechanical properties of refractory metal CCAs (all data are for compression unless noted otherwise).









Al0.4Hf0.6NbTaTiZr AC, HIP @ 1200C/207 MPa/2 h, 1200C/24 h BCC 9.05 103 23 1841 10 [94]
800 796 >50
1000 298 >50




Al0.25NbTaTiV AC BCC (dendritic) 8.80b 2  104 23 1330 >50 [101]
Al0.5NbTaTiV AC BCC (dendritic) 8.46b 2  104 23 1012 >50 [101]
AlNbTaTiV AC BCC (dendritic) 7.89b 2  104 23 991 >50 [101]
Al0.3NbTa0.8Ti1.4V0.2Zr1.3 AC, HIP @ 1200C/207 MPa/2 h, 1200C/24 h BCC 7.78 103 25 1965 5 [95]
800 678 >50
1000 166 >50
Al0.5NbTa0.8Ti1.5V0.2Zr AC, HIP @ 1200C/207 MPa/2 h, 1200C/24 h BCC þ BCC 7.42 103 25 2035 4.5 [95]
800 796 >50
1000 220 >50
Al0.3NbTaTi1.4Zr1.3 AC, HIP @ 1200C/207 MPa/2 h, 1200C/24 h BCC þ BCC 8.18 103 25 1965 5 [95]
800 362 >50
1000 236 >50
AlNb1.5Ta0.5Ti1.5Zr0.5 AC, HIP @ 1400C/207 MPa/2 h, 1400C/24 h BCC 6.88 103 25 1280 3.5 [95]
800 728 30
1000 403 >50




CrHfNbTiZr AC BCC þ Laves þ Laves 8.24b 5  104 25 1375 2.8 [86]
















HfNbTaTiZr AC, HIP @ 1200C/207 MPa/2 h, 1200C/24 h BCC (dendritic and non-
uniform)





AC, HIP @ 1200C/207 MPa/2 h, 1200C/24 h, CR 90%,
1000C/2 h
BCC 103 25 1145c 1262c 9.7c [287]
HfNbTiVZr AC BCC þ unknown 8.06b 5  104 25 1170 30 [86]
HfNbTiZr AC, 1300C/6 h/SC BCC 8.40b 103 25 879c 969c 14.9c [100]
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Table 7 (continued )























NbTaTiV AC BCC 9.17b 2  104 23 1092 >50 [101]








a The following acronyms are used: AC (as-cast); CR (cold-rolled); HIP (hot isostatic pressed); SC (slow cooled).
b Calculated.
c Tensile data.
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fractoryMPEAs [100,287]. Both HfNbTiZr and HfNbTaTiZr are tested
at RT. Both alloys are single-phase BCC, and both show signiﬁcant
tensile ductility (Table 7). HfNbTaTiZr is characterized after cold-
rolling, and represents the ﬁrst successful attempt to cold roll an
MPEA with a BCC crystal structure.
5.4. Other properties
Alloy density is an important consideration for many applica-
tions. Densities of conventional alloys are typically clustered around
the base element values: 2.7 g-cm3 for Al alloys, 4.5 g-cm3 for Ti
alloys, 7.9 g-cm3 for steels and 8 to 9 g-cm3 for Ni-based super-
alloys. However, density covers a more continuous range for CCAs.
Light metal CCAs range from 2.67 to 5.21 g-cm3 [109e111] and
refractory CCAs show a particularly wide range of densities, fromFig. 20. Temperature dependence of (a) compressive yield strength, sy, and (b) sy normaliz
103 s1. Data are taken from Refs. [24,38,94,96,107,285,286]. Tensile sy for commercial su
Typical sy/r requirements for thermal protection sheet (TPS), turbine blades and disks are5.59 to 13.75 g-cm3 (Table 7). Densities are not often reported for
3d transition metal MPEAs, but a weighted rule of mixtures [110]
give densities that generally fall in the range of 5.1e8.9 g-cm3.
A number of studies appear on the corrosion and electro-
chemical properties of MPEAs [136,288e305]. Less work has been
reported on wear resistance [3,146,243,306e311] and oxidation
behavior [4,92,93,105,312,313]. As a general result, MPEAs have
good properties in each of these areas. Additional details are dis-
cussed in other recent reviews [10,11,16,17,82].
5.5. Discussion
The alloys studied here cover extremely broad ranges of com-
positions and microstructures. It's clear that different alloy families
must be considered separately. Thus, we discuss composition/
microstructure/properties relationships in 3d transitionmetal CCAsed by alloy density, r, of refractory CCAs. Initial strain rates, ε
·
, range from 2  104 to
peralloys (Haynes® 230®, INCONEL® 718 and MAR-M 247®) are shown for reference.
shown in (b).
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how to deal with different alloys in the same family. Strictly
speaking, each combination of principal elements within a CCA
family represents a signiﬁcant composition change and could be
considered a unique alloy basewith distinct composition/structure/
property relationships. Here we compare properties of alloys
within the same family as representing similar relationships. For
example, we describe the effect of Al on microstructure and
properties in the 3d transition metal family, even though the other
principal elements can change. For the time being, this approach
seems to be adequate. It remains to be seen in the long runwhat are
the limits of this approach.
5.5.1. Functional properties
There is much less work on CCA functional properties than on
mechanical properties. This review includes 17 citations for mag-
netic, thermal and electrical properties of MPEAs, and 12 more for
diffusion barriers, hydrogen storage, catalysis, thermoelectrics and
shape memory alloys. By contrast, about 97 citations are used for
mechanical properties, plus another 35 citations for environmental
resistance of structural materials (corrosion, wear, oxidation and
irradiation resistance). The exploration of functional materials us-
ing the MPEA philosophy represents a major opportunity for future
work. This includesmore studies in the functional materials already
initiated, exploring a broader range of functional materials such as
piezoelectric and optical sensor materials, and a more systematic
approach to designing functional MPEAs. One such study has
already appeared e the design of a low temperature super-
conducting CCA by the combination of elements that are them-
selves all superconductors [206]. See Section 6.3 and Section 7.2.1
for more discussion of these opportunities.
5.5.2. Mechanical properties
As a major accomplishment, broad relationships between
composition, microstructure and mechanical properties are being
established, especially in 3d transition metal MPEAs. Perhaps the
most important e and most widely studied e is the effect of Al
concentration [133,143,282]. This is shown systematically in as-cast
Alx(CoCrFeMnNi)100-x, where tensile strength increases and
ductility decreases with increasing Al. The microstructure is single-
phase FCC for x < 8 (8 at.% Al), duplex BCC þ FCC for 8  x  16, and
BCC or BCC þ B2 for x > 16 [143]. The same general trends are seen
by combining results from other studies [147,259,262e265,267],
even though the principal elements are different, the type and
amount of thermo-mechanical processing is different, the sec-
ondary phases formedmay be different and grain sizes are different
(Section 5.3.1.2). The inﬂuence of Al on the microstructure and
properties of 3d transition metal CCAs is thus initially established.
Cr also has a distinctive role on microstructure and properties in
3d transition metal CCAs [268]. CCAs drawn from Co-Cr-Fe-Mn-Ni
(including ternary, quaternary and non-equimolar quinary alloys)
have properties similar to equimolar CoCrFeMnNi as long as Cr is
included (Section 5.3.1.2). However, removing Cr reduces strength
relative to CoCrFeMnNi. Increasing Cr above 26 at.% introduces the
s phase, which further increases strength and decreases ductility.
Other principal elements in 3d transition metal CCAs appear to be
less inﬂuential. Cu tends to phase-separate into a Cu-rich FCC
phase. A mechanistic understanding of this phase's role on me-
chanical properties is not available, but tensile ductility is in the
range of 40e60% for alloys without Cu and 10e20% for as-cast Cu-
containing alloys [192,280]. Cu is also associated with nano-
twinning that is an important mechanism for work-hardening,
especially below RT [150]. Alloys without Co, Fe or Mn have prop-
erties that are not signiﬁcantly different than alloys that contain
these elements. This includes commercial austenitic, SS alloys suchas INCOLOY® 800 (Cr23Fe46Ni31), INCONEL® 600 (Ni74Cr18Fe8) and
316 stainless steel (Cr18Fe67Mn2Mo1Ni12). Ti is generally considered
to be a compound former, but clear trends are not yet established.
Nb and Sn additions show clear microstructure and properties
trends [192,280,281]. Increasing Nb or Sn increases the volume
fraction of IM phases, increasing strength and decreasing ductility.
A balance of strength and ductility are retained in microstructures
with a modest IM content, but ductility is lost when the IM phase
dominates the microstructure. This same trend is well-known in
commercial alloys and other advanced structural metals. The trends
established for Al, Sn and Nb additions in 3d transition metal
MPEAs thus suggest that these alloys are likely to respond to
microstructural control as do conventional alloys. This supports the
exploration and development of multi-phase microstructures,
including IM phases, to achieve a balance of strength and fracture
tolerance [26]. Control of the IM volume fraction can be achieved
through alloy composition, and the size, spacing and distribution
can be controlled by deformation processing and by heat treat-
ments such as solutionizing, quench and aging.
As a family, 3d transition metal CCAs with an FCC structure are
not particularly strong, with sy generally below 300 MPa and suts
below about 700 MPa. They have mechanical properties very
similar to 316 stainless steel. Signiﬁcant strengthening can be
achieved by strain hardening [132,150,269] and grain reﬁnement
[27,147,260], but these approaches are used in conventional alloys
and are not expected to give a competitive advantage to MPEAs. As
mentioned above, Al additions give a third strategy for increasing
the strength of 3d transition metal MPEAs. None of these ap-
proaches are expected to be effective above about half the absolute
melting temperature, where thermally activated ﬂow begins to
dominate. Using Tm ¼ 1607 K for CoCrFeMnNi [32] as a represen-
tative melting point, the tensile data for all 3d transition metal
MPEAs collected to date begin to drop quickly at about 800 K
(Fig. 19), and the onset of thermally activated ﬂow is especially
apparent at this temperature in Fig. 19d. None of the 3d transition
metal alloys have properties that compete with nickel-based su-
peralloys (compare Fig. 19a with Fig. 20) or with precipitation
hardened stainless steels [30,314].
It may seem surprising that some commercial austenitic alloys
have properties essentially identical to 3d transition metal CCAs. A
casual analysis might conclude that CCAs offer no unusual
strengthening. However, even though these commercial alloys do
not satisfy HEA deﬁnitions (Section 1.2), they are nevertheless
complex, concentrated SS alloys with 3 or more principal elements.
Considering elements with concentrations >5 at.% as principal el-
ements, these alloys are all concentrated, non-equimolar Cr-Fe-Ni
alloys. Themotivation for including aminimumof 5 elements in the
HEA deﬁnition is to increase conﬁgurational entropy. It is not clear
how many elements are needed to increase strengthening potency
beyond dilute solution hardening (see Section 5.5.3). Tensile data in
Section 5.3.1.2 show that ternary and quaternary alloys can have the
same strengths as equimolar 5-component alloys, supporting the
ﬁnding that, “The stronger alloys are not necessarily the ones with
the most elements. The nature of the constituent elements is also
important, with the Cr-containing alloys in general being the
strongest.” [268].
Precipitation hardening of 3d transition metal MPEAs is a rela-
tively undeveloped area. Initial studies show some promise for this
approach [265,315e321]. Hardness shows a typical under-aged,
peak-aged and over-aged response to aging time and tempera-
ture. Current studies apply aging treatments to as-cast material.
Solution treated and quenched microstructures are suggested for
future aging studies to better control the starting point of the
precipitation reaction.
Refractory metal CCAs have mechanical properties that show
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alloys tested to date exceed currently used alloys in strength, spe-
ciﬁc strength, and maximum use temperature. As important, these
candidate refractory CCAs have some compressive ductility at RT to
suggest the possibility of eventually achieving useful tensile
ductility. Nevertheless, signiﬁcant additional work is needed. Very
few tensile data have been measured, and this is a clear direction
for futurework. Many studies apply thermal treatment after casting
to reduce chemical segregation, but very few use deformation
processing to control microstructure. An understanding of the
distinct roles that particular constituent elements ﬁll in 3d transi-
tion metal MPEAs is building, but such knowledge is lacking for
refractory metal CCAs. Intentional alloy design for precipitation
hardening is also recommended. Finally, oxidation resistance is a
serious potential barrier to the use of any refractory metal alloy for
extended time at elevated temperature. One study shows parabolic
weight gain after 100 h at 1273 K [93] and a second study shows
non-protective, linear oxidation in a different alloy at 1573 K [92].
More studies characterizing the oxidation behavior are needed,
along with efforts to explore alloying approaches to improve the
environmental stability of this class of alloys. These are all impor-
tant directions for future research (Section 7.2.2.2).
5.5.3. Solid solution hardening model
The MPEA ﬁeld still lacks a validated, general model to predict
solid solution hardening. This is a major scientiﬁc gap with
important practical implications. An early effort modiﬁes classical
hardening concepts to calculate the strengthening increment in
HfNbTaTiZr [139]. This approach develops concentration-
dependent terms for atom size misﬁt and elastic misﬁt. The alloy
is modeled as a pseudo-binary for atomic size misﬁt since Hf and Zr
have nearly identical atom radii and Nb, Ta and Ti atom radii are
also similar. It is also modeled as a pseudo-binary for modulus
misﬁt, since the shear moduli of Hf, Nb, Ti and Zr are all similar and
the shear modulus of Ta is much higher. Nevertheless, the approach
is sufﬁciently general and should be applicable to alloys with
greater dispersity in atom sizes and moduli. The predicted
strengthening increment is 18% higher than the measured value,
which is reasonable agreement for this initial model. Thermally
activated ﬂow was not considered, and this would improve
agreement.
A more recent paper outlines approaches for the temperature
dependence of solute hardening in concentrated solutions and
develops a work-hardening model [268], and a subsequent paper
gives the ﬁrst detailed approach to modeling solid solution
strengthening in MPEAs [322]. The model in the second paper in-
cludes a concentration-dependent term, a term that accounts for
the elastic misﬁt of the atoms, and a term that quantiﬁes the
contribution from lattice distortions. Agreement with experiment
is modest. The authors give a good account of the many difﬁculties
in comparing experiments with the model e substructure hard-
ening, short-range atomic order, grain size effects and the presence
of second phases are some of the concerns. It is also possible that a
chemical term may need to be built into the model to account for
changes to stacking fault energies [268]. Continued development
and validation of solid solution hardening models is a major future
effort that is needed to guide alloy development (Section 7.1.3).
5.6. Summary
A detailed analysis of MPEA properties is complicated by dif-
ferences in the number, type and concentration of principal ele-
ments in the alloys studied, the extent of post-process deformation
processing, and the temperature and duration of post-process
thermal treatment. These each can have important effects onmicrostructure and properties. We therefore focus on broad trends
andmajor results rather than a detailed analysis of speciﬁc features.
To improve consistency, we emphasize studies that strive to pro-
duce chemically and microstructurally uniform materials and to
reduce defects that may inﬂuence measured properties. For me-
chanical properties, the 3d transition metal and refractory metal
alloy families are discussed separately.
Thermal conductivity, thermal diffusivity and thermal expan-
sion of 3d transition metal CCAs are generally similar to highly
alloyed steels and superalloys (Section 5.1). Increasing Al in these
alloys transforms the microstructure from FCC, to BCC þ FCC, to
BCC. Thermal conductivity increases with increasing Al. Magnetic
properties are reported for 3d transition metal MPEAs that contain
the ferromagnetic elements Co, Fe and Ni. A non-equimolar CCA
superconductor is made from refractory elements that are them-
selves all superconductors. Very few studies are available on other
functional properties that include diffusion barriers, hydrogen
storage, catalysis, thermoelectric response, shape memory and
irradiation resistance (Section 5.5.1). This topic is recommended for
future work (Section 7.2.1).
Diffusion coefﬁcients of Co, Cr, Fe, Mn and Ni are measured in
CoCrFeMn0.5Ni and compared with diffusion coefﬁcients for the
same elements in FCC hosts (Co, Fe and Ni) and in four different
austenitic stainless steels (Section 5.2). We compare diffusion in
CoCrFeMn0.5Ni with selected elements and alloys at the same
diffusion temperature, and with a wide range of FCC elements and
alloys at the melting temperature of the host, Tm. Diffusion co-
efﬁcients in CoCrFeMn0.5Ni fall in the same range (within an order
of magnitude) of values in other FCC metals and alloys for both
comparisons. We conclude that the current data do not support the
sluggish diffusion hypothesis. Data are available for only one alloy,
and additional diffusion studies are suggested. It is also recom-
mended that the assumption that D0 is constant at Tm for all metals
with the same crystal structure and bonding type be assessed for
CCAs.
A growing maturity is evident in the characterization of me-
chanical properties for 3d transition metal MPEAs (Section 5.3.1.2).
This is shown by a growing amount of tensile data on material that
has been homogenized and/or deformation processed to produce
homogeneous compositions and uniform microstructures. 3d
transitionmetal MPEAswith single-phase, FCCmicrostructures and
without Al (e.g. CoCrFeMnNi as themost commonly studied alloy in
this category) are characterized by relatively low tensile yield and
ultimate strengths at room temperature (RT). Deformation at RT
and above is by planar glide of ½<110>{111} dislocations that
organize into cell structures at high strains, giving signiﬁcant work-
hardening. Extensive nano-twinning operates below RT, signiﬁ-
cantly increasing tensile strength while also increasing tensile
ductility. Yield and ultimate tensile strengths are relatively constant
from RT to about 800 K, but thermally activated ﬂow at higher
temperatures produces a drop in strength. The fracture toughness
of CoCrFeMnNi is as high as any metal alloy produced to date.
The tensile properties of alloys in the Co-Cr-Fe-Mn-Ni system
depend less on the number of principal elements and more on the
particular elements used (Section 5.3.1.2). Quaternary and even
ternary equimolar alloys have tensile properties that are essentially
identical to CoCrFeMnNi, as long as Cr is included. The tensile
properties of these CCAs are very similar to well-known commer-
cial austenitic alloys such as 316 stainless steel and INCOLOY® 800.
HEAs have aminimum of 5 elements by deﬁnition, but it is not clear
how many (or how few) principal elements are needed to give
unusual hardening that may exist in concentrated solutions.
Although developed decades before the HEA concept, commercial
austenitic stainless steel alloys are nevertheless complex, concen-
trated, non-equimolar Cr-Fe-Ni alloys. The commercial austenitic
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ternary Cr-Fe-Ni alloy and has a balance of tensile properties
(including a minimum 10% ductility over the full range of use
temperatures) superior to any recently-studied 3d transition metal
MPEA. Based on an assessment of alloy compositions, we include
the full range of austenitic stainless steels, precipitation hardened
stainless steels, austenitic nickel alloys and precipitation hardened
nickel alloys as 3d transition metal CCAs. All of these alloy families
have at least three principal elements, and some have as many as
ﬁve.
As amajor accomplishment of the ﬁeld, the broad inﬂuence of Al
on the microstructure and properties of 3d transition metal CCAs is
established (Section 5.3.1.2). These trends are established in studies
of MPEAs with different principal elements and apply different
thermal treatments. In general, the tensile strength increases and
the ductility decreases with increasing Al. RT tensile ductility 10%
is retained for Al concentrations 9.1 at.%, representing MPEAs
such as Al0.5CrCuFeNi2 and Al0.5CoCrCuFeNi. The RT tensile
ductility drops to zero at 16.7 at.% Al. These properties trends are
associated with a broad transition from predominantly FCC mi-
crostructures in alloys with no Al, to FCC with L12 nano-precipitates
at 7 and 8.3 at.% Al, to FCC þ L12 and perhaps BCC phases at 9.1 at.%
Al, tomulti-phase alloys that include one ormore FCC phases, a BCC
or B2 phase, and the s phase at 16.7 at.% Al.
The inﬂuence of other principal elements on 3d transition metal
MPEA properties are also becoming established (Section 5.3.1.2). Cr
is required to give good strength, but it decreases ductility when
the concentration reaches 26 at.% due to s phase formation. The
tensile properties of alloys without Co or Fe are not signiﬁcantly
different from alloys that contain these elements. Cu often phase-
separates into a Cu-rich FCC phase, and tensile ductility drops
from 40 to 60% in alloys without Cu to 10e20% in alloys with Cu. Cu
is also associated with nano-twinning, which is responsible for
signiﬁcant work-hardening below RT. Clear trends for the inﬂuence
of Ti on mechanical properties are not yet apparent.
A consistent role of intermetallic (IM) phases on tensile prop-
erties of 3d transition metal MPEAs is seen (Section 5.3.1.2). Small
IM volume fractions increase strength while retaining useful
ductility, but ductility drops when the IM becomes a dominant
phase. The beneﬁcial role of modest IM additions supports the
approach of developing precipitation-strengthened microstruc-
tures in multi-phase CCAs. A small number of aging studies have
been conducted to control the size and distribution of strength-
ening phases in 3d transition metal CCAs, showing a typical under-
aged, peak-aged, over-aged response to aging time and tempera-
ture. This area is suggested as a major direction for future research,
and is discussed further in Section 7.2.2.
Refractory metal CCAs are still in relatively early stages of
exploration (Section 5.3.2). Mechanical properties are generally
measured in compressive loading, with only a small number of
tensile studies. A wide range of densities has been produced, from
5.59 to 13.75 g cm3. Most alloys have one or two BCC phases, some
alloys have one or more Laves phases, and one alloy reports a B2
phase. Several alloys have compressive yield strengths and yield
strengths normalized by density that show potential to increase the
operating stresses and/or temperatures compared to conventional
nickel-based superalloys. The strongest alloys also have 10% RT
compressive ductility, and one has been cold-rolled to sheet, of-
fering the possibility of useful tensile ductility. Future work is
suggested on this family, emphasizing tensile data, continued
exploration of the range of principal element combinations,
modifying alloy compositions to intentionally design precipitation
strengthened microstructures and studying oxidation resistance
(Section 7.2.2.2).
A model to predict solid solution hardening has not yet beenvalidated for CCAs (Section 5.5.3). An initial model gives reasonable
agreement for a single alloy studied using concentration dependent
terms for atom size misﬁt and shear modulus misﬁt. A recent
attempt at modeling this essential property includes a
concentration-dependent term, a lattice distortion term, and a term
that accounts for the elastic misﬁt of the atoms. The agreement is
modest, but there are many challenges in comparing predictions
with experimental data, which can include variations in substruc-
ture hardening, grain size hardening, short-range atomic ordering
and the presence of second phases. This is a major scientiﬁc gape a
practical model is needed to help guide alloy development. Future
work is needed to overcome this barrier, including consideration of
a chemical term to account for changes in stacking fault energies
(Section 7.1.3).
6. MPEA applications and materials design
The suitability of multi-principal element alloys (MPEAs) for
potential applications is usually evaluated by characterizing a single
dominant ‘ﬁrst-tier’ property. For example, tensile properties
represent structural applications, magnetic saturation is measured
for hard magnets, and low temperature electrical conductivity is
given for superconductors. But multiple properties are required for
any use. In addition to good tensile properties, structural metals
need many other properties that include damage tolerance, envi-
ronmental resistance and the ability to join and form into shapes
[31]. By deﬁnition, superconductors have no resistance to electrical
current, but are also selected by maximum current capacity, ma-
terial cost and ability to process into useful forms. Measuring these
next-tier properties shows a growing maturity in application-
driven alloy development. MPEA efforts are already moving in
this direction, especially for structural materials.
Comparing measured properties with requirements evaluates
the suitability of complex, concentrated alloys (CCAs) for an
intended application and focuses future efforts by identifying gaps.
However, it limits discussion to CCAs already deﬁned. We refer the
reader to earlier discussions of applications for existing CCAs
[11,16,17]. In this section we take a different approach to assessing
CCA applications.
Here we envision a much wider range of MPEA applications. We
support this vision by describing a broader, more general use of the
CCA philosophy. We further support this view by recognizing that
CCAs are already in use, although not by that name, representing
structural alloys over half a century old and functional materials
currently under development. The purpose of recognizing this
connection is to synergize the still new idea to investigate the vast,
unexplored central regions of multi-principal element composition
and phase space with a broad range of practical knowledge and
experience. To date, the full potential of this idea has hardly been
realized. The seminal papers in 2004 [1e6] emphasize 3d transition
metal alloys (including borides and nitrides), and it was 6 years
before a new alloy family (refractory metal CCAs) was introduced.
Four more families followed four years later e three of these are
motivated by applications and one by scientiﬁc curiosity. In a ﬁeld
that promises thousands or millions of new alloy families, devel-
oping 7 new alloy families in 12 years seems a rather slow begin-
ning. By expanding the scope of CCA applications through a more
general description of the MPEA approach, we hope to stimulate
new ideas that will accelerate growth of the ﬁeld.
This section starts with a general description of how applica-
tions or scientiﬁc curiosity can deﬁne a new alloy family (Section
6.1). Alloy families for structural applications are presented in
Section 6.2, including those CCAs already developed and those that
are suggested by classes of structural metals for which no CCA
analog currently exists. The same template is followed for
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general ﬁndings of these considerations (Section 6.4) is followed by
a brief summary (Section 6.5).
6.1. Applications as a guide to deﬁning CCA families
We brieﬂy review how an application or scientiﬁc curiosity
leads to the deﬁnition of a new alloy family. The application gives
the properties of interest, which in turn inspires a palette of ele-
ments that may produce these properties. In many cases, elements
can be selected directly. For example, low densitymetallic elements
are used in light metals MPEAs, elements with high melting tem-
peratures (Tm) are selected for refractory metal CCAs, and metals
with the hexagonal close-packed (HCP) crystal structure are used to
produce single-phase HCP solid solution high entropy alloys
(HEAs). However, selecting elements can be more complicated,
since interactions between two ormore elements can give a desired
property that is missing in individual elements (Section 3.3) e this
is the essence of the ‘cocktail effect’. Selecting the palette of
candidate elements can be guided by tools that give information on
interactions between atoms. These tools include phase diagrams,
computational techniques (including data-driven models and
maching learning), scientiﬁc theory, or experimental data. These
tools may greatly expand the palette of elements for a given
application, redeﬁning the concept of an alloy family (Section 3.3).
The simple description given here generalizes an earlier
approach for selecting palettes of elements for structural applica-
tions [25]. In the following sections, we show that these ideas can
deﬁne palettes of elements for any application for which materials
are designed or used. This includes functional and structural ma-
terials, and it also includes metal alloys as well as compounds such
as oxides, carbides, borides and nitrides. This idea opens up a broad
range of applications for which CCAs are not presently being
considered.
6.2. MPEAs for structural applications
6.2.1. Existing structural CCA families
Four of the seven MPEA families are inspired by structural ap-
plications. These are the 3d transition metal family, the refractory
metal CCA family, the light metal family, and CCA brasses and
bronzes (Section 3.2). These are discussed below.
6.2.1.1. 3d transition metal CCAs. 3d transition metal MPEAs
compare directly with austenitic stainless steels, duplex
(FCCþ BCC) stainless steels, precipitation hardened stainless steels,
austenitic nickel alloys and nickel-based superalloys [30,314].
Austenitic stainless steels can be considered as Cr-Fe-Ni and Cr-Fe-
Mn non-equimolar ternary CCAs and Cr-Fe-Mn-Ni non-equimolar
quaternary CCAs. Principal element concentration ranges are Cr
(16e28 at.%), Fe (52e78 at.%), Ni (8e21 at.%) and Mn (2e19 at.%)
[30]. All austenitic stainless steels contain Cr as a principal element.
This confers corrosion resistance that gives the steels their name,
but work in theMPEA community shows that Cr is also essential for
good strength (Section 5.3.1.2, Section 5.5.2). Duplex stainless steels
generally have lower Ni (3e8 at.%) with Mo (1e3 at.%), and pre-
cipitation hardened stainless steels are similar to duplex stainless
steels with 3 at.% Al. Austenitic stainless steels have 0.08e0.25 wt%
C (0.4e1.1 at.% C).
Commercial austenitic nickel alloys include non-equimolar Cr-
Fe-Ni ternaries, non-equimolar Co-Cr-Mo-Ni and Cr-Fe-Mo-Ni
quaternary alloys and a non-equimolar Co-Cr-Fe-Mo-Ni quinary
alloy. INCOLOY® 800 (Cr23Fe46Ni31) is nearly an equimolar ternary
alloy. The carbon content in Cu-Ni alloys ranges from 0.10 to 0.30wt
% C (0.50e1.50 at.% C) and in other nickel alloys is usually0.10 wt%C (0.50 at.% C). The distinction between austenitic stainless steels
and nickel alloys is not sharp, and the uniﬁed numbering system of
alloys (UNS) classiﬁes some Ni-rich alloys as stainless steels [30].
Though the composition ranges are not given here, nickel super-
alloys are similarly included as CCAs. Superalloys generally have
three to ﬁve principal elements of Al, Co, Cr, Fe, Ni, Mo, Ti and/orW.
The compositional overlap between 3d transition metal CCAs
and commercial stainless steels and nickel alloys is obvious. Even
though many of these commercial alloys don't satisfy HEA deﬁni-
tions and were developed empirically decades before the HEA
concept, they are nevertheless concentrated alloys with 3 or more
principal elements and embody the spirit of CCAs. This supports the
conclusion that these conventional alloys are 3d transition metal
MPEAs (Section 5.5.2, Section 5.6). This equality gives a fresh
perspective on the application of 3d transition metal CCAs. Op-
portunities may be found by identifying critical gaps in the per-
formance of existing commercial alloys, since the CCA ﬁeld offers
new approaches to modify properties in this class of alloys. The
extent of the FCC single-phase solid solution (SS) phase ﬁeld is
broader than represented by austenitic nickel and stainless steels,
offering new alloys not previously studied. The MPEA community
can also learn from the extensive data on commercial alloys,
especially regarding the effect of non-equimolar compositions, the
inﬂuence of minor alloy additions such as C, N, Si, Mo, Nb and Ta on
microstructure and properties, and the role of deformation
processing.
There are also cautions in this partnership between commercial
alloys and 3d transition metal CCAs. Commercial alloys represent
an exhaustive amount of research and experience to satisfy an
exquisite balance of requirements that go far beyond ﬁrst- and
second-tier properties. Efforts to displace these alloys must be
approached cautiously. The cost and time to develop and certify a
new alloy for commercial use are tremendous. These obstacles are
often underestimated, even within the commercial realm. Better
mechanical properties or improved corrosion resistance alone may
give insufﬁcient motivation to tackle these challenges. It is also a
risk that extensive pursuit of the MPEA approach may end up with
essentially similar alloys as are commercially in use. These com-
ments are not intended to discourage work in this direction, but
rather to frankly discuss the substantial practical barriers associ-
ated with the development and insertion of a new technology. It is
important to understand the prospects of continued work, and
scientiﬁc curiosity remains a powerful motivation.
None of the 3d transition metal MPEAs included in this review
have strengths that compete with precipitation hardened stainless
steels or nickel superalloys (Section 5.5.2). sy of 1st row transition
metal MPEAs generally drops below 100 MPa at about 1100 K, but
superalloys require strengths at this temperature of about 200 MPa
for static sheet and over 600 MPa for blades. Although the
maximum use temperature for superalloy disks is lower, about
950 K, the required strength is much higher, about 1000 MPa
(Fig. 20a).
6.2.1.2. Refractory metal CCAs. Refractory metal CCAs were devised
to compete with nickel superalloys. Although only a small number
of refractory metal CCAs have been evaluated, several show po-
tential toward this goal (Section 5.3.2, Section 5.5.2). Possible ap-
plications include lightly loaded static parts such as thermal
protection sheet as well as more highly loaded components such as
turbine blades and disks. Refractory metal CCAs show the potential
to increase the operating stress or the operating temperature, or
both. The results to date are only cursory. Almost no tensile data are
available and many other properties need to be measured for
candidate alloys, especially environmental resistance. Suggested
future efforts are described in Section 7.2.2.2.
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transition metals apply to refractory metal CCAs. However, per-
formance improvements in transportation applications can offer
more signiﬁcant beneﬁts, helping overcome the barriers. For both
aerospace and land-based turbine engines, even small increases in
operating temperature or strength can have substantial beneﬁts in
operating efﬁciency and power conversion that help offset the
risks. Further, concentrated refractory alloys have not been pursued
nearly as intensively as have austenitic stainless steels and nickel
alloys, and so there is less risk of duplicating earlier work.
6.2.1.3. Other structural CCAs. Light metal MPEAs were conceived
to compete with Al- andMg-based structural metal alloys. Very few
alloys have been made, and none yet show a combination of
strength and ductility. CCA brasses and bronzes were devised to
improve the strength of conventional brasses and bronzes. A list of
applications that currently use brasses or bronzes, and that would
beneﬁt from higher strength, include lubricated bearings, marine-
grade alloys, currency (by replacing Cu and Ni with cheaper ele-
ments such as Al, Sn or Zn), munitions casings, zippers, keys, door
ﬁxtures and locking mechanisms, plumbing hardware and ﬁttings,
chrome-able bezels, and non-magnetic watch mechanism compo-
nents [112]. The light metal MPEA family and CCA brasses and
bronzes are new concepts that have just been started. Neither are
sufﬁciently developed to discuss potential toward applications.
Continued work in these new areas is recommended (Section
7.2.2.3).
6.2.2. CCAs as future structural materials
We ask a simple question, “what conventional structural ma-
terials exist for which no parallel CCA activity exists?” Answering
this question can inspire new CCAs. We list a few examples here,
the reader is encouraged to consider other possibilities.
6.2.2.1. Potential future structural CCA families (metallic). No CCA
family is currently targeted for the balance of properties displayed
by titanium alloys. Broadly speaking, titanium alloys have densities,
elastic moduli and use temperatures that are between Al-based
alloys and steels or nickel alloys, but they have strengths that are
comparable to nickel alloys [25]. These alloys ﬁll an important role,
especially in the aerospace and sports industries. This alloy family is
referred to as medium-temperature HEAs, and a suggested palette
of elements has been proposed [25]. Further, developing CCAs to ﬁll
the gap in density and operating temperature between titanium
alloys and nickel alloys represents an important challenge that has
not yet been addressed.
As a class of materials, MPEAs may have intrinsic behaviors that
make them attractive as irradiation-resistant materials [226]. Al-
loys based on the ternary Hf-Nb-Zr system have been evaluated
[225,226,323], but a broad family of alloys has not yet been deﬁned.
Cu-Be alloys are used for their high strength (up to 1400 MPa)
along with non-magnetic and non-sparking properties. They are
used in specialized applications that include non-sparking tools
such as hammers in hazardous industrial settings, precision mea-
surement devices, aerospace applications and musical instruments.
Be can be toxic and its use is restricted. The motivation to develop
CCAs would be to produce a strong, non-magnetic and non-
sparking material that is Be-free.
6.2.2.2. Potential future structural CCA families (non-metallic).
A recent paper extends the high entropy concept to entropy-
stabilized oxides [324]. This work shows that entropy plays a
decisive role in stabilizing a high temperature, single-phase oxide
in an equimolar mixture of CoO, CuO, MgO, NiO and ZnO. The
cations randomly substitute on one sub-latticewhile oxygen anionsoccupy the second sub-lattice as normal. Intermixing on a cation
sub-lattice in oxide structures is not new e random cation occu-
pancy is well-known in spinels (H11, cF56, MgAl2O4 prototype), and
order-disorder transformations show this effect in feldspars.
However, this recent work shows that it is now possible to stabilize
a compositionally complex oxide with a single cation sub-lattice
and unusual cation coordination values by controlling conﬁgura-
tional entropy. This inspires the exploration of many more complex
compounds than previously considered. Thus, the concept of
dramatically expanding the number of materials in the central re-
gions of multi-component phase space is demonstrated to include
oxide compounds. Ceramic matrix composites using oxide matrices
and oxide ﬁbers are now being inserted as structural materials into
aerospace applications [325,326]. We therefore include complex
oxides in this assessment as a new branch of MPEA structural
materials.
It is a simple step to include other ionic and covalent compounds
such as borides, carbides, nitrides and silicides as structural MPEAs.
MPEA efforts have included borides and nitrides from the very start
[2,217,327], but those studies are often conducted on thin ﬁlms and
the product is often amorphous. The recent work on high entropy
oxides demonstrates the concepts of complex substitution within a
crystalline compound in bulk, monolithic form. Potential applica-
tions include wear-resistant coatings and diffusion barriers previ-
ously considered [11], as well as bulk products such as cutting tools
and high temperature structural components.
6.3. MPEAs for functional applications
Far fewer studies have been conducted on functional properties
than for structural use (Section 5.5.1). Two CCA families are
currently targeted for functional applications, MPEA nitrides and
borides, and precious metal CCAs. In some cases functional prop-
erties are measured on alloys designed for another purpose (for
example, magnetic properties measured in 3d transition metal
CCAs). Here we discuss current and future functional CCAs.
6.3.1. Existing functional CCA families
MPEA borides and nitrides are potential wear resistant coatings
and diffusion barriers [2,117,123,217,327e332]. Material is usually
produced by reactive magnetron sputtering or plasma nitriding of
3d transition metal or refractory metal CCAs. The inﬂuence of
process parameters (gas ﬂow rate, bias, substrate temperature) on
composition, microstructure and properties are usually studied.
Hardness is the most commonly measured property, but tribology
[333e338] and adhesive wear resistance [123] are also reported.
Properties under conditions relevant for wear-resistant coatings or
diffusion barriers do not yet seem to be emphasized, making an
objective assessment of the potential for MPEAs in these applica-
tions uncertain. This is a relatively small effort within the MPEA
ﬁeld.
A superconducting MPEAwith a critical temperature, Tc, of 7.3 K
has been made from refractory elements that are all supercon-
ductors [206]. A broader effort to increase Tc has not been under-
taken. Thermal, electrical and magnetic properties are measured in
3d transitionmetalMPEAs (Section 5.1). Thesemeasurements seem
to be motivated more by completeness and scientiﬁc curiosity than
by the intent to develop alloys with properties that will compete
with current functional materials. Precious metal CCAs are moti-
vated by catalyst applications such as catalytic converters and
water splitting, catalysts for fuel cell anodes, dental alloys, memory
storage devices enabled by magnetic switching properties, and
jewelry [113]. Pt is often used in these applications, and precious
metal CCAs are motivated by the opportunity to achieve similar
properties in alloys with reduced Pt content, and hence
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initiated and the potential for these applications has not yet been
established.
6.3.2. Future functional CCA families
Functional materials are typically single-phase, ordered com-
pounds of metals, semi-metals and/or non-metals. Disordered
substitution on the cation sub-lattice of an ordered oxide phase is
proposed as a new alloying approach in structural materials (Sec-
tion 6.2.2.2). Here we extend this idea to include long-range or-
dered phases with intentional, complex element substitution on
one or more sub-lattice in functional materials. This includes broad
classes of phases such as oxides, borides, carbides, nitrides, halides,
chalcogenides, skudderudites (DO2, cI32, As3Co), Heusler (L21,
AlCu2Mn, cF16), half-Heusler (C1b, cF12, AgAsMg) and III-V com-
pounds. The nature of atomic bonding in these phases can be
metallic, ionic and/or covalent, though the degree of covalent
bonding will usually be modest [324]. We also include as potential
functional alloys more conventional CCAs with elemental substi-
tution in disordered phases.
The list of functional applications for which there are no current
CCA activities is long. A few are listed here to illustrate the breadth
of opportunities for future efforts. This is only a partial list, and it is
not intended to limit the scope of future functional applications of
CCAs. Many of these are taken from a current review of high-
throughput experiments [339].
Complementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) transistors
need high capacitance gate dielectric materials to reduce leakage
current in very thin layers. Ternary oxides are already used for this
application [339], and more complex materials offer new oppor-
tunities. Ferroelectric materials (which are also good piezoelectrics)
are used in a wide range of sensor and actuator applications. Fer-
roelectrics are also used for tunable microwave devices for phased
array antennae and other communication devices. Identifying a
lead-free replacement for the commonly used ferroelectric com-
pound Pb(Zr,Ti)O3 (PZT) is an important motivation. Studies are
already underway to explore site doping in pseudo-binary and
pseudo-ternary ferroelectric systems such as Ba1-xSrxTiO3 and
(Bi,Sm)FeO3. More complex substitutions are also possible (Section
6.4.2). The parallel with the MPEA concept of equiatomic alloy
substitution [19], commonly referred to as iso-structure substitu-
tion in the functional materials discipline, is clear.
Thermoelectric (TE) materials convert heat directly into elec-
trical energy. The ﬁgure of merit is ZT ¼ a2sT/k where a is the
Seebeck coefﬁcient, s is electrical conductivity, k is thermal con-
ductivity and T is absolute temperature. A wide range of com-
pounds have attractive TE properties, including bismuth
chalcogenides, oxides, skudderudites and half-Heusler phases
[339,340]. Here we describe the half-Heusler phase to illustrate
opportunities with the MPEA approach. The half-Heusler phase
has a cubic structure with four interpenetrating FCC sub-lattices.
Two different transition metals typically occupy the (0,0,0) and
(¼, ¼, ¼) sites, the (½, ½, ½) sites are occupied by basic metals or
semi-metals such as Bi, Ga, Sb or Sn, and the (¾, ¾, ¾) sites are
vacant. TE properties can be adjusted by atomic substitutions on
each occupied sub-lattice [341], opening a vast range of possibil-
ities for TE CCAs. For example, half-Heusler compositions can be
listed as XYZ, where X ¼ Au, Co, Fe, Ir, Ni, Pd, Pt, Rh or Ru; Y ¼ Hf,
Mn, Ti or Zr; and Z ¼ Bi, Ga, Sb or Sn [342]. Complex half-Heusler
phases are already being pursued, such as the ﬁve and six
component alloys Hf1-xNiSbySn1-yZrx, CoHf0.5Sb0.8Sn0.2Zr0.5 and
Co1xHf0.25NixSbTi0.5Zr0.25 [343]. Other intermetallic (IM) phases
offer similar opportunities for complex, concentrated substitutions
in the thermoelectric ﬁeld [339]. Again, this illustrates that the CCA
concept of equiatomic alloy substitution is already being applied infunctional materials, but under a different name (iso-structure
substitution).
It has been found that mixing complex hydride compounds can
reduce the hydride formation enthalpy, signiﬁcantly improving the
performance of hydrogen storage materials [339]. A range of cation
(alkali metals and alkaline earth elements) and anion (basic metals,
semi-metals and non-metals) substitutions open up a broad, multi-
dimensional composition space for exploration. Shape memory
alloys (SMAs) provide a reversible change in shape as a result of a
martensitic transformation. SMAs are used in aerospace and auto-
motive components, robotics, civil structures, piping, telecommu-
nications, orthopedic surgery and dental appliances. As many as 18
elements are known to produce SMAs, giving opportunities for
concentrated alloying. Other functional materials can include
thermal barrier materials, luminescent and phosphorescent mate-
rials and magnetic materials. This is only a partial list of functional
materials that may beneﬁt from an intentional application of the
CCA approach.
6.4. Discussion
6.4.1. Multi-principal element alloying as a general approach to
materials design
Throughout Section 6 we develop the idea that multi-principal
element alloying is a general approach that can be applied to
essentially any class of material for any application. This concept is
implicit in early MPEA papers, but it seems to have been hidden by
a focus on structural materials and on the small number of alloy
families considered. We illustrate this concept here by describing
diverse alloy development efforts that may be considered to use the
MPEA approach. Stainless steels and nickel alloys typically have 3 to
5 principal elements and are an early manifestation of the CCA
approach e even before the ﬁeld was initiated (Section 6.2.1.1).
Functional materials use the concept of iso-structure substitution
on crystal sub-lattices, leading to complex, concentrated alloys
with 3e6 elements (Section 6.3.2).
Although these classes of materials were developed indepen-
dent of the MPEA philosophy, there are two important beneﬁts
from acknowledging this connection. A large amount of new data is
made available to the CCA community, offering greatly expanded
opportunities to explore and validate concepts between composi-
tion, structure and properties. And the functional materials com-
munity can learn from MPEA results by expanding alloying
possibilities beyond the intuitive approaches currently offered by
iso-structure substitution (Section 6.4.2). This connection supports
a more intentional and systematic use of the multi-principal
element alloying approach.
6.4.2. Expanding beyond iso-structure substitution for functional
materials
As discussed in Section 6.1, selecting a palette of elements for
functional materials can be guided by intuition. For example, ele-
ments with low thermal conductivity are candidates for thermal
barrier materials andmagnetic elements are obvious candidates for
magnetic alloys. Using elements that form identical functional
compounds is another widely used approach for selecting ele-
ments. For example, new thermoelectric materials are currently
devised by combining elements from different half-Heusler com-
pounds with useful thermoelectric properties, giving new half-
Heusler compositions via atom substitution on selected sub-
lattices with the potential for even better thermoelectric proper-
ties. However, this limits options to elements that form the same
structure, giving the so-called iso-structure substitution approach.
The MPEA community has demonstrated that a targeted structure
or phase can be produced by mixing different structures or phases.
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though the constituent elements have BCC, HCP, FCC and A12 (cI58)
structures at RT. Further, the rocksalt structure (B1, cF8, NaCl) is
produced when mixing oxides with rocksalt, wurtzite (B4, hP4,
ZnS) and tenorite (B26, mS8, CuO) structures [324]. These different
structures have different cation coordinations, and some pairs of
the constituent compounds do not exhibit extensive solubility.
Thus, the MPEA approach may offer new combinations of elements
not currently being considered in the functional materials ﬁeld.
Suchmixtures will be non-intuitive, and guidance from appropriate
calculations and modeling tools are expected to be essential. This
opens many new opportunities.
6.4.3. Single-phase, intermetallic CCAs
Single-phase, SS microstructures are a major part of the MPEA
ﬁeld. Multi-phase microstructures with two or more SS and/or IM
phases are also included as MPEAs (Section 1.2.4 and [25,26]). In
this section, we further include the essentially unexplored micro-
structural category of single-phase CCA ordered compounds. This
includes all long-range ordered inorganic phases, representing
metal-metal compounds (called IM in this manuscript) and com-
pounds with ionic and/or covalent bonding (borides, oxides, ni-
trides, carbides, chalcogenides, and so on). This inclusion completes
the microstructural palette of MPEAs: single-phase and multi-
phase mixtures of ordered and/or disordered phases in any com-
bination. By placing no restrictions on CCA microstructures, we
take full advantage of the motivation to explore the vast, central
regions of hyper-dimensional composition and phase space.
Studying single-phase CCA compounds for structural or func-
tional applications give one motivation, but there are others.
Thermodynamic properties of compositionally complex com-
pounds may vary signiﬁcantly from binary or ternary alloys (Sec-
tion 2.2), but these effects have hardly been explored. Also,
characterizing these phases challenges existing experimental and
computational techniques. Themechanical properties of MPEAs are
expected to depend sensitively on the presence and volume frac-
tion of IM phases [26], and isolating the properties of these
compositionally complex IM phases may give useful information in
guiding both theory and alloy development. Addressing each of
these basic scientiﬁc issues gives additional motivations for
studying single-phase MPEA compounds.
6.5. Summary
Throughout this section, we develop the idea that CCAs can be
developed for any applicationwherematerials are used. This idea is
supported by discussion of the general approach for designing CCAs
for a targeted application. It is further supported by speciﬁc ex-
amples of well-known commercial alloys and current alloy devel-
opment efforts that use the CCA approach and produce alloys
consistent with the CCA intent. This broadens discussion beyond
applications suggested by current MPEAs to also include many
other applications for which CCAs are not yet being studied. A few
structural materials are suggested, and many functional applica-
tions are recommended for future studies.
Analysis of commercial stainless steels (austenitic, duplex, pre-
cipitation hardened) and nickel alloys (austenitic, superalloys)
shows that these are 3d transition metal CCAs (Section 6.2.1.1). This
equivalence helps focus efforts to develop 3d transition metal CCAs
for structural applications by looking for technology gaps in the
current use of these alloys. It also provides new information to the
MPEA community by including the vast amount of practical expe-
rience and engineering data from these commercial alloys as part of
the 3d transition metal dataset.
Commercial nickel-based superalloy properties are used toevaluate the potential for CCA applications as high temperature
structural metals. 3d transition metal properties do not compete
with this class of materials (Section 6.2.1.1). Refractory metal CCAs
are still rather immature, but nevertheless show potential to in-
crease the operating strength, the operating temperature, or both,
relative to superalloys (Section 6.2.1.2). Applications may include
static sheet and rotating hardware such as disks and blades. The
data are still cursory, and more work is needed to better support
this potential (Section 7.2.2.2).
Work in the remaining two CCA families inspired by structural
applications e light metal CCAs (to replace Al- and Mg-based al-
loys) and CCA brasses and bronzes e has just begun (Section
6.2.1.3). There is insufﬁcient data to evaluate their potential in the
respective application domains.
To inspire new CCA families, a challenge is offered to consider
existing classes of structural metals for which a parallel CCA activity
does not yet exist (Section 6.2.2.1). MPEAs that can compete with
titanium alloys; that can ﬁll the density and use temperature gap
between titanium and nickel alloys; that offer new radiation-
resistant alloys and Cu-Be alloys are suggested for consideration,
but other possibilities may also exist.
A recent paper on entropy-stabilized oxides introduces ionic
compounds to the MPEA ﬁeld (Section 6.2.2.2). This expands earlier
work on thin ﬁlms and coatings of 3d transition metal nitrides and
borides to now include bulk, monolithic MPEA compounds with
ionic or covalent bonding. Bulk, monolithic oxides, borides, nitrides
and carbides are described here as a new class of CCA structural
materials.
MPEA work seems to be primarily motivated by structural ap-
plications, and much less work is targeted at measuring properties
for functional applications. Electrical, thermal and magnetic prop-
erties have been measured in 3d transition metal MPEAs, and
superconducting properties of a refractory metal CCA are reported
(Section 6.3.1). None of these properties are exceptional, and efforts
to develop particular alloys with a balance of properties needed for
these functional applications are not apparent. Wear properties
have been measured for 3d transition metal nitride coatings, and a
fewMPEAs have been evaluated as diffusion barriers.Work on CCAs
as catalysts and jewelry is just beginning and no data are yet
published.
Functional applications give broad and relatively unexplored
opportunities for new CCAs (Section 6.3.2). A few are brieﬂy
mentioned here (semi-conducting applications for computer chip
technology; ferroelectrics for sensors, actuators and communica-
tion devices; thermoelectric materials; shape memory alloys;
hydrogen storage; thermal barrier materials; and magnetic mate-
rials), the reader is encouraged to consider others.
An alloying strategy used in functional materials (iso-structure
substitution) mixes elements from different compounds with the
same structure, producing a new composition with the same
structure via substitution on selected sub-lattices. Many alloys
produced by this approach represent complex, concentrated ma-
terials, even though that is not the intent of the studies. A more
systematic use of the CCA approach is suggested here that does not
limit candidate elements to iso-structural compounds (Section
6.4.2). This broader approach is validated by data collected in the
MPEA ﬁeld.
Consideration of functional materials expands the CCA ﬁeld to
include microstructures consisting of a single-phase ordered
compound (Section 6.4.3). This completes the microstructural
palette to include single-phase disordered solid solutions, single-
phase ordered (including IM) compounds, and microstructures
with a mixture of any number of disordered and ordered phases.
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There is much to do in the ﬁeld of multi-principal element alloys
(MPEAs). Suggestions for future work are summarized here with
cross-references to additional discussion elsewhere in this review.
Suggestions are organized under two themes: basic scientiﬁc
studies (Section 7.1) and application-driven efforts (Section 7.2).
7.1. Basic scientiﬁc studies
7.1.1. Vastness of composition and microstructure space
A bolder, more expansive exploration of the vastness of alloys is
essential. This remains the most compelling idea in the complex,
concentrated alloys (CCAs) ﬁeld. The potential for new discoveries
associated with this concept has hardly been scratched. Thirty-
seven elements have been used to date in CCAs (Section 3.1), giv-
ing 435,897 possible 5-element combinations and a total of
2,834,496 alloy systems with 3e6 elements. Considering the 72
elements that are not toxic, radioactive or noble gases, the number
of 5-element systems expands to 13,991,544 and the number of
systems with 3e6 elements explodes to 171,318,882. Roughly 400
MPEAs have been reported to date, and many of those are non-
equimolar variations of the same elements, giving only 112
different element combinations considered so far.
In this review, compositional complexity is shown to include not
only metallic alloys, but also bulk materials where ionic and/or
covalent bonding are important. Nitride, boride and carbide MPEAs
have been studied from the start (Section 3.2.3), but primarily as
thin ﬁlms. Inspired by work on high entropy oxides [324], the
present review shows that CCAs include any long-range ordered
inorganic compound in bulk form (Section 6.2.2.2). This includes
intermetallic compounds (IMs), as well as compounds where ionic
and/or covalent bonding exists. This opens an enormous range of
new materials to explore via the CCA approach.
The expansiveness of the CCA ﬁeld also includes microstructure.
High entropy alloys (HEAs) emphasize microstructurally simple
alloys (Section 1.2.4), deﬁned as single-phase, solid solution alloys
with ‘simple’ crystal structures (BCC, FCC, HCP or their ordered
derivatives) (Section 4.1.1). Motivated by the broad ﬁeld of func-
tional materials (Section 6.3.2) and basic scientiﬁc studies (Section
6.4.3), microstructurally simple alloys are expanded to include
single-phase microstructures of complex disordered solid solution
(SS) or ordered compound phases (Section 4.1.4). CCAs also include
multi-phase microstructures with two or more phases that are SS,
ordered compounds (including IM phases), or a mixture of these
two (Section 4.1.5). Phase volume fraction can be controlled by alloy
composition (Section 5.3.1.2), and phase size, spacing and distri-
bution can be controlled by deformation processing or thermal
treatment (Section 5.5.2). When understood and controlled,
microstructural complexity produces alloys with an exquisite bal-
ance of properties, especially in structural materials. The CCA ﬁeld
thus includes an expansive range of microstructures with any
number and any type of phases.
Future studies that boldly embrace and explore this expan-
siveness are required. Such boldness is shown in a pioneering CCA
paper that studied equimolar 16- and 20-element alloys [1]. A key
discovery from that paper is the single-phase, SS CoCrFeMnNi alloy
with exceptional properties (Section 5.3.1.3). This discovery in-
spires a general approach to explore complexity in Section 7.1.2.3,
and speciﬁc directions for applying this approach are discussed in
Section 7.2. To accelerate the exploration of complex compositions
and microstructures, the CCA community is encouraged to develop
and apply high-throughput computations and experiments (Sec-
tion 7.1.2) and to include data on complex, concentrated materials
from other ﬁelds. The entire ﬁeld of stainless steels, austeniticnickel alloys (Section 6.2.1.1) and functional materials produced by
iso-structure substitution (Section 6.3.2) are such examples.
Including data from these ﬁelds can help build new relationships
between composition, microstructure and properties of CCAs
(Section 6.4.1), accelerating progress in the ﬁeld.
7.1.2. High-throughput techniques
The vastness of compositions and microstructures is both the
most compelling reason to study CCAs, and the largest challenge
offered by the ﬁeld. It is impossible to evaluate such huge numbers
of alloy systems in the time available using traditional methods.
High-throughput, combinatorial techniques are needed to enable
the full potential of the CCA ﬁeld to be realized. Such approaches
are already widely used in functional materials [339,344e346]. In
fact, many conventional functional materials are MPEAs, especially
many of those produced by elemental substitution on one or more
sub-lattice of ordered crystals (Section 6.3.2, Section 6.4.1). Current
high-throughput tools are therefore useful for continued develop-
ment of functional MPEAs.
Some useful high-throughput experimental techniques already
exist for structural materials, especially for microstructural char-
acterization [31]. Composition, simple crystal structures and crys-
tallographic texture can be obtained in an automated, high-
throughput fashion on conventional scanning electron micro-
scopes with appropriate sensors and software. Nano-indentation
gives localized hardness and modulus values, which can be corre-
lated with strength. However, the indents are very small, and may
not represent strengths that rely on microstructural features
beyond a few hundred nanometers. Bulk hardness measurements
are better for assessing strength in microstructures at these length
scales, but producing materials libraries is a challenge.
Structural materials offer major, unmet challenges for high-
throughput techniques [25,26,31]. The main issue is that struc-
tural properties depend sensitively on microstructure, limiting the
utility of conventional high-throughput tools. The vastness of
compositions offers other challenges. These challenges suggest
three future research directions described below: development of
new high-throughput experiments for structural materials; high-
throughput calculations to rapidly assess and design structural
materials; and new approaches to produce structural materials li-
braries. Progress in all three directions is needed, and these ad-
vances must be integrated with each other to offer full beneﬁt. Each
of these topics represents vibrant scientiﬁc endeavors in their own
right, and the MPEA ﬁeld is the ideal platform for developing,
validating and applying these new techniques.
7.1.2.1. New high-throughput experiments for structural materials.
New high-throughput experiments are needed to evaluate
microstructure-sensitive properties for structural materials.
Essential properties include tensile strength (yield and/or ulti-
mate), tensile ductility, fracture toughness, creep and fatigue. The
actual property doesn't need to be quantiﬁed as long as a correla-
tion is established between the measurement and the required
property. Thus, a test that establishes the ‘capacity for plasticity’ is
useful if it is correlated with tensile ductility, and the ‘capacity for
strength’ can be correlated with tensile yield or ultimate strength.
Such correlations are commonly used to relate hardness to
strength. These correlations distinguish a successful test from an
unsuccessful one. In addition to the two tests just mentioned, tests
that measure responses that correlate with primary creep strain,
secondary creep rate, fatigue crack growth rate or mode I fracture
toughness are all useful future contributions.
Structural materials also depend on structure-insensitive
properties. Environmental resistance is needed for nearly all
structural applications, and can include aqueous corrosion, erosion
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radiation damage. High-throughput, accelerated tests for such
properties would be very valuable. Calorimetry gives important
information on phase transformation temperatures. Characterizing
melting (including both solidus and liquidus) is particularly
important, since it is essential in the primary production of most
metals and is also important for joining and repair. Parallelized
techniques are being developed [347], but higher throughput and
higher temperatures are still needed.
The properties listed above are not exclusive, and other prop-
erties may also be useful in structural metals. By deﬁnition, these
methods must be very fast and inexpensive, at least 100 to 1000
times better than conventional techniques. Microstructure com-
plicates this challenge by setting a length scale that limits the
ability to miniaturize tests [25,26,31]. It also becomes a new vari-
able in the search for an effective structural material (Section
7.1.2.3), increasing the number of high-throughput tests required. A
recent paper suggests a sequential approach to improve the efﬁ-
ciency of high-throughput experiments for structural materials
[31]. After an initial stage of computational screening, candidate
alloys are ﬁrst evaluated experimentally for properties that depend
primarily on composition but do not strongly depend on micro-
structure. This allows a large number of candidates to be screened
quickly, since time and effort are not needed to ensure thematerials
library has a microstructure that is optimized for the properties
being measured. This also reduces the number of candidates,
decreasing the number of alloys that need to be evaluated in the
second experimental stage, using materials libraries of ﬁxed
composition and controlled microstructure gradients. This new
strategy for high-throughput experiments is discussed in more
detail elsewhere [31].
7.1.2.2. High-throughput computational design of structural mate-
rials. High-throughput computational materials design offers new
tools to explore the enormous space of possible materials in search
of desired properties. It combines quantum mechanical and ther-
modynamic computations with database construction and intelli-
gent data analysis techniques [348]. Materials databases are being
constructed to support this need [36,170]. This ﬁeld represents a
vibrant scientiﬁc activity that is already making important contri-
butions to the discovery of new materials [349,350]. However, as
with high-throughput experiments, the vast majority of work is on
functional materials such as thermoelectrics, batteries, and pho-
tovoltaics. Additional emphasis on structural materials is sug-
gested. Further, the work to date emphasizes binary and ternary
inorganic compounds, and the CCA ﬁeld establishes a need for
materials that are compositionally much more complex.
The CALculated PHAse Diagram (CALPHAD) method has been
used to explore complex, concentrated structural materials
[56,125]. CALPHAD is a semi-empirical approach that uses ther-
modynamic databases to calculate phase diagrams (Section 4.3.2.4).
A database is typically built for an alloy system with a single
dominant element such as Al, Fe, Ti or Ni. When used for alloys
within the targeted system, calculations are reliable and are used
extensively in the metals industry. However, extrapolation to
complex, concentrated alloys requires some care. Current experi-
ence suggests that the number and type of phases predicted are
often reliable, but transformation temperatures, volume fractions
and phase compositions are less accurate. Work is underway to
establish credibility criteria (Section 4.3.2.4). Efforts to estimate
uncertainties in reaction temperatures, phase compositions and
volume fractions are needed.
There are no high-throughput computational tools that can
predict microstructures and their contributions to mechanical
properties. In the long term, such capabilities will make an essentialcontribution. The search for complex relationships in existing data
may be useful, but databases and search routines need to be built
and made available to the materials community. The Materials
Genome Initiative provides a framework for pursuing such goals
[349].
7.1.2.3. New materials libraries for structural materials.
Current materials libraries are heavily biased toward thin ﬁlms
with thicknesses less than 1 mm. This supports the combinatorial
search for functional properties, but structural materials may
require more bulk-like materials libraries, especially if the struc-
tural properties depend on microstructural features that can't be
produced in thin ﬁlms [31]. Additive manufacturing is a developing
ﬁeld that offers new capabilities to produce materials libraries with
continuous composition gradients in a thicker product. Efforts to
develop this capability are suggested.
Given the vastness of alloy systems, continuous composition
gradients may not be the only architecture for CCA materials li-
braries. Current libraries usually vary up to 5 elements, which is
useful to explore a single CCA system. However, a typical CCA
family has 9 elements (Section 3.2), some have a dozen or more
elements [25], and recent high-throughput CALPHAD calculations
of over 130,000 equimolar alloys use 27 elements [56]. Clearly, new
approaches are needed for materials libraries that can deal with the
large number of elements. High-throughput calculations dramati-
cally reduce the number of alloys that need to be made, but the
candidate alloys found by computations may have non-contiguous
compositions (for example, see Tables 9e15 in Ref. [56]). This
suggests an ‘alloy-on-demand’ approach, where distinct concen-
trations and combinations of elements are produced at each point
in a materials library. Adjacent points in the library may have a
discontinuous change in concentrations, including completely
different elements. Additive manufacturing may be able to produce
such ‘alloy-on-demand’ libraries.
Microstructure exerts a potent inﬂuence on the properties of
structural materials and must be included in a combinatorial
search. Finding alloys with desired phases is an essential ﬁrst step.
Here we suggest an approach inspired by one of the ﬁrst MPEA
papers [1]. In that work, the FCC solid solution CoCrFeMnNi phase
dominates the microstructure of a 16-element equimolar alloy. The
formation of a 5-component SS phase is remarkable, and the HEA
ﬁeld has focused on alloys in this family (Section 3.2.1). However,
4368 ﬁve-element combinations exist in the 16-element alloy, and
4367 of them did not form a SS phase. Further, the 5-element SS
that does form is more stable than any competing 4-element or 6-
element SS in that alloy. Stated simply, a complex alloy shows at
once which phase or phases are the most stable in a very long list of
competing phases. The useful information from such a sample in-
cludes the phases that form (and their compositions), as well as
those that do not. The design of single-composition bulk samples
that are compositionally very complex is a new way to think about
a materials library. This approach can use as few or as many ele-
ments as desired. Care is taken to produce a chemically equilibrated
and microstructurally uniform material with no intentional
composition gradients. Element selection can be guided by the
search for SS or IM phases. It can emphasize particular crystal
structures, particular regions of the periodic table, or elements with
similar characteristics. An obvious suggested ﬁrst step is to
combine all the elements in other structural metal alloy families
(for example, the 10 elements in the refractory metal CCA family) to
see if any SS phases form. Such phases can be an alloy by itself, or
the matrix of precipitation-strengthened microstructures.
The combinatorial search for structural materials also requires
libraries withmicrostructure gradients. Two such examples already
exist e the well-known Jominy bar varies quench rate and a
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gradient [25]. Other concepts can be devised, including the use of
rods or sheet in furnaces with controlled thermal gradients to vary
solution or aging temperatures [31]. This approach can be com-
bined with a composition gradient to explore the effect of
composition and heat treatment on microstructure in a given alloy
family. For example, a sheet can be produced with a composition
gradient along one direction, and the thermal gradient can be
applied along the second major direction of the sheet. One sample
can thus explore the effects of both composition and heat treat-
ment on microstructure.
7.1.3. Solid solution hardening models
There is no adequate model to predict solid solution strength-
ening in CCAs (Section 5.5.3, Section 5.6). This is a major scientiﬁc
challenge. At least three contributions (lattice distortion, elastic
misﬁt and a chemical term) need to be addressed in a structure
where no single element dominates, so that there is no simplifying
‘solvent’ or ‘solute’. This is also a signiﬁcant practical barrier to the
informed development of CCA structural alloys. Focused efforts to
build validated, physics-based models for solid solution strength-
ening in concentrated, multi-element alloys are highly
recommended.
7.1.4. Deformation mechanisms in CCAs
Almost no work has been performed on the deformation
mechanisms in CCAs. Initial studies in CoCrFeMnNi show that the
slip systems are the same as for conventional FCC metals (Section
5.3.1.2), but similar work has not been performed in BCC metals.
Nano-twinning is an important deformation mechanism, but its
generality has not been established. A novel FCC þ B2 eutectic
microstructure has unusually low yield strength, and the mecha-
nisms responsible for this are not yet known (Section 5.3.1.2). The
atomic structure of CCAs raises questions at a more fundamental
level. Are lattice strains sufﬁcient to inﬂuence dislocation core
structure or dislocation motion? Can local chemical variations
produce local variations in core structure or stacking fault energies,
and hence differences in separation between leading and trailing
partial dislocations? These questions suggest future experimental
and computational research.
7.1.5. Diffusion data and models
A better understanding of diffusion is essential in MPEAs.
Diffusion data and models are needed to better understand prac-
tical features such as grain growth, nucleation and growth of
strengthening phases, thermally-activated deformation and
oxidation resistance in CCAs. An empirical model suggests that
diffusion coefﬁcients are the same in all metals with the same
crystal structure when compared at their melting temperatures,
but the assumptions that underlie this model may not be valid in
CCAs (Section 5.2). Finally, sluggish diffusion is one of the four
major MPEA hypotheses. In spite its importance, diffusion has been
measured in only oneMPEA study, and for only one alloy [32]. More
diffusion studies are needed to establish basic features and to
provide practical data for the development of CCAs.
7.1.6. Thermodynamics of complex, concentrated phases
In spite of the fact that a thermodynamic term (entropy) is a
deﬁning quantity of HEAs, there is very little thermodynamic
knowledge of complex, concentrated phases. Idealized models are
often used to guide research or to support analyses, but these may
be poor guides to understand the thermodynamics of CCA phases
(Section 2). For example, SS phases are usually modeled as ideal orregular solutions, and IM phases are thought of as structures where
a single element dominates a particular sub-lattice. None of these
assumptions commonly hold in CCAs. The degree of chemical
short-range order (SRO) inﬂuences the entropy (SSS) and enthalpy
(HSS) of complex, concentrated SS phases and needs to be included
in SS models. In IM phases with more elements than sub-lattices,
the conﬁgurational entropy (SIM) can be a signiﬁcant fraction of
the SS phase with the same composition, and HIM can be very
different from binary compounds upon which the IM is based. The
thermodynamic properties of complex phases need to be measured
and modeled.
A more thorough analysis of individual contributions to total
entropy is recommended. The relative magnitudes of excess en-
tropy contributions from size misﬁt, vibrations, electronic and
magnetic terms need to be quantiﬁed and their inﬂuence on the
competition between different phases needs to be evaluated (Sec-
tion 2.3.4)
7.1.7. Characterizing complex, concentrated phases
Measuring CCA thermodynamic properties is no more chal-
lenging than for compositionally simpler phases and alloys. How-
ever, characterizing the structure of CCA phases can be daunting.
Distinguishing between disordered and ordered phases in MPEAs
requires more care than is typically needed for compositionally
simpler phases (Section 4.4.1.4). X-ray diffraction (XRD) is often
inadequate to distinguish between ordered and disordered phases
with the same base crystal structure, and transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) often ﬁnds phases missed by XRD alone. Future
studies are highly encouraged to characterize microstructures with
a combination of XRD and TEM for a more complete and reliable
analysis.
Section 7.1.6 requires additional structural details. Measuring
SRO can distinguish ideal and regular solutions from sub-regular
solutions (Section 2.1.1). The degree of SRO requires knowledge of
the type and number of 1st neighbor atoms surrounding a given
reference atom. This is difﬁcult to measure, and the complexity
increases dramatically with increasing number of elements. Tech-
niques such as X-ray absorption spectroscopy offer measurement
approaches. Measuring which atoms occupy which sub-lattices,
and to what degree, is important for IM phases in CCAs. In addi-
tion to supporting thermodynamic models, knowing site occu-
pancy in IM phases or SRO in SS phases is essential to
understanding other properties such as stacking fault energies,
interface energies and critical resolved shear stresses. This is also of
key importance in developing and modeling functional materials.
7.1.8. Lattice distortion
Lattice distortion is one of the four HEA hypotheses, and it may
inﬂuence thermodynamic stability, deformation mechanisms and a
wide range of properties (Section 1.3.3.2). The MPEA community is
encouraged to develop approaches to quantify lattice distortion
experimentally and to predict its magnitude in models (Section
4.4.4). Efforts to systematically isolate these effects from other
features of CCAs and to establish relationships between lattice
distortion and properties are an area for future work.
These characterizations are all extremely challenging. A part-
nership between more than one experimental technique is often
beneﬁcial, as well as integration with computational tools [59].
Such approaches are recommended in the future as an emphasis.
7.2. Applied studies
Much of the early work has explored their broad features and
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decade as a new idea and a time has come to include more focused
efforts to develop particular alloys for speciﬁc uses. Any application
for which a material can be developed is a candidate for future CCA
use. Application-driven future studies are described below for
functional (Section 7.2.1) and structural (Section 7.2.2) materials.
7.2.1. Functional materials
CCA functional materials are nearly unexplored (Section 6.3).
Two current alloy families are motivated by functional applications,
but one has only recently been deﬁned with no published results
and the other is a minor area (Section 6.3.1). Conventional func-
tional materials efforts have developed complex, concentrated al-
loys (Section 6.3.2), but the alloying strategy used (iso-structure
substitution) is limited and a more systematic application of CCA
concepts may signiﬁcantly expand opportunities (Section 6.4.2).
Three broad areas are recommended for future development of
functional CCAs. Continued work on the two MPEA families of
functional materials (precious metals, borides and nitrides) is
encouraged. Pursuit of new functional applications fromwithin the
CCA framework is strongly recommended e a wide range of func-
tional applications have not been addressed by the MPEA com-
munity. Finally, new approaches to broaden alloying in functional
materials beyond iso-structural site substitution are encouraged.
These new approaches are inspired by the ﬁnding in theMPEA ﬁeld
that a single target crystal structure can be produced even when
mixing elements or phases with different crystal structures (Sec-
tion 6.4.2). This is a nuanced approach, and requires insights from
theory, computations, and experience within the traditional func-
tional materials discipline.
7.2.2. Structural materials
7.2.2.1. 3d transition metal MPEAs. The most mature MPEA struc-
tural alloys are in the 3d transition metal family. Work has focused
on exploring compositions, characterizing the phases present and
measuring 1st tier mechanical properties. First tier tensile proper-
ties are available on chemically and microstructurally homoge-
neous material in the most widely studied alloys, and some 2nd tier
properties (fracture toughness, fatigue) are reported (Section 5.3.1).
Current 3d transition metal MPEAs show no major advantage over
existing commercial stainless steel alloys, and do not compete with
either solid solution or precipitation strengthened nickel superal-
loys (Section 5.5.2). More detailed characterization of this family of
alloys is therefore not expected to show great promise from an
application point of view, and is not considered a high priority for
future studies.
Future studies may be pursued in the microstructural control of
3d transition metal CCAs. Systematic trends of increasing strength
and decreasing ductility are established in duplex, BCC þ FCC mi-
crostructures (Section 5.3.1.2, Section 5.5.2). Speciﬁc elements,
especially Al, are shown to directly inﬂuence the fraction of BCC and
FCC phases. Other phases may have similar effects and may also be
explored. Studies to determine FCC and BCC volume fractions with
a competitive balance of strength and ductility may be pursued.
Careful microstructural characterization may show the presence of
the ordered B2 phase in addition to BCC (Section 4.4.1.5). No work
has yet been performed to control the size, shape and distribution
of FCC and BCC phases. Deformation processing and thermal
treatment may provide this control. Extensive experience on
commercial duplex stainless steels can guide these studies [30].
Duplex stainless steels have roughly equal volume fractions of
austenite (FCC) and ferrite (BCC) phases, giving yield strengthsroughly twice that of 300-series austenitic stainless steels with
good ductility. These commercial alloys will not only guide devel-
opment of duplex BCC þ FCC CCAs, they also give the properties
against which progress will be measured.
Precipitation strengthening is a second approach to design 3d
transition metal CCA microstructures (Section 5.5.2). There are
relatively few studies in the MPEA literature to control the type,
volume fraction, size and distribution of precipitates to give both
high strength and useful ductility (Section 4.2.2). The role of
particular elements in forming phases such as L12 (cP4, Cu3Au) is
sufﬁciently established to guide the design of precipitation-
strengthened microstructures. Al, Ti or Nb are used in commercial
precipitation-strengthened stainless steels [30], and this experi-
ence can also guide MPEA studies. CALPHAD calculations also offer
a major opportunity for the intelligent design of precipitation-
strengthened 3d transition metal MPEAs. Early results show that
nanometer-sized precipitates are possible, and are often coherent
with the matrix (Section 4.2.2). Early aging studies show some
promise, but future work should start with homogenized material
and then solutionize, quench and age the alloy (Section 5.5.2).
Discussion of future research on 3d transition metal CCAs ends
with a caution. Commercial stainless steels include four alloy
families: austenitic solid solution alloys; martensitic alloys; duplex
(austenite plus ferrite) alloys; and precipitation-hardened alloys.
Commercial nickel alloys include solid solution and precipitation-
aged alloy families. These are all concentrated alloys based on Cr-
Fe-Ni. They represent well-established CCAs with exhaustive pre-
vious research and practical experience (Section 5.5.2). They set
very high standards against which future MPEA research must be
evaluated. The mechanical properties of solid solution commercial
alloys are compared with 3d transition metal MPEAs in Section
5.3.1.2. The properties of precipitation-strengthened stainless steels
are much higher e yield strengths range from 1000 to 1400 MPa,
ultimate strengths range from 1200 to 1500 MPa and tensile
ductility ranges from 2 to 10% [30]. The prospects for new discov-
eries certainly exist, but may be less promising than in other CCA
families that do not have competing commercial alloys already
established. As a starting point, 3d transition metals are the basis
for many new alloys predicted to have potential as high-
temperature structural metals [56]. These alloys include elements
not typically used in commercial stainless steels or austenitic nickel
alloys, and so may give new and useful results. A thorough
knowledge of the physical metallurgy, compositions, microstruc-
tures, processing and properties of commercial stainless steels and
nickel alloys is suggested as required reading for researchers in the
3d transition metal MPEA ﬁeld [30,314].7.2.2.2. Refractory metal CCAs. Refractory metal CCAs are moti-
vated by high temperature structural applications. There are no
concentrated, commercial refractory metal structural alloys for
comparison, and so refractory metal CCAs compete with nickel
superalloys. Only 7% of the CCAs in this review are in the refractory
metal family (Section 3.2.2). They are therefore less mature than 3d
transition metal alloys, and there are many directions for future
efforts. Several of these are described below.
Only 29 refractory metal CCAs are found in this assessment, and
so exploring new element combinations and concentrations is
essential. The full extent of the BCC solid solution phase ﬁeld has
not been explored, giving new opportunities for research. For
example, the alloys AlNbTaTiV, HfMoNbTiZr, HfNbTaTiZr, MoN-
bTaVW and NbTiVZr are all single-phase BCC SS alloys (Table 7). All
of the elements in the refractory metal CCA palette are included in
8 To acknowledge common usage in the literature, we use the term, HEA, when
conﬁgurational entropy or single-phase, SS microstructures are important. We use
the terms MPEA or CCA interchangeably to evoke the vastness of compositions and
microstructures without any implications regarding the magnitude or importance
of conﬁgurational entropy or the types of phases present (Section 1.2.4).
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has not yet been studied. Such a complex SS phase would be
remarkable.
Future compositional studies are also needed to control micro-
structures. There is hardly any work to control the type, volume
fraction, size, morphology or distribution of second phases in re-
fractory metal CCAs (Section 5.6). Establishing the bounds of the
BCC SS phase ﬁeld for non-equimolar concentrations is essential to
guide the design of multi-phase microstructures by informing the
search for 2-phase, BCC þ BCC microstructures and precipitation-
hardened refractory metal CCAs. For example, AlNbTaTiV with
20 at.% Al is single-phase BCC, while AlMo0.5NbTa0.5TiZr, also with
20 at.% Al, is a 2-phase microstructure with an elegant distribution
of coherent, nanometer-sized BCC cuboids surrounded by
nanometer-sized B2 (cP2, ClCs) platelets [141,142]. This alloy has
attractive mechanical properties, even though the BCC phase ap-
pears to be discontinuous. It is unknown how small compositional
variations might alter this microstructure and mechanical proper-
ties. Such studies are worth considering.
Exploration of compositional variations is also recommended to
more directly control refractory metal CCA properties. The re-
fractory element palette covers a very wide range of elemental
densities, moduli and oxidation characteristics, giving a broad
scope to tailor these properties in alloys (Section 3.2.2). This has
been used to develop low density refractory metal CCAs, but
additional opportunities exist, especially for oxidation resistance.
Tensile characterization is highly recommended for future
research (Section 5.5.2, Section 6.2.1.2). Several alloys show good
compressive strength with sufﬁcient compressive ductility (10%)
to warrant tensile tests. Other properties are also recommended in
selected alloys, such as fracture toughness, creep and fatigue.
Oxidation resistance is a major concern in any refractory metal
alloy (Section 5.5.2), and should be evaluated early in the search for
new alloys [31]. In the spirit of rapid assessments (Section 7.1.2.1),
simple tests to screen for catastrophic oxidation may quickly
eliminate alloys from further consideration, saving time otherwise
spent on characterizating the alloy. Oxidation has the additional
advantage of being relatively insensitive tomicrostructure, so that a
failure to pass in onemicrostructural condition is likely to represent
failure in other microstructural conditions.
Thermo-mechanical processing of refractory metal CCAs has
hardly been explored (Section 5.5.2). Cold-rolling has been
demonstrated in one study [287] but otherwise has not been used.
Future research on deformation processing and its effect on
microstructure and properties of refractory metal CCAs is
suggested.
7.2.2.3. Other structural CCAs. Very little work has yet been pub-
lished in the light metal CCAs and CCA brasses and bronzes (Section
3.2.3). Future work in both families is strongly encouraged. Focused
work to deﬁne and explore MPEAs to compete with titanium alloys
and work to explore MPEAs for radiation-resistant applications is
also suggested (Section 6.2.2.1). The possibility of non-metallic
MPEAs (Section 6.2.2.2), inspired by a recent paper [324], is a
new direction for research with importance for both structural and
functional applications.
We close this section with a quote from Section 6.2.2: “What
conventional structural materials exist for which no parallel CCA
activity exists?” The answer to this question may also be a direction
for future research.
8. Major accomplishments and concluding remarks
Main ﬁndings from the present assessment are given in sum-
maries at the end of each major section in this review. Readers arereferred to these sections for topical summaries and speciﬁc results.
Concluding remarks are given here discussing insights gained from
the major achievements in the ﬁeld over the ﬁrst 12 years of effort.
8.1. Major new ideas from high entropy alloys and related concepts
Two major ideas deﬁne the ﬁeld of high entropy alloys (HEAs)
and the related concepts of multi-principal element alloys (MPEAs)
and complex, concentrated alloys (CCAs) 8 (Section 1.3). One idea is
to explore the inconceivably vast number of materials offered by
MPEAs, and the second is that high conﬁgurational entropy may
favor formation of single-phase, solid solution microstructures. The
high entropy concept, perhaps more than the concept of vastness,
has sparked the intellectual curiosity of the scientiﬁc community
and is responsible for opening this major new topical area.
Concluding remarks on these two major ideas are offered below.
8.1.1. Vastness of composition and microstructure space
The ﬁrst idea e exploring the vast, unexplored central regions of
multi-principal element phase diagrams and microstructures e
remains the most compelling reason for research in this ﬁeld. This
vastness has grown to include three dimensions: compositional
complexity, microstructural complexity, and the full range of any
application for which a material can be made or used (Section 7.1.1,
Section 7.2). Although often thought of within a framework of
metallic alloys, the ﬁeld now includes alloys and phases with
metallic, covalent, and/or ionic bonding (Section 6.2.2.2, Section
6.3.2). This cosmic vastness supports the expectation for new dis-
coveries of scientiﬁc and practical beneﬁt. Many scientiﬁc questions
in this ﬁeld challenge conventional knowledge and require re-
evaluation of basic concepts in thermodynamics, dislocation the-
ory, strengthening models, phase stability and combinatorial
methods. New structural and functional materials with attractive
properties and potential for further development have been
conceived and developed through the multi-principal element
approach. Commercial materials with three or more principal ele-
ments, developed empirically before the HEA ﬁeld began (stainless
steels, nickel alloys, some functional materials) are shown here to
be MPEAs, validating basic concepts of the ﬁeld and paving the way
to future efforts.
8.1.2. The high entropy effect
The second major idea is that conﬁgurational entropy can be
used to control microstructure, and especially to favor disordered,
solid solution (SS) phases with simple crystal structures (BCC, FCC
or HCP) (Section 1.3.3). This is the signature concept of the HEA
ﬁeld. This assessment concludes that conﬁgurational entropy alone
does not have a dominant role in favoring single-phase micro-
structures or SS alloys with simple crystal structures (Section 4.4.3).
But what does this mean? Of course conﬁgurational entropy is
important in selecting equilibrium phases. The present work does
not show that entropy is unimportant, but rather that it is not the
only important term. The competition between SS and ordered
intermetallic (IM) phases is decided by four thermodynamic terms
(entropy and enthalpy of SS and IM phases). Each of these four
terms can be signiﬁcant in CCAs, so that no single term consistently
dominates (Section 2.3.5) and phase selection is ultimately deter-
mined by relatively small differences between these four larger
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depend strongly on alloy composition, complicating attempts to
isolate the effect of individual thermodynamic terms.
An enduring contribution of the HEA ﬁeld is to bring entropy
into the discussion after decades of apparent neglect. A quick re-
view of classical thermodynamic literature suggests that enthalpy
has had a favored position, especially regarding collection of ther-
modynamic data [54,62,64,351] and approaches to predict stable
phases [170,348,352]. Relatively little has been said about the role
of entropy until recently. The HEA ﬁeld thus highlights a previously
underappreciated thermodynamic contribution. Although the role
of conﬁgurational entropy has been known since the time of Gibbs,
there have never been focused, systematic attempts to use it to
inﬂuence microstructure. The HEA ﬁeld has inspired a new way to
think about conﬁgurational entropy and its inﬂuence on equilib-
rium phases. Since entropy is magniﬁed by temperature, it also
gives a new way to inﬂuence phase transformation temperatures.
In fact, recent work shows that phase transformation temperatures
can be controlled in high entropy oxides by controlling conﬁgura-
tional entropy [324]. This is exactly one of the roles proposed
earlier for conﬁgurational entropy [25]. Through research inspired
by the high entropy concept, a clearer understanding has emerged
on the role of conﬁgurational entropy, its partnership with
enthalpy, and its measurable inﬂuence on phase stability.
8.2. Major accomplishments
Here we give summary comments of the most signiﬁcant
achievements from the ﬁrst 12 years of work on HEAs and related
concepts. Many of these accomplishments appear in the literature,
a few are shown in this review for the ﬁrst time. All are discussed in
more detail in preceding summary sections and elsewhere in the
review.
8.2.1. Deﬁne and explore seven new alloy families
The ﬁeld has grown from a strong initial focus on one alloy
family (3d transition metal MPEAs) to include a total of 7 alloy
families (Section 3). Each alloy family includes six to ten elements,
and together these have produced over 408 new alloys based on
112 never-before-tried combinations of principal elements. Every
one of these is an uncommon accomplishment in materials science.
Each month, over the past 12 years, the ﬁeld has created on average
nearly 1 new combination of elements and 3 new alloys (different
element concentrations within each combination of elements). The
rate is accelerating e four new systems were ﬁrst reported in the
past two years. A speciﬁc motivation underlies each new alloy
family. Four are designed for particular applications (high tem-
perature structural metals, low density structural metals, brasses
and bronzes with improved strength, catalytic materials with
reduced cost) and one is inspired by scientiﬁc curiosity (single-
phase HCP alloy). Some of the new alloys show potential to achieve
properties that may exceed existing materials and ﬁll important
needs. This accomplishment shows progress toward one of the
major MPEA conceptse to offer a vast number of new alloy systems
(combinations of elements) and even more alloys (variations of
element concentrations within an alloy system).
8.2.2. Identify and explore an expansive FCC single-phase ﬁeld
The HEA community has identiﬁed and explored an expansive
FCC single-phase ﬁeld in the 3d transition metal alloy family
(Section 4.2.1). This phase ﬁeld extends much farther in hyper-
dimensional composition space than hinted at by previous expe-
rience with austenitic stainless steels and nickel alloys. Using
CoCrFeNi as a base, the inﬂuence of Cu, Mn, Mo, Pd and V has been
explored in equimolar and non-equimolar concentrations,separately and in combinations. The inﬂuence of compound-
forming elements Al, Si, Sn and Ti has also been studied. The
extent of the FCC single-phase ﬁeld is established for most of these
elements. A single-phase FCC microstructure is retained in equi-
molar alloys with as many as 6 elements (CoCrCuFeMnNi), and in
alloys with as many as 7 elements in non-equimolar concentra-
tions. Functional and mechanical properties have been measured
on some of these alloys. This is a major accomplishment of the HEA
effort. In addition to this 3d transitionmetal FCC phase ﬁeld, at least
12 other single-phase ﬁelds have been identiﬁed, including two
additional FCC phases in 3d transitionmetal CCAs and an FCC phase
in light metal CCAs; ﬁve BCC phases (two in 3d transition metal
CCAs and three in refractory metal MPEAs); and four HCP phase
ﬁelds (Section 4.4.1.4).
8.2.3. High-throughput calculations predict nearly 200 unexplored
alloys
High-throughput calculations are being used to accelerate the
discovery of new CCAs (Section 4.4.5). Two different computational
methods are used, identifying nearly 200 potential high tempera-
ture structural alloys. Criteria used to select these alloys include:
single-phase solid solution alloys; multi-phase alloys that can be
precipitation strengthened via solution-treatment, quench and
aging thermal treatments; and projected use temperatures. High
throughput calculations are also enriching knowledge of the types
and numbers of phases formed. Both computational methods
predict that the fraction of alloys that are single-phase solid solu-
tions decrease as the number of elements increases, helping to
resolve the high entropy hypothesis.
8.2.4. A comprehensive assessment of the types and number of
phases is available
A comprehensive evaluation of CCA microstructures is given in
this review (Section 4). We analyze the types of microstructures (SS
phases only, IM phases only, both SS þ IM), the number of phases
present and the crystal structures produced. Microstructures
observed in 408 alloys and 648 different microstructure reports are
used to generate ﬁndings and are documented in Table S1 of the
accompanying Supplementary data, Appendix A. Observed micro-
structures are compared with two datasets predicted by the
CALculated PHAse Diagram (CALPHAD) method, giving a more
robust analysis. Microstructural trends resulting from increasing
the number of alloy elements and from different processing con-
ditions (as-cast or annealed) are both analyzed. Additional insights
come from considering six issues that bias observations. A ‘struc-
ture in e structure out’ (SISO) analysis developed here corrects for
the most signiﬁcant bias. Building on Hume-Rothery concepts, the
SISO analysis estimates the fraction of SS phases in a dataset that
will have a given crystal structure (BCC, FCC, HCP) from the
weighted fractions of elements with the same crystal structure
used to produce the alloys in that dataset. This analysis correctly
predicts the fraction of SS phases that are BCC, FCC or HCP in the
three major datasets, and also predicts the fraction of SS
microstructures.
8.2.5. Major hypotheses have been evaluated and resolved
Data collected in the ﬁrst 12 years enable resolution of two
major HEA hypotheses (called ‘core effects’, Section 1.3). By far the
most widely considered is the high entropy effect (Section 1.3.3.1).
Although the data and analyses do not support this hypothesis, it
has nevertheless had amajor positive impact bymotivating a better
understanding of the role of conﬁgurational entropy in its part-
nership with other thermodynamic terms (Section 8.1.2). It has also
inspired a re-evaluation of classical thermodynamic concepts as
they apply to complex, concentrated alloys (Section 2). Finally, this
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that ionic and covalent compounds with sufﬁciently negative for-
mation enthalpies (oxides, carbides nitrides, borides) will over-
come conﬁgurational entropy (Section 4.4.3.3). The present
resolution shows that many intermetallic compounds also have
sufﬁciently negative formation enthalpies to out-compete conﬁg-
urational entropy.
The hypothesis that atomic diffusion is unusually sluggish in
HEAs is also not supported by the available data (Section 5.2).
However, this analysis raises questions regarding a long-standing
empirical relationship that states that diffusion coefﬁcients are
equal in metals with the same crystal structure at their melting
temperatures. Additional work is needed to address a third ‘core
effect’ on lattice distortion (Section 7.1.8). The ﬁnal ‘core effect’,
known as the ‘cocktail’ effect, is not an hypothesis and requires no
proof (Section 1.3.3.4). It is a colorful and evocative statement of the
often surprising and unpredictable nature of unknown materials.
This continues to capture the essence and the allure of the present
ﬁeld.8.2.6. Composition/microstructure/properties relationships are
established
Clear relationships are emerging between composition, micro-
structure and properties in the 3d transition metal alloy family
(Section 5.3.1, Section 5.5.2). The effect of Al is most widely studied
e increasing Al increases strength and decreases ductility by
transforming FCCmicrostructures to duplex BCCþ FCC, and then to
BCC alloys. Cr is essential for good strength e quaternary and even
ternary alloys have strengths as good as 5-element alloys as long as
Cr is included. Cu partitions to a second FCC phase, decreasing
ductility. The roles of Co and Fe are less impactful. Small volume
fractions of IM phases increase strength while retaining ductility,
but ductility drops when the IM becomes a dominant phase (Sec-
tion 5.6). Dislocation mechanisms in CoCrFeMnNi are similar to
other austenitic alloys. Nano-twinning is an important deformation
mechanism. Tensile properties are similar to commercial austenitic
stainless steels and nickel alloys. The fracture toughness of one
alloy (CoCrFeMnNi) is as high as any material produced to date.
Refractory metal CCAs are less mature, and relationships be-
tween composition, microstructure and properties are now being
studied (Section 5.3.2). The BCC phase dominates this alloy family.
Several alloys have properties with potential to increase the
strength, or the operating temperature, or both, in each of three
major application areas for turbine engines.8.2.7. Unanswered questions and future directions
An entire section of this review is dedicated to unanswered
questions and future directions (Section 7). Eight major directions
are discussed for basic scientiﬁc studies (Section 7.1). Some of these,
such as high-throughput computational and experimental
methods for structural materials, are rich ﬁelds of study in their
own right and are essential tools to cope with the enormous
compositional and microstructural possibilities. Future work is
further outlined for a broad spectrum of applications. Structural
metal alloys have formed a focus over the ﬁrst 12 years, and speciﬁc
approaches are suggested to continue in this direction. Based on a
recent study of entropy-stabilized oxides, we add the possibility of
non-metallic structural materials. Finally, the present review de-
velops a rationale for extensive efforts on complex, concentrated
functional materials. Many major accomplishments have been
achieved in the ﬁrst 12 years. However, like any vibrant ﬁeld, there
appear to be more questions now than when the ﬁeld was started.8.3. Closing
The concept of vast compositions and microstructures associ-
ated with multi-principal element alloys has lost none of its po-
tency in the ﬁrst 12 years. Signiﬁcant progress has been made, and
it continues to motivate new research questions and to inspire
major new scientiﬁc themes. The combinatorial vastness of this
idea also gives the biggest technical challenge offered by the ﬁeld.
Out of literally hundreds of millions of possible element combina-
tions, barely a hundred have been studied so far. This vastness
challenges the scientiﬁc community to look beyond the glass ceil-
ing that has bounded the ﬁeld of materials science. No longer safe
along corners and edges of ternary phase diagrams, the materials
community is now thrust into an uncharted, hyper-dimensional
territory that is difﬁcult to conceive, difﬁcult to visualize, and
difﬁcult to explore systematically. The vastness is frightening, and it
beckons.
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